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THE GRIST
for
Nineteen Hundred Fifty-one
NORMAN STEADMAN, Editor
OWEN KWASHA, Business Manager
DR, HAROLD W. BROWNING, Faculty Advisor
THEME AND DEDICATION
This 1951 edition of the Grist Is dedicated to those students
who have in the past and present carried on the traditions, ideals,
and spirit of the University of Rhode Island. Placed with you are the
hopes of future success and recognition. Thus by time, effort, loyalty,
6r\6 devotion, our college will continue to Rourish.
Within these pages the theme "Spirit is embodied. May it never
lag or be broken.
a
THE CLASS ADVISOR'S MESSAGE
As students of the Class of 1951 you
fiave had the good fortune to be at Rhode
Island State College during a period when
the college has made rapid strides toward
its goal of becoming a "quality
'
institution
of higher learning. Many of the improve
ments which have taken place have not been
readily observed by students and friends of
the college. For example, I think the faculty
has grown considerably, not only in numbers
but also in the quality of the instruction
which this body can give to the students.
It is easy to understand why such improve
ments might not have been noticed by the
people of the state.
My purpose in this message is not to
"advise." (You will get enough advice from
your elders during graduation week.) My
purpose is to ask that you become 'Am
bassadors of Good Will" for Rhode Island
State College. It is up to you to convince
the people of the state that their state col
lege is now truly an institution of higher
learning and that the money which they are
spending for Rhode Island State College
will pay increasing dividends for the state.
Make Rhode Island State College your
hobby.
Eugene Winslow
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ISDOM IS THE PRINCIPAL THING,
THEREFORE GET WISDOM,- AND WITH
THY GETTING GET UNDERSTANDING
THE PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
To the Members of the Class of 1951:
'"The most important single factor in a modern
liberal education," says Harvard's President
Conant, "is education students receive from one
another.
For evidence of these educational values, look
through the pages of the 1951 GRIST. Here, in
picture and in printed word, is a record of the
things you have been doing in your pursuit of a
college degree.
Your academic program, of course, has been
your main college objective. But the academic is
only d part of the education you have received.
In your informal associations with fellow students,
with the faculty, and with other members of the
college community, you have gained educational
experience equally valuable, equally important, in
your preparation for a happy, useful life.
The broad scope of activity that comprises
college life finds graphic expression in the year
book. To each of you these pages will have a
special meaning, according to your own special
experience the friendships that spring from
fraternity and sorority, the mental stimulus that
comes from a dash of wits in a club meeting, the
inspiration of a confidential talk with a faculty
advisor, the discipline that attends a contest on
the field of sports, the thrill of seeing one's team
snatch victory In a close-fought game, the poise
and social case cultivated on the dance floor, the
selF-confidence gained by one who holds office
in a student organization, the sense of responsi
bility which accompanies student self-government,
the appreciation of spiritual values nurtured by
religious activities. All these, whether you realize
it or not, have been an essential part of your
education; and their importance will grow upon
you through the years to come.
You face a future Fraught with danger and
uncertainty. The kind of education you have re
ceived will enable you better to meet that Future.
Throughout the years you will increasingly treasure
the memory of the ricfi experiences recorded here.
Faithfully yours,
Carl R. Woodward
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
A. Livingston Kelley, A.B., Chairman North Kingstown
Henry J. Blais, Jr., LL.B., Vice Chairman Pawtucket
Sara L. Kerr, M.Ed., Secretary Central Falls
Mrs. C. Gordon MacLeod, A.B. Providence
Francis I. McCanna, LL.M. Providence
Clark F. Murdough, A.M. Barrington
Michael F. Walsh, Ed.D. Newport
THE EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
CARL RAYMOND WOODWARD
President o( the Coilese B.S., Rutgers Univer
sity 1914, MA., Ibid., 1919: Ph D., Cornell
University, 1926, LittD., Rutgers University,
1941 , D.bc, Rhode Island College o( Pharmacy
and Applied Sciences, 1943; DSc, Bryant
College, 1943; LL.D,, Boston University,
1947; LLD., University of Maine, 1948;
LL.D., Providence College, 1950.
JOHN CHILCOTE WELDIN
Dean o( Administration and Registrar, 1946,
1927. B.5,, Iowa State College, 1916, M.S.,
Ibid., 1923; Ph.D., Ibid., 1926.
HAROLD WILLIAM BROWNING
Vice President and Dean of School of Arts
and Science, 1942, 1920. B.S., Rhode Island
State College, 1914; M.S., University of
Wisconsin, 1916; Ph.D., Ibid,, 1920.
OLGA PAULINE BRUCHER
Dean and Professor of Home Economics, 1946,
1942. B.S., Oregon State College, 1924,
M.A., Columbia University, 1930.
MASON HERBERT CAMPBELL
Dean of the School of Agriculture, Director of
Agricultural Experimental Station, 1942. B.S ,
University of Illinois, 1917; M.S., University
of Wisconsin, 1918; Ph.D., Ibid., 1932.
THOMAS STEPHEN CRAWFORD
Dean of School of Engineering, Director of
Engineering Experimental Station, and Profes-
sor of Chemical Engineering, 1947, 1936
B.S,, West Virginia University, 1925; M.S.,
Ch,E,, Ibid., 1927; Ph.D,. Columbia Univer
sity, 1931,
GEORGE ANDREW BALLENTINE
Dean of the School of Business Administration
and Professor of Economics, 1947, 1941.
A.B,, Colgate University, 1922; M.B.A.,
Harvard University, 1948.
EVELYN BELLE MORRIS
Dean of Women, 1946, 1942. B.A,, Univer
sity of Wisconsin, 1935, M.A., Columbia
University, 1941.
HERBERT HALL PALMER
Professor ofMarketing and Advertising, 1948,
1942. B.A,, Amherst College, 1907.
JOHN F QUINN
Dean of Men, 1947, B,S,, Massachusetts State
College, 1928; M,A., Columbia University,
1933; Ph.D., New York University, 1942.
Id Row: M. Cornell. T. LoveH, J, Byrne*, N Stwdf
2iid Row; R. Sweet, F. Wilcox, J. Murphy. M. Mor
3i6 Row: I Superman, fi Potter, J. Mellor, C. Moll,
The Grist Board
EDITORIAL STAFF
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF Norman Steadman MENS SPORTS EDITOR George Abrahams
ASSOCIATE EDITOR Beverly Strauss WOMEN'S SPORTS EDITOR Anna E. Ferreira
ASSISTANT EDITOR Marilyn M. Cornell FEATURE EDITOR Tricia Lovett
ASSISTANT EDITOR Thomas Fanning PHOTOGRAPHY EDITOR Joseph Byrnes
MANAGING EDITOR Francis Wilcox ART EDITOR Barbara Skooglund
MENS EDITOR John Hutchinson copy EDITOR Barbara Strong
WOMEN'S EDITOR Joan Murphy SENIOR'S EDITOR Irving Sugerman
CLUBS EDITOR Cynthia Bennett
BUSINESS MANAGER
ASSISTANT BUSINESS MANAGER
ADVERTISING MANAGER
BUSINESS STAFF
^ Kwasha ASSISTANT ADVERTISING MANAGER
vin Lecht CIRCULATION MANAGER
Pinheiro SERVICE MANAGER
Sally Hoyle
Richard Sweet
Elizabeth Bosworth
Joan Thomson
Robert Potter
Arnold Straui
Herbert Emer
Daniel Bolhoi
GENERAL STAFF
Marion Moriarty
Kenneth B. Parris, Jr.
George Nazarian
John Saroian
Charles Moll
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FEATURES
Tricid Lovett
MEN
John Hutchinson
DEPARTMENT HEADS
WOMEN
Joan Murphy
MENS SPORTS
George Abrahams
WOMEN'S SPORTS
Anna Fcrriera
PHOTOGRAPH
Joe Byrnes
We lived ie
these places
The Polygon, founded in 1911 to oversee
fraternity rushing and to settle inter-fraternity dis
putes, has in these post-war years increased its
scope to include all matters of fraternal Interest.
Representatives are sent to the National Inter-
fraternal Conference to discuss common problems
with undergraduates from colleges in every section
of the country. Closer ties have been effected
with the Inter-fraternity Council founded here
during the war years.
Governed by Officers chosen impartially from
among the representatives of each Fraternity, Poly
gon cannot be inRucnced unduly by any single
unit or small clique. Always a governing board,
Polygon now has become a sounding board for
the fraternities.
OFFICERS
RHO IOTA KAPPA Kenneth O'Brien, Roy Corr
THETA CHI Austin Dwyer, Hubert Keenan
PHI GAMMA DELTAWilliam Hinshaw, Raymond Smith
SIGMA CHI Robert Mason, Walter Vargas
LAMBDA CHI James McColl, Richard Anderson
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
James Mulvey, Russell Mulvey
ALPHA EPSILON PI Owen Kwasha, Morton Gross
PHI MU DELTA Dan Nicterson, Richard Staats
TAU KAPPA EPSILON Robert Lanyon, Robert Pannone
PHI SIGMA KAPPA Kenneth Parris, Donald Steen
ALPHA TAU GAMMA Thomas Fanning, Neil Brennen
TAU EPSILON PHI Richard Blackington, Selv^n Miller
SIGMA PI John DiMartino, George Nazarian
PHI KAPPA THETA - Don L'Heureux, Charles McOsker
BETA PSI ALPHA Joseph Calise, Thorn. Pignatelli

lit Row . .>i/, H Onoydo, J. Nus^t, B. Soscld, R Corr, B Foster. D Roch*, T Cor
Snd Row: A Ptntclrdkoj, J. Redding, R. Ddlton, A. D'Amies. R. Masill. M. Murphy, V
3id Rom: P C<i1o, E- Murphy, N LGfu-, R. Spitecki. L Wood. J. Lizoltr. K O'Briern
4th Row: R Roy. A. Addmopouln. J. Ltnnon. W. Sdrdirlli, W. Redding. 1 O'Ncil.
RHO IOTA KAPPA
On October 15, 1908 Rho lota Kappa, the first fraternity on campus,
-vas organized The present chapter house was opened in 1927 and is
indeed a tribute to the fraternal organizations on the campus.
The Grist of 1909 said of the movement for fraternity organization:
Fraternity spirit, if cultivated in the proper direction, is of inestimable
value to the college man in creating that feeling of brotherly love which
all college men should have toward one another. The fraternity experi
ment is still in its infancy on the campus and it is everyone's hope that
R I.K. will show the way.
"
Throughout the years Rho lota Kappa has continued to follow the
principles of good fellowship and brotherhood. Excell .-'.g in athletic and
scholastic ways, R.IK. has indeed fulfilled the desire of the Grist of 1909.
CLASS OF 1951
Arthur Addmopoulous Bamby Soscid Evere tDoll Raymond Dalton
John ONeil Willidm Rcddins Char es Varney hHrire Oneyan
Jdme s Nugent Charles Pyne Mdur ce Murphy Joe Ventetuolo
CLASS OF 1952
Thomas Conroy Bennett Foster Donald Roche Joseph Hillstrom
Roy Corr John Lennon Robert Spileclci Everett McPhilips
Anthony D'Amico Kenneth O'Brien Donald Tinty
CLASS OF 1953
Peter Calo Joseph Lizeite Edward Murphy NVilFred Sardelli
Alexander Falcone Victor Maggelli Arthur Panteteakos John Redding
Norman LaGaeux Robert Magill Raymond Roy
OFFICERS
George Comislccy
PRESIDENT VICE PRESIDENT SECRETARY TREASURER
Bamby Soscta James W. Nugent Charles Pyne Roy Corr
Snd Row: T Zjch.dn>i., C C.!y, J Gl.r.<>, J Reardc.n, J Vend!.tip. R Lo.<
3rd R<.: P Pii:elli, B Crowel 1, D Ch.i,, 1} Ether.ngtoci. E Beri. ng. H B..le
4(h Ro: B McL ,u3t.lm, P Mo.:}re. R Potter , R Kdlb?r<f, H Keenm. J R<nd.
SIh Row: G Bc op, P Hoop . J B.xiir .) Ma.i.n, rvi Giilo.d,
THETA CHI
Founded as a local fraternity in 1909, Eta Chapter of Theta Chi
Fraternity bears the distinction of being the second oldest fraternity at
Rhode Island State College. In 1911, the fraternity set a precedent by
being granted a Theta Chi Charter and was initiated as the first national
fraternity on campus.
As of April 1950, the National Fraternity boasted 100 active chapters
throughout the country. It is sometimes called the "Fraternity of Deans"
since it numbers on its rolls many deans and presidents of United States
colleges and universities.
Noted for setting precedents, Eta Chapter was the first to secure the
full time services of a housemother^ d practice still continuing and since
adopted by other fraternities. Eta also set up the first dining unit with a
resident chef on this campus.
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CLASS OF 1951
Herbert Bailey Joseph Byrnes John Martin Robert Simpsor
Robert Beaton Charles Casey Joseph Melloi Richard Sweet
Edward Berlins David Chase Philip Moore Francis Wilcox
Francis Bolduc Austin Dwyer Robert Potter Joseph Ostigney
William Buckirn David Grimm James Leslie
CLASS OF 1952
John Baxter Philip Hopp Richard McLaijghl.n David Sweeney
Roser Boucher William Jackson Robert Meloc.jrro Kenneth Talbot
Mark Gifford Robert Kalberer Edward Pernaveau Joseph Venditto
Joseph Gulizio Russell Kalberer Robert Potter Robert West
Robert Harrop Hubert Keenan John Reardon Thdddeus Zachadnyk
Francis Higham Robert Love Charles Reid
CLASS OF 1953
Roy Allen Bruce Crowell Fred Lennon Edgar Reed
Joseph Arnold Ralph Etherington Pat Pesselli
Gustin Buonaito Ralph Fowler John Randall
HOUSE OFFICERS
PRESIDENT VICE PRESIDENT SECRETARY TREASURER
Joseph Byrnes Richard S^veet Robert Simpson Robert Potter
MARSHAL
Joseph Mellor
FACULTY
Prof. Johin E. Ladd Prof. Hftrbert M. HoHord
Prof. Ale:xander M. CruiksharA Prof. Robert Rockafellow
Prof. Lor:nzo Kinney Prof. Robert C. Haire
Dr. Harold W. Browning Mr. Robert D. Cashman
'wi
mm
PHI GAMMA DELTA
At the last Ekklesia of The Fraternity of Phi Gamma Delta, held in
September, 1950, at Atlantic City, New Jersey, a charter was granted
to the former Beta Phi Fraternity.
Beta Phi, founded in 1910, the third oldest fraternity at Rhode Island
State College, had as its original home the old Watson house. In 1913,
It built the first fraternity house on the campus, and in 1932, built and
occupied its present quarters.
The Kappa Rho chapter was Installed on December 9, 1950, be
coming the eighty-first chapter of Phi Gamma Delta. The newest group
of "Fijis" are fully aware of the high standards and traditions of the
fraternity and are united in their desire to be second to none in upholding
and forwarding these traditions in the years to come.
CLASS OF 1951
Frederick Anthony
Gabriel Caroselli
Elmer Devolve
John Eaton
Edgar Ellis
William Henshaw
John King
Robert Libby
William Marcil
John Mitchell
CLASS OF 1952
Charles McLeish
Dana Sibley
Raymond Smith
William Anderson
Gordon Archibald
Frank Cheniis
Arthur K. Drake
Edward Hole
Arthur Huggard Raymond Millar
Edward Malloy Raymond Muntz
George McCombe John Pickup
Joseph McElroy Robert Stevenson
Charles Stewart
Roy Wagner
Gilbert Werner
John Wood
William Wright
CLASS OF 1953
Richard Boden
Henry Cook
Edward Ciesia
Leonard Loveridge
Kenn
Norn
Robe
eth Marshall
lan McLeod
rt Mitchell
Ted Quigley
Robert Ravenelle
Arthur Roche
OFFICERS
Daniel Smith
Robert Sullivan
Stewart Williamson
PRESIDENT
William D. Henshaw
TREASURER
Robert Libby
RECORD SECRETARY
William Marcil
CORRES. SECRETARY
John Mitchell
HISTORIAN
Frederick Anthony
nL
lit Row: J Hull^ t, A. Pfckh^m, R. Mo5. D. Gavin, Mfi. P lladino. V. Paliadino, J. Hutchinson, P. Fr
Snd Row: P N^ppi. N Pfckhjm, G- Faneuf, W Vargdi, E BinckU y. J- Coopei, D. Oldmin, W. Serva
3fd Row: .J Wor all, B H.lirr, R Almy, J Carroll, R Sciol -P. B rtw, T. Boyd
4th Row: L Fijhi 1- PoHtr. F Coates, A Hol.ori, J. Bruco. H. Ha 1, R. Stoll, R. Rene.
5lh Row: e Su'b: nfc, C Krrnar,, W. Hutch*Or>. G. Fefrara, V Ma me, R. Steen, A. Thibodrdu.
helli, G. Donnelly, F. Heieltine. H. Vigo OiO.
SIGMA CHI
The Delta Sigma Chapter of Sigma Chi evolved naturally from the
ever growing local Delta Alpha Psi which began in 1910.
Even as a young chapter in the international fraternity, it has made
traditional at Rhody the Sweetheart Formal at which the chapter's sweet
heart is crowned and serenaded with the "Sweetheart of Sigma Chi."
The annual Sigma Chi Derby, a maze of humorous and trying athletic
field events for the girls is also a campus favorite. Here the girls compete
as housing units for the individual medals and final team a^drS, the
Bronze Derby.
The fraternity furthers the interests of scholarship under a well planned
system.
Sigma Chi seeks to instill in its members the spirit of cooperation and
the ability to assume and carry out responsibilities. Athletic and social
programs help round out the factors the fraternity hopes will make better
citizens.
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CLASS OF 1951
Pasquale Barba
John Bulleit
Robert Fleck
Paul Froeberg
Donald Gavin
Foster Heseltme
Robert Hiller
John Hutchinsor
Charles Kernan
Donald MacDonald
Robert Mason
1 Pasquale Nappt
CLASS OF 1952
Stephen Onysko
Raymond Steen
Albert Thibodeau
Alec Voight
Richard Almy
Earle Binckley
Robert Callahan
John Carroll
Fred Coates
James Cooper
Howard Hall
Asa Hoiton
Bernard Mathews
Albert Peckham
Anthony Pitochelli
Irving Potter
CLASS OF 1953
Robert Sciotti
Walter Vargas
Hugo Vigoroso
Thomas Boyd
Russell Burbank
Michael Correra
George Donnely
Gerald Faneuf
Gerard Ferrara
William Hutchec
William Marine
Norman Peckham
)n Richard Rene
OFFICERS
William Servant
Rodney Stoll
Joseph Worrall
PRESIDENT
Donald N. Gavin
VICE PRESIDENT TREASURER
John G. Hutchinson Paul E. Froeberg
SECRETARY
Robert F. Mason
PLEDGE CAPTAIN
John W. Bulleit
FACULTY ADVISORS
Prof. John O. Stitely Prof. Ernest Goodw
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Founded originally at Boston University in 1909, Lambda Chi Alpha
IS today the larsest national fraternity with over 135 chapters and 50,000
members throughottt North America. There are also more than 120 alumni
associations actively participating in current fraternal functions.
Eta Zeta Chapter was installed on this college in October 1914,
with twelve charter members. It was originally located on Lower College
Road at the place where Sigma Delta Tau now stands. It remained there
until September, 1936, and then moved to its present site at 11 North
Road. During the war years. Lambda Chi was utilized as a faculty dining
hall and a men's dormitory. In the fall of 1946, it reopened and promptly
regained its pre-war standards and efficiency.
. Eta Chapter house has established and maintained enviable records
in scholastic, athletic, and social activities since its founding thirty-five
years ago.
26
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CLASS OF 1951
Richard E. Anderson
Robert A. Brosseau
Raymond C. Campbell Robert J Hurley
Frederick B. Dinger Roberl Kettlety
CLASS OF 1952
Albert Pinheiro
Stanley B, Reed
John Bassett
John F. Boubin
Milton H. Chamberlain
Richard Hawses
Robert Hetfernan
Paul Ibello Gordon A. Monroe
William D. Johns Philip Niles
Gerald G. Loeber Arthur Palmitessa
Joseph Manning John W, Schmid
James McColl Philip Shaughnessy
HOUSE OFFICERS
Daniel Shea
John Smith
John Sullivan
Lawrence Sullivan
Robert A, Wilson
PRESIDENT
Robert J. Hurley
VICE PRESIDENT SECRETARY
Raymond C. Campbell John F. Boubin
TREASURER
Lawrence Sulliv
^H^hSf^^^ "^
ftj
^^.T: ^ ja ^^"^W
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; R Mulvey. N. Lavallee. J Krnneay. J, Ch.ia, J, Bafnei, J, Dame, H. Orabone.
; R. Undefh.ll, J. Klajerner, H. Adamj, J. ONetll, fi. Kubiskey, D. Haslam, R Abell. E i
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
Sigma Alpha Epsilon was founded in 1865 and has grown to be the
largest greek letter society in existence, having 78,000 initiates. Rhode
Island Alpha chapter was founded on February 23, 1929. We now hold
the Interfraternity Alumni council cup given for the first time in 1950 for
outstanding achievement. We also hold the Intramural all-sports trophy.
Throughout their entire history the Sig Alphs have been prominent
in all the activities of the college, and their accomplishments have brought
prestige to both the fraternity and the college.
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CLASS OF 1951
James Beckett James KIdserner Charles Toye Joseph Blount
Hugo Key Jdmes Mulvey John Kennedy Kenneth Sayles
J. Norbert Uvallee Ira Murphy George Wheatley Norman Murphy
Edward McNulty Frank Scarafile Robert Underh.ll
CLASS OF 1952
Richard Abell
Roger Beaudoin
Francis Gencarelli
David Haslam
Charles Rayner
Chester Johnson
Cameron Matheson
Joseph Monti
-Joseph Comstock
Reginald Gadrow
Russell Mulvey
Kenneth Panciera
Norman Ross
Frank Schora
Henry Orabone
CLASS OF 1953
Victor Allienello
Harold Adams
John Bagdovitz
William Baird
John Barnes
William Burroughs
John Childs
James Dame
Harold Gately
John Helfrich
William Henry
Rollis Kubiskey
John McCann
OFFICERS
Frdnk Morsilli
Frank Blount
John ONeil
Richard Cook
Robert Sullivan
PRESIDENT
Ira Murphy
VICE PRESIDENT SECRETARY
Hugo <ey James Beckett
TREASURER
Charles Toye
FACULTY
est Hartung Dr, John C. Welden
GRADUATE STUDENTS
Robinson Hindic
A ^ 9 ^ 0
1M Ro. L . _ J-., M ffrnkin. P Ginsburg, M Uw.ion, B. Zimmerman, J. Ltj.lig, B. Jacobvitz,
Snd Row: D P'lir,. y p,.snia S Brown, A Fi3., N. Tpmlcm. O. Kwasha, B. Barar, B. l?os<-n, P. Fraam,
3rd Row: I, Suqr-man E. Shcffr^v N NancfOw, H. Horcn, P Gordon, M Appl^baum, M. Gross, E, Goldm.
4lhRew:H Gtoismdn, B. Grnfrr D. Sugarman, C Bergpr, G Abrahams, M Ralrusin, J. ZtrndloviU, A, Schafter
5lh Row: H FranL, H Emcv I Zatk, I. Gulcrman. H. Gold, E Black, N Sol.ih
6lh Row: R alpcrt, G. Handler, T Z.lserman, H Bernstein, S. Coher
ALPHA EPSILON PI
The local fraternity of Beta Nu Epsilon came into existence in the
spring of 1922 with a charter membership of ten men. As the chapter
progressed, the idea of nationalization became an important factor. Finally,
in 1928, it was decided to affiliate with Alpha Epsilon Pi.
Through the efforts of an active alumni group and undergraduates,
this chapter of A. E. Pi has grown to become one of the outstanding
chapters in the national fraternity.
Our fraternity stresses a well-rounded program, consisting of scholar
ship, culture, intra-mural athletics and extra-curricula activities.
We feel that these aims arc being fulfilled.
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CLASS OF 1951
George Abrahams Erwin Freedman Bernard Jacobvitz Norman Solish
Banice Bazar Mitchell Geller Owen Kvi.asha David Sopkin
Melvin Blazer Leonard Gilman Irwin Lecht Irving Sugarman
Herbert Emers Philip Ginsburg Jay Lustig Merrill Temkin
Aaron Fox George Handler Marshall Rakusin Bruce Zimmerma
Paul Fradin Herbert Horen Kenneth Resnick Theodore Zitser
CLASS OF 1952
Morris Applebaum
Richard Berger
Sanford Cohen
Herbert Frank
Edward Goldin
Philip Gordon
Morton Gross
Jay Hdlpert
Norman Namerow
CLASS OF 1953
Marvin Pivnick
Donald Pokras
Arnold Schatler
Joseph Zendlovttz
Harold Bernstein
Eugene Black
D. Marvin Broomfield
Stephen Brown
Herbert Gold
Arthur Goldman
Burton Greifer
Harvey Grossma
Richard Grossma
Seymour Norman
Earl OstroK
n Saul Resnick
n Burton Rosen
OFFICERS
Ezra Shcffres
Perry Silverman
David Sugarman
Noah Temkin
Irving Zaik
PRESIDENT
Philip Ginsburg
VICE PRESIDENT SECRETARY
Bruce Zimmerman Mernll Temkin
TREASURER
Irwin Lecht
FACULTY
Dr, Edward M. J, Pease Dr. Warren D G-n th M- Hai Did Sternbach
PHI MU DELTA
"^^m^
^
In the fall of 1923, eleven men were drawn together by common
interests. Realizing that a mere informal group lackecJ power, these men
petitioned the college administration in January of 1924, and received
d charter for Delta Sigma Upsilon. Three months later this new local
fraternity moved into its own house next to the Kingston Church.
In January 1929, Delta Sigma Upsilon was absorbed by the national
fraternity of Phi Mu Delta as the Nu Eta Chapter. The present house was
occupied in 1932.
Phi Mu Delta is still expanding and will continue to expand. Our
fraternity is very young and its possibilities are unlimited for the future.
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CLASS OF 1951
Neil I. Barney
Clyde D. Bennett
Gustav E. Benson
Kachig Boghossian
Thomas F. Curry
Christian O. Elk
Harr/ P. Jeffries
Robert S. Johnsor
Clinton R. Kennedy
Darius M. Nickerson
Richard E- Opdyke
Russell Osborne
Forrest R. Sprague
Robert W. Staats
Fred Sullivan
Randall S. Vale
CLASS OF 1952
Stephen R. Aldrich Bert W. Lark Lee A. Mongeo George Sarantos
Donald Cotter Clarence H. Lonso ale, Jr. Eric Nelson Richard A. Staats
Paul Ingle Theodore E. Meye Douglas Potter Jeff Taber
William Johnson Alfred C, Thompson
CLASS OF 1953
Avedis Avedesion Alan Corr/, Jr. Arnold Johnson Michael Sarkesian
Paul Blease Norris K. Culf, Jr. Robert Linne Arthur M, Tingley
Leon Boghossian Robert S. Downs Richard E. Male fant George A. Wiley
Nelson G Bourret Allan K, Garrity James A. McCa ley 1 Paul Wilson
Richard Buba William F. Hoss Craig Potter
PRESIDENT
Clinton R. Kennedy
HOUSE OFFICERS
VICE PRESIDENT
Fred Sullivan
SECRETARY
Harr/ P. Jefferie
Prof. Brooks A. Sai
Mr. Albert Owen:
Prof. George E. Bond Mr. Kendall Moultrop
Mr. Charles J. Kneeland Prof. Robert A. DeWoK
Prof. John B. Smith
33
TAU KAPPA EPSILON
The history of Tau Kappa Epsilon at Rhode Island State College dates
back to the fall of 1920 when a group of non-fraternity men living in
East Hall banded together and organized the Campus Club. As the
membership grew, the group petitioned the college and became a local
fraternity. Phi Beta Chi, making it the seventh Greek Letter organization
on campus.
Phi Beta Chi became interested in the ideals of Tau Kappa Epsilon,
whose aim is to set forth the true spirit of man's traditional feeling of
fraternalism, and was installed as Alpha Rho Chapter on June 10, 1937.
34
CLASS OF 1951
Robert E. Aubin
Robert L. Bender
Richard F. Boulais
Ryan A. Bressler
Maur
John
Robe
ce A. Dunbar Albert A. Narcisso
Gomez Burnett W. Norton
t D. Lanyon Donald K. Phelps
CLASS OF 1952
Edwin J. Roche
John H. Wilson
Malcolm E. Hill
John B. Allis
Dean N. Banfield
Edward B. Coulter
Jame
Evere
C. Cranshaw William S, Dale
tt E. Crooks Paul B. Howland
CLASS OF 1953
Dominic R. Pannone
Charles H. Wentwor
Karl Antonevich
George Brown
Henry Follows
Frederich Hackey
Harry Hartman
Willi
Male
Arth
Robe
m Kaskewski Ellsworth Maine
olm Lanyon Eugene Malgieri
r Leigh Gordon Menzies
t Leslie Arnold Moia
HOUSE OFFICERS
Webster Palmquist
David Schwanberger
Andrew Tournas
Robert Buteau
PRESIDENT
Maurice A. Dunbar
VICE PRESIDENT SECRETARY
William S. Dale Donald K. Phelps
PLEDGE MASTER
Ryan A. Bressler
TREASURER
Albert A. Narc
f 9
PHI SIGMA KAPPA
Phi Sigma, from its beginning in 1925, has been an exponent of
progress. This progress continued on when it joined the national fraternity
of Phi Sigma Kappa-
Phi Sigma was formally inducted into Phi Sigma Kappa in February,
1948, and has continued to play dn important role in campus affairs.
Our membership has grown steadily to where we now have a large
alumni. With this grov^th and an eye tov/ard the future, plans for a nev>/
Phi Sigma Kappa house have been completed and it is our hope to move
into our new Phi Sigma Kappa house soon.
36
CLASS OF 1951
Lewis Ball
Donald Bcnve
Frank DeSanti!
Walter Diggle
null
Eric Dober Philip Paquin
John Grossomanides Kenneth Parris
Charles Moll George Pinheiro
Michael Natale Anthony Pusateri
CLASS OF 1952
Albert Russo
Norman Steadman
Hal Melkonian
Andrew Borii
Irvin Drake
John Eldridge
Frank Gabron
Spencer Howe (Raymond Nardone
Kenneth Howells Robert Peclc
John Jagchitz Ernest Petropoulos
Daniel Kleber Everett Poole
CLASS OF 1953
Robert Ruggiero
John Shields
Robert Smith
Donald Steen
Henry Berry
Anthony Chrc.nes
Richard Clauson Robert Lees
Alexander Hutcheon Thomas Matheson
HOUSE OFFICERS
Arnold Slight
PRESIDENT
Michael Natale
VICE PRESIDENT SECRETARY
Walter Diggles Kenneth Parris
TREASURER
John Grossomani
^X ? . f X ? ^
la R<.: T Fnm9, C. B.rom.r., T Lain. C Burlc. J S
Snd Row; J. F03I.D, E. Brennan. W. Ldversne, R. Clark, [
M Row: W. Mardiand. S. Bulcra, C. Aube, J. Penhallo
l~onoe. Lav.llcr, R Ctaare, O. Br
Gulrun, E. Slmoson. E. H<nk>. C. Spr.c
, V. Follol, W. Collim, C. a>sr.
ALPHA TAU GAMMA
Alpha Tau Gamma was founded in the spring of 1929 and held its
Rrst meetings in Washburn FHall. The nucleus of the organization consisted
of twenty-eight men with Professor Ince as faculty advisor.
After living for three years in the Fortin House, they moved into
their present home, the former Beta Phi house. The building was remodeled
extensively at that time and again in 1941.
Alpha Tau Gamma is looking to the future, and plans have been made
to expand the present facilities to meet the requirements of a steadily
expanding organization which now has a membership of 267 men.
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CLASS OF 1951
Charles Baronian Robert Clark Robert Gllmore John Rogler
Ovila Bergeron Thomas Fanning Thomas Lules Joseph Solmon
CliFford Burke Joseph Fogha Wilfred Marchand George Spragi
CLASS OF 1952
Edward Brennan
Sdlvdtore Butera
Donald Guinan Robert Lavallee
CLASS OF 1953
John Penhallow
Charles Aube
Charles Chase
John Clayton
Winthrop Collins Ernest Hanke
Vernon Follett Raymond Kaszyk
Wilfred Lavergne
Ernest Simpson
HOUSE OFFICERS
PRESIDENT
Joseph C. Solmorlese
VICE PRESIDENT SECRETARY
Clifford J. Burke Robert J, Lavallee
FACULTY
TREASURER
Thomas Lules
Dr. Theodore E. Odiand Dean Geor
Stanley S. Gairloch Chester Be
Dr. Rowland Mayor Raymond C
ge A.
:rr/
:. Keni
Bailer
ney
itine
I
iilli. D. Inn. J. C
!inl Row^
3tdRow:
WiRow:
G- D Asoitmo. J. Cdjtro, 0. Pe-sech.no. N. Pdlma.
i.zzi, R. DiSpirrio. R. CidiM, R Z>mb<rano. E. DfLuci. H. Diod>i
C.osoljni. L. IMitii. A. Gr.ll,. J. Sitvcjtn. G. Sir.vaio,
R S.mi, J. BruiK., F. Caruolo. R Roisi. V. Conm.
BETA PSI ALPHA
Beta Psi Alpha was founded in 1932 through the efforts of a small
group of conscientious men. In spite of its relatively late entrance to the
family circle of fraternities, it has progressed rapidly in every respect. It
has participated freely and willingly in extra-curricular activities; and in
intramural competition it has won its share of sports, singing and other
trophies-
The fraternity house is a beautiful brick building located in the north
section of campus adjacent to the tennis courts and the hut area.
Among the fraternity's honorary members are hHis Excellency, the
Governor, John O. Pastorc, Dr. Nicholas Alexander, Dr Igor Sikorski,
and Professor Paul Cieurzo.
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CLASS OF 1951
C. J. Buccini
J. Calise
J. Castro
J. Corsetti
G. A. D'Agost
H. V. Diodati
R A. Mansolillo
no A. Giorgi
M. Moretti
CLASS OF 1952
D. Persechino
C Ragosta
P. Rizzi
R. Caduto
A. Capalli
W. Capuano
A. Catuogno
V. Como
J. Guido
N. Palma
CLASS OF 1953
T. Pignatelli
D. Testa
R. Zambarano
J. Bruno
J. Caromile
F. Caruolo
W. Cingolani
C. DeLuca
E. DeLuca
R. DiSpirito
L. Ferrara
R. Fiore
A. Gnlls
R. Marchionda
L. Mazzucchelli
J. McNamara
E. Mendillo
A. Miller
L Nastri
OFFICERS
J. Pezzullo
R. Rossi
R. Sarn,
J. Silvestri
G. Stravato
PRESIDENT
Guido A. DAgostino
VICE PRESIDENT SECRETARY
Joseph Calise Joseph Castro
TREASURER
Domenic Testa
FACULTY ADVISORS
Dr. Edward M. Pease Dr. Andrew J Newman Dr, Philip E. Douglas Dr. Charles Fish
HOUSE FATHER
Prof. Paul F. Cieurzo
IK Row; G L.vlne. 5. M.llr', M. Hairiet. W. Martrndak. M. Miller. B. Gcntenblatt, D Rut
SiKi Row: I Tliom,,. D. R.c. R. Pl.nu, R. BUclcnior,, M. Li.in. S. Blink. B, Gollis.
3rd Row: M H.ir. F Jjrv.i, M. Siejal. H, GrM, S. fine. M. Barad.
TAU EPSILON PHI
In the fall of 1946, several students became imbued with the idea
that a fraternity could and should be representative not only of the
fraternal spirit, but also of the ideals of freedom for which this country
stands. These men resolved to organize a fraternal group in which all
men regardless of race or religion could live together with a feeling of
true brotherhood.
The new year saw the constitution completed and ratified by the
group. In April 1947, a petition for recognition as a local fraternity was
submitted. After approval by Polygon and the college administration, a
provisional charter was granted on November 19, 1947.
On April 11, 1948, the fraternity was initiated into Tau Epsilon Phi
national fraternity.
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CLASS OF 1951
R. Blackin
S, Cohen
S. Fine
on H. Gratt
M. Hamer
M. Harriet
W Martindale
M, Miller
R, Planie
CLASS OF 1952
S. Rosen
M. Walhck
M. Barad
S. Blank
B. Gerste
F. Jarvis
nblatt
B. Golhs
B. Kudish
M. Levin
E. Limmer
G, Levine
S. Miller
M Rand
CLASS OF 1953
D. Rice
D. Rubien
M. Siegal
R. Zexter
L. Thomas
CHANCELLOR
W, Martindale
HOUSE OFFICERS
VICE CHANCELLOR
M, Miller
SCRIBE
B. Gerstenblai
BURSAR
M. Harriet
Mr. Bernard Schurr
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tt. Nordguiit. D. AAaynvon.
In June, 1944, a group of undergraduates established an organization
dt Rhode Island State College which at that time was void of fraternity
iife. The year 1947 saw Tau Sigma recognized as a local fraternity by
the administration. The group continued as a local until September 1948
when it affiliated with Sigma Pi National Fraternity.
Sigma Pi National Fraternity was founded in 1897 at Vincennes
University, Vincennes, Indiana. Today there are forty-nine chapters and
colonies affiliated with Sigma Pi throughout the country. The Rhode Island
State College affiliate, Alpha Upsilon, is the oldest Sigma Pi Chapter
in New England.
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CLASS OF 1951
John OiMdrtino
Alexander Hanewich
Richard Johnson
Harold Kjellman
Howard Lewis
Richard Magowan
Ralph Miner
Harry Moorhouse
Kenneth Morrison
James Murray
CLASS OF 1952
George Nazarian
Sidney Thompson
Henry Walsh
Rdymond Cdtuddl
Charles Coggeshall
Harold Cory
Robert Delarm
Henry Gerber
Robert Hunt
W. Raymond Liste
Holmes Lomas
George Nazareth
r Kenneth Neal
CLASS OF 1953
Richard Nordquist
John Olsen
Marvin Perry
Larry Volkek
James Conary
David Dickson
James Donovan
Edward Lewis
Donald Maymon
Louis Maynard
HOUSE OFFICERS
Donald Wilson
PRESIDENT
Kenneth Morrison
VICE PRESIDENT SECRETARY
Richard Johnson Harold Cory
TREASURER
Kenneth Neal
FACULTY
Dr. Phihp Carpenter Dr. Donald Tilton
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lit Row; A Abate, R Mdnuel, F. Urrico, F. ftcniulii. D. L'Heureux, G. McOiker. F. feeney, A. Dejauli
Snd Row: G Souiqael, L, ai.idy. P. Dilorio. V. Stif.no, H. Rosm. L. Beno.l, R. Milol. W. Urlin. Jr
3r<l Row: I! Dams, W Tliiliodelu. R. Wong, M Mon.er. A. HimiMrliina. T. Wylie. Jr . R. Downing, L
KAPPA THETA
In the fall of 1947, a group of students living in the hut area met to
discuss the establishment of an organization which would serve their
common scholastic, moral, and social interests. The outcome of this meeting
was the formation of a club by the students named for St. Thomas Aquinas,
a renowned philosopher and scholar.
The aims of the Aquinas Club were furthered by the combined efforts
of the original group and additional new members, and, after two years of
persistent work, a petition was submitted in February of 1949 for recog
nition as a local fraternity. On June 1 , 1949, the recognition was granted,
and the Aquinas Club became known as Phi Kappa Theta, the youngest
fraternity on the campus.
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CLASS OF 1951
Anthony Abate
Louis Beauregard
Leonard Benoit
Ronald Dams
Andre Desaulniers
Richard Downing
Donald L'Heure
Robert Manuel
Charles McOske
Raymond Milot
Marcel Monier
Rocco Quattrocc
Frank Renzulli
t StiFano
I Thibode.
CLASS OF 1952
Arthur Hammarlund
Raymond Amee
John DeCosta
CLASS OF 1953
Philip Dilorio
Michael Cassidy
William Larkin, Jr.
Robert Wong
PRESIDENT
Donald L'Heure
OFFICERS
VICE PRESIDENT RECORDING SECRETARY
Frank Renzulli Francis Urrico
CORRES. SECRETARY
TREASURER
Robert Manuel
PLEDGE MANAGER
Anthony Abate
SERGEANT-AT-ARMS
Charles McOsker
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: D.on, G. SouM, D, I
j-^an ^J4ellenlc ^^65ociation
The Panhellenic Organization Consists of all
the fraternity women in America, v^ho symbolize
true friendship, closer contacts, and better charac
ter development through fraternal life. The mem
bers of Panhellenic stand for '"high scholarship,
- guarding of good health, whole-hearted coopera
tion with college ideals and serving to the best of
their ability, in the college community."
On this campus, one senior and one junior,
elected by each sorority compose Panhellenic. The
laws that concern all sororities are passed and regu
lated by this organization. Rushing of new students
by the sororities is the major function governed
each year. Other activities include the awarding
of scholarship prizes to the highest standing soror
ity women of each class for the preceding year,
and the organization of the annual women's inter-
house sing.
PRESIDENT
Jean Ardrey
ALPHA XI DaiA Gloria Sousa, Norma Plante
ALPHA DELTA PI Jean Ardrey, Ida Dixon
CHI OMEGA Nancy Sibley, Mary Ann Hartley
OFFICERS
SECRETARY TREASURER
Nancy Sibley Norma Ludman
DELTA ZETA Cynthia Meyers, Mane Newmaker
SIGMA KAPPA - Dianne Kacena, Ruth Benson
SiGMA DELTA TAU Marilyn Stone, Norma Ludm
Miss Potter
Miss Bacon
ADVISORS
Miss Ballirano
Miss Fletcher
Mrs. Parks
Mrs. Briggs
m^ui
f..*^
/^m^ A, ^\ f\ /K #L A ^ ^
ia Row: M. Ge.sser. J. C.mobell. C. Msner, E, Jolinson, J. BeatUe, F, T.lley, T Kel>ir. P, Kmg, A. Murphy, R. Spooni.
9nd Row: C. Jacob, B. Cruickslidnk, S. Niebuhr, J. Manin. D. Kacena. B. Loudenslager. M. Brown. J. Spooner. K. Harris,
3rd Row: C. Bourne. M. Brown. M. Dinwoodie, B. Jotinson, J. ICcnyon, B. Cannor>. L. Grinnell. P. Quinn. M. Keni.
^iama ^\cinn
Sigma Kappa was founded at Colby College, Maine, in 1874. Phi
Chapter was founded at Rhode Island State College in 1914 as Sigma
Tau Delta, the first sorority on the campus. In 1919, Phi Chapter of
Sigma Kappa was incorporated.
Sigma's annual functions are its Barn Dance in the Fall and the May
Breakfast in the Spring.
The aims of this group are to uphold its ideals of friendship, scholar
ship, and leadership, and to help promote these high standards throughout
the college.
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CLASS OF 1951
Joan Beattie
Carolyn Bou
Marilyn Bro.
Dons Atkinson
Ruth Benson
Joan Campbell
Mariorie Brown
Beverly Cruickshank
Barbara Good
Katharine Harris
Catherine Jacob
Eleanor Johnson
Marjorie Dinwoodi
Madelyn Geisser
Lois Grinnell
Patncia Kms
Jean Martin
Dianne Kacena
Claire Magner
Pauline Quinn
Isabelle Roughan
Barbara Strong
Fae Tilley
CLASS OF 1952
Barbara Johnson
lie Florence Keeher
Marjorie Kent
Jacqueline Kenyon
Betty Ann Loudenslag*
Dons Noyes
CLASS OF 1953
Barbara McClusky
Anne Murphy
Shirley Niebuhr
Jean Spooner
Ruth Spooner
Louise Tomellini
OFFICERS
)ENT SECRETARY
y Eleanor ..lohnson
TREASURER
Florence Keeher
FACULTY ADVISOR
Mrs. George Parks
Vi.Tf f.ri'ff f
litRc^. ..:_. _ --.jm,. F Hdnff, M. Hanky, M. Cornell. J, Thomion, F. U^derj, J. Thompson
Snd Row: N S.bl.y. J Cavanaugh, J. Anderson, 8. Wh.tford, B. Newitian. E. Murphy. E. Bojworth, N SMmans. D ^
3id Row: N. Cfndall, S. Ruiledge. S. Hullon, M. FreeiMn, P. Kenyon, C. Combj, M. B^rry, A. Joly.
C/ti On
Chi Omega was established at the University of Arkansas in 1895
ds the first strictly Greek letter fraternity for v^/omen. It now has 109
chapters. As a result of its work in the fields of education, vocations,
personnel, and civic interests, Chi Omega has been admitted as a member
of the Personnel Research Federation and of the American Association
for Adult Education. Chi Omega Chapters strive for "hiellenic Culture
and Christian Ideals
*
Each active chapter awards annually a prize to the
woman student in its college who excels in the work of the department
of economics, sociology, political science or psychology.
The customary, but never boring, round of social hours, teas, vie
dances, and initiations add color to campus life.
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Elizabeth Bosworth
CLASS OF 1951
Manlyn Cornell Mary Ann Hdrtley
Dorothy Clark
Nancy Crandall
Martha Freeman
CLASS OF 1952
Frances HanH Aniia Joly
Shirleyanne Hulton Shirley Mangini
Jean Anderson
Maryjane Barry
Joan Cdvanaugh
CLASS OF 1953
Carole Combs Eleanore Murphy
Patricia Kenyon Barbara Newman
Florence Lueders Mar/ Jean Page
Ruth Rutledge
Joan Thompson
Barbara VJChitlord
PRESIDENT
Marilyn Cornel
OFFICERS
VICE PRESIDENT SECRETARY
Mary Ann Hartley Frances Hantf
TREASURER
Joan Thomson
FACULTY ADVISOR
Miss Thelma Ballirano
Snd Row: P. Byrnes, B. K.lsuii, W Barber, S. Ddvcnpoft. M Gilbert, D. Usher, C. BenneM. E. McCarlhy, C. i
3td Row: L. Cashman, T, Dousherty. C. Emerson. A Budlong, D. Haslam, C. Wood. A. Moran, J. Drummond.
4lh Row: M, Huling, L Ibborwn, B. Skooglund, B Allen, M. Wood, J, Harnden, C. Panzner, P. Colwell.
2>Jfu Zela
Delta Zeta Sorority was founded at Miami University, Oxford, Ohio,
in 1902. Since that time the organization has expanded until there are
now 72 chapters in the United States. Theta Delta Omicron was estab
lished ds d local sorority in 1924 at Rhode Island State College, and four
years later this group became the Beta Alpha Chapter of Delta Zeta.
The main social function of the Chapter is the annual Tennis Ball
usually held in the fall.
The object of the sorority is to unite its members in the bonds of
sincere and lasting friendship, to stimulate one another in the pursuit of
knowledge, to promote the moral and social culture of its members and
to develop plans for guidance and unity in action.
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CLASS OF 1951
Cynthia Bennett
Anne Budlong
Carol Heald
Elizabeth McCai
Cynthia Meyer
thy Barbara SIcoogli
Marilyn Stake
CLASS OF 1952
jnd Shirley Steere
Carol Wood
Barbara Allen
Avis Bu.ton
Lucille Cashman
Sally Davenport
Patricia Heath
Lois Ibbotson
IheresaMajeau
Ann Moran
Marie Newmar
CLASS OF 1953
kr
Dorothea Usher
Margaret Wood
Winifred Barber
Patricia Byrnes
Patricia Colwell
Terre Dougherty
Jane Drummond
Claire Emerson
Marie Gilbert
Joan Haslam
Jean Harnden
Muriel Huling
OFFICERS
Elizabeth Kilguss
Joan Lundblad
Charlotte Panzner
PRESIDENT
Shirley Steere
VICE PRESIDENT SECRETARY
Avis Buvton Carol Heald
TREASURER
Theresa Majeai
FACULTY ADVISOR
Miss Muriel Fletcher
(^ ^ ^ # 0
^ a A^^a^i^^a
1st Row: B :.!rau, N. Lodman, M Dorlt.n, D. Loven, A. Bernstein. S. Schmo;
Snd Row: C Bi93sen, S. Polldck, M. Young, E- Lecht. N. B^ttm, C. Kdtz.
M Row: B Blau, J. BladuMn, M. Stone, L Andelaun, S. 6rootfietd.
^ianta ^JDctta ^au
On March 25, 1917, seven young women from Cornell University
founded Sigma Delta Tau. Since that time it has spread throughout the
United States and Canada dnd now includes twenty-eight active chapters.
This chapter began on the campus as the Rhode Island Campus Club
in 1933 and in 1935 became Nu Alpha. Alpha Beta Chapter of Sigma
Delta Tdu came into existence on January 25, 1947.
The members of Sigma Delta Tau, by living and working together, aim
to acheive one goal, and each and every member will receive, by active
participation in campus activities, all the benefits leading to a rich and
satisfying life.
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CLASS OF 1951
Dolores Lovett Marilyn Stone
CLASS OF 1952
Sema Broomfield Mdnlyn Dorkin
Lois Andelman
Norma Baram
Carol Bisgsen
CLASS OF 1953
Barbara Blau Joy Blackman
Joann Kamens Elaine Lecht
Claire Katz Sema Pollack
Selma Schmuger
Marilyn Young
PRESIDENT
Dolores Lovett
OFFICERS
SECRETARY IREASURER
VIene Bernstein Norma Ludman
SOCIAL CHAIRMAN
Selma Schmuger
FACULTY ADVISORS
Mrs. Winfield Briggs Miss Ada Cioldbei
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tr.niivr.rx
Id Row: L. Shd.ler, M. Sdnun.cllo. M.
'
!d Row: P. Ouinn, P. Mlion, T. Lovit
aid Row: V. Curtit, V. Keitnedv. A. M,
n. H. Cannes, M. SanUni.llo. C. Norx
Pcrrin, S. H.ish, R. Gre.r, S. G.ndroii
I, G. Giuni, R. Gcoghesdn, S. Coosdn,
ood, K. Jonej, G. Souid, 8. S.I
L Ba.ll.c, J. Mortn, D. OCo,
i. Bowio, N. Plartte. E. Ptiilh|>
^/J,L Xi 2beL
Alpha Xi Delta was founded at Lombard College in Galesburg,
Illinois, on April 17, 1893. It was a group of ten young v^'omen who
had in mind an organization to cultivate friendship between its members,
protect them In all ways and maintain honor and duty, that first put it into
existence. Alpha Xi Delta has grown until there are now 75 chapters.
In May, 1948, the Beta Upsilon Chapter was established at Rhode
Island State College when Alpha Xi Delta pledged the girls of Eta Phi,
a local sorority.
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CLASS OF 1951
Heler1 Canning Ritd1 Geoghegan Patrictd Mahon Glon a Sousa
Virgilnia Curtis Gkjria G.usti Ruth Norwood Manejn Vican
Suzanne Gendron Trie:ia Lovett Margaret SanlaniieIIo
Barbara Bowen
Susanne Coogan
Barbara Haigh
CLASS OF 1952
Esrieen Perrin
Eleanor Phillips
Norma Plante
Patricia Quinn
Mane Santaniei
CLASS OF 1953
Lois Baillie
Ruth Greer
Suzanne Haigh
Veir
Jean
na Kennedy Dorothy OConnell
,ne Moren Mariorie Parshley
OFFICERS
Leora Shailer
Ruth Silverman
PRESIDENT
Ruth Norv^rood
VICE PRESIDENT SECRETARY
Faith Kipp Jones Margaret Santaniello
FACULTY ADVISOR
Miss Mar/ Cummtngs
TREASURER
Helen Cannin:
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l^.iW'Oi ri r> ^ .^5 f'r}
-J{i,L2i.LP!
Alpha Delta Pi Sorority, the oldest secret society for collese women,
was founded on May 15, 1851, at Wesleyan Female Collese, Macon,
i.ijrgia. This being our centennial year, the Bi-Annual Conference will
held at the place where it was founded.
In 1947 a society of women on our catnpus became recognized as
I Alpha Epsilon sorority and on May 22, 1948 was installed as Gamma
Lambda Chapter of Alpha Delta Pi. There are now 79 active chapters
throughout the United States and Canada.
Our series of events is high-lighted by the presentation of the annual
'Black Diamond Ball."
The purpose of this sorority is to maintain a high standard of mutual
betterment in group responsibility, personal conduct, scholarship, and
campus relationships.
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CLASS OF 1951
Jean Ardrey
Eileen Hebert
Shirley Bacon
Beverley Munr
Marjorie Allen
Myrtle Briggs
Elizabeth Johnso
Barbara Kenyon Alice leBt
Nancy Rawlinson Sally Hoyle
Betty Corry
Shirley Whitcomb
CLASS OF 1952
Joan Motta Ida Dixon
Marilyn Seaberg Evelyn D lorio
Elizabeth Champlin Mar/ Cozzolino
Helen Mroczkowski
Barbara McKenna
Alice Ann Rose
CLASS OF 1953
Elaine Zambarano Madeline Marchand
Pauline Daigle Carola Reichelt
Barbara Kearns Sylvia Sahagain
Alice Shuiz
Ann Marie Fitzgerald
Shirley Kelley
PRESIDENT
Betty Corr/ Mary Cozzol
TREASURER
Virginia Jones
OFFICERS
VICE PRESIDENT SECRETARY CORRES. SECRETARY
Nancy Rawlinsr
SOCIAL CHAIRMAN
Beverley Munroe
Barbara McKenna
FACULTY ADVISORS
Mrs. Everett P. Christopher Miss Mai
Irt Row: L Thuotte, R. Weber, J. Cru.cbhdnl., J <*mn5, E 0'H<.rr M. Budlong, A R.ccdrdi. E Gilman, N. Thayer, I. Audtr
2nd Row: J F.sh, B. Souk, V. Farrar, 0. Wansker, A. Sweeny. S. CarUon, R. Mulholland, 8. Wue, M. Swanion.
3ld Row: D. Siravo, G. flosen. C. Buchanan, V. Thompson, M. Brownndqe, M. Gould. P- Dwyer, L. Rathbun, J. Emidy. N. Dol
ll Row: M. McKenw. N Atmy, M, Wetzel, J. Lemaire. G. Rogers, G. Gnllj. G- Smith. L Ludoviei, C Ouinlan
rJjavh .^J4aU
Davis hiall, with its castle-like appearance, v>/as originally called
College Hall v^hen it was built in 1891. On January 27, 1895, the
building was destroyed by fire but it was quickly rebuilt and ready for
occupancy by the following October. A few years after the catastrophe,
the building v^^as renamed Davis hiall.
The history of Davis is oubtanding for its diverse functions. It has been
used as a men's dormitory, administration building, library, classrooms,
women's dormitory and army unit. At the present it houses the infirmary,
the class bell, and the R.O.T.C. unit, besides being a dormitory for 44
women students.
The girls of Davis have striven to present successful social functions
and to participate in all campus activities.
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Irene Audette
Mar/ Bogetti
Jean Cruickshanlt
Jean Goday
Claire Quinia
CLASS OF 1951
Betsy SouU Marjorie Weuel
Janet Wilbur
Muriel Brownridge
Virginia Farrar
CLASS OF 1952
ncy Hodgson Elizabeth Ouai
elyn Mulholland Nancy Thayer
Virginia Thompson
Barbara Wise
Stephanie Carl
Patricia Dwyer
Jams Fish
Gretchen Grill
Faith Highcove
Joan Kamens
CLASS OF 1953
Gretchen Smith
Marilyn Swansor
Ann Sweeny
Nancy Almy
Claire Buchanan
Nancy Dole
Joanne Emidy
PRESIDENT
Mary Bogetti
CLASS OF 1954
abeth Gilman Lois Rathbun
ry Lou Matteodo Ann Ricciardi
anor OHare Gloria Rogers
OFFICERS
VICE PRESIDENT SECRETARY
Irene Audette Nancy Thayer
SOCIAL CHAIRMAN
Gretchen Smith
TREASURER
Muriel Brownridge
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C^ait J4aii
East Hall is one of the oldest buildings on the campus. Until the war
it served as a men's dormitory, but in September, 1945 it was opened
for women students, housins 84.
Highlights of the social year are the freshman and upperclass parties,
1 Christmas party, a Valentine Party, and a May breakfast. The two
important formal events are the Tinsel Ball in December and the Spring
Formal in April.
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1st Row: C Socretr. N. Wor
Snd Row: S. Jon,,. F. Kettelle
M Row: S. Kontod. M. Gree
ti Row: H. Penzell, N. Won
SHi Row: B. Henrr. M. Lynch,
.11, P. GiO
C. Joyce
hood, B ^)
II, B Ch.
rd, V, Am.r.l, G G.rvcy, P McPe.k, S, Schup.ck, M M.yer^
J Justin, D Little, D, Strauss, G Lustig, L, Betnier,
fo.den, J. L.V.sseur, C E.lon, N, GiKord. B Koch.
Olin, L Joslin, P, Willey. J, McC.nn, M, K.rll.n,
6, Storey, B, Whiim.n, 8 B.rker, N BucHin. J Vine.
HOUSE OFFICERS
PRESIDENT
Genevieve Garvey
VICE PRESIDENT SECRETARY
Patricia McPeak Sylvia WhitFord
SOCIAL CHAIRMAN
Violet Amoral
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C^ieattor KooSeveli ^J^all
Eleanor Roosevelt hiall is the largest women s housing unit on campus.
This year it is occupied by 166 girls.
The girls held a vic-dance, the Ballot Ball, on Election Day eve.
The annual Christmas buffet and formal dance was conducted successfully
on December 2nd.
Something new along the social line in E.R. this year was the informal
get-together with Butterfield hiall. A Spring formal during second semester
rounded out the social calendar.
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ft. Handler, B Dodsworth, C Condllo, M. Spa, ..no, B Consdon, E, Wini,, E Colwell, P, Robinson, C
, Goddard, B Hoyle, E Baldoni, N ThomtJson, D Schwartz, L Lawrence, L, Salk, P. Shea, B. George,
Nt, Charierton, E Holm.n, J McDonald C McCarthy, L fylorin, B Pierson 1 Jackson, C. Smith, A. Ha
". Leocha, V. Holl, E Burgess, E Toegem.nn, J. Mendelsohn, J, Charifson. B. Gclenbeg, S. Deyine, D. I
i. M.rsh.11, H M.tson, J. Berry, C Nardone, B Bc.H.e, I Connell, G, Hartley, 8. Southwich, P. Aldrk
OFFICERS
PRESIDENT
Linde Sigloch
VICE PRESIDENT
Betsy Balmer
SECRETARY
Evelyn Shea
TREASURER
Barbara Kimm
SOCIAL CHAIRMEN
Rosemary LeVasseur
Audrey Joslin
^r^rx n ^ f)(5a^
rf?^i^,/\,A,,^^,>P
til^
Isl Row: 5 Ca.anaugh M Vancouyghem, M Moriarty, I Turner, B E.ghniy, E Page, B Priore, S. Scott
!n<l Row: 1 Casavanr, A Ferreira, S tothenberg, S. Darling, C Caroenler, A. Lewis. D. Sil.a, J. L.neh.m,
3rd Row: J Kettelle, S Schaplro. H, H.nsmond, M, Pasc.le, J. MacDonatd, E, PrendergasI, M, Brown, J. Campbell. G, Goodnr
ru. ^n
North Annex was moved to this campus from Wickford in the summer
of 1946 for the purpose of accommodating women students. It is the
smallest vt/omen s housing unit on campus located adjacent to Eleanor
Roosevelt hHall.
This year brings eleven Freshmen into our midst, giving a total of
twenty-six girls living in the house.
In the field of athletics, the house had a successful basketball team.
One of the most enjoyable social events is the annual Christmas Party.
OFFICERS
PRESIDENT
Barbara Eighmy
VICE PRESIDENT
Irene Turner
SECRETARY
Elizabeth Page
TREASURER
Betty Priore
SOCIAL CHAIRMAN
Marion Moriarty
and Row: e. Kwrns. S. Siduffef, C. Gdgne, M. Uw, E. Bullock, B. Orlsoi
3(d Row: P. Rodr.aues. M. Leind, E. Hemdn. N. Cdrpenler, M. Andersw
4th Row: I. Roughan. M. G.lded, M. Reidy, C Jocobt. J. Murloclc, A. Gi
UiajcraS (^fitb
The Viajeras Club is composed of eighty women, commuting dally
from all areas of Rhode Island and parts of southern Massachusetts. The
Club participates in annual extracurricular affairs, including a food sale
and banquet and those campus activities which are not restricted to the
members because of transportation difficulties- Interest has been revived
in athletics with the resulting high standing of teams in sports. This year
the organization and its constitution have achieved the recognition of the
Women "s Student Government Association,
PRESIDENT
Beverly Knapp
OFFICERS
VICE PRESIDENT
Myrtle Briggs
SOCIAL CHAIRMAN
Katherine Harris
FACULTY ADVISOR
Beverly Smith
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SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE
The School of Agriculture has the objective
of giving students a well balanced education in
the basic sciences of agriculture and related fields
of study and to provide the cultural experiences
necessary for the full development of the individ
ual. Students may major in general agriculture or
one of the following fields of study: Agricultural
Chemistry, Agricultural Economics, Agronomy,
Animal and Dairy hHusbandry, hlorticulture. Poul
try Husbandry, and Rural and Urban Sociology.
Courses recommended by the State Department of
Education may be elected by those wishing to
qualify as teachers of vocational agriculture. Train
ing in one or more of the major fields prepares
the graduate to enter work in the field of research
in the agricultural experiment stations, in labora
tories of commercial organizations, or to enter the
field of commercial work allied to agriculture.
As an aid to the training of students and for
the purpose of research work the school maintains
herds and flocks of livestock. Information concern
ing the advancement of agriculture gained through
the research program is relayed to the people of
the State by the Agricultural Extension Service.
PROFESSOR HOMER O, STUART, Director of Agri
PROFESSOR JOHN B. SMITH, Agricultural Chemistry
DR, JOHN L, TENNANT, Agricultural Economics
DR. THEODORE E. ODLAND, Agronomy
PROFESSOR JOHN O. BUCHANAN, Acting Head, Animai
OR, VANCE J, YATES, Animal Pathology
DR, FRANK L, HOWARD, Plant Pathology and Entomology
DR. IRENE H. STUCKEY, Plant Physiology
DR. WILLIAM H. WILEY, Poultry Husbandry
DR. L, GUY BROWN, Sociology
PROFESSOR HAROLD E, GULVIN, Mechanized Agriculture
and Dairy Husbandry
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SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
The School of Business Administration offers
professional and technical instruction in theoretical
and applied economics and the organization, oper
ation, and regulation of business institutions. These
programs are so developed as to combine a well
rounded background in the allied fields of Busi
ness Administration and an adequate amount of
specialized training in each of the particular
branches of business so as to prepare young men
and women to become competent professional
workers in their chosen occupation.
Curricula offered by the School of Business are:
Accounting, Marketing and Advertising, Insur
ance, Industrial Management, Secretarial Studies,
and General Administration. The Accounting op
tion prepares the student for specialized training
and practice in the use of modern accounting
methods. The Marketing and Advertising option
is designed not only to place emphasis on sales,
but to consider psychology as affecting sales tech
nique and buying habits. The program in Insurance
is designed to qualify students to meet the educa
tional requirements of various states which are
essential to become licensed insurance brokers.
The Industrial Management Curricula prepares stu
dents for work in human relations as applied to
personnel administration, labor relations, and re
search in related fields. Students preparing for
advanced study in the professional schools of law,
merchandising, social work, public administration,
or graduate study in economics are encouraged to
select the curriculum In General Administration.
PROFESSOR GEORGE A. BALLENTINE, Dean and Professor of Eo
DR, WINFIELD S, BRIGGS, Accounting and Business Law
DR, CARL W. KAISER, Industrial Management
PROFESSOR ROBERT ROCKAFELLOW, Economics
PROFESSOR HERBERT H. PALMER, Marketing and Advertising
1rt Row: L. Dieiendruck, J Stauffer, J Albright, T Crawford, W Hall, H Grave
Snd Row: G. Haggerty, H. Campbell, J. Gentile, M. Cumminsi, K. Mairs, J. Wot
3rd Row: H. Stuart, D. Bradbury. S- Umjted, W. Plaiited, L King, W. Stone, F. De
4tll Row: E. Schock. H. Shcklclort, E. Goodwm, R. Bender, J. Newcomb, R. Hea
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
The School of Engineering has made an effort
during the past few years to meet the increased
demands of industry and research. Seven curricula
are now offered Chemical, Civil, Electrical,
Industrial, and Mechanical (with an option in
Aeronautics) Engineering. In addition to these a
student may major in Physics or Engineering mathe
matics- In recognition of the fact that the funda
mentals of all branches of engineering are the
same, the work of the freshman year is identical
for all curricular, and specialization begins with
the sophomore year.
The Engineering Experiment Station serves as
the research and development department of the
School of Engineering. Its chief purpose is to give
assistance to Industries, particularly those in the
State, in supplying technical information, aiding
in the development of new and improved materi
als, processes and equipment and carrying on
original investigations which may contribute to
progress in engineering. Graduate work has in
creased during the past year through the Experi
ment Station. It is expected that military require
ments will further stimulate interest in such work
as upper air research in the future, and thereby
increase the role of the Experiment Station.
DR. T. STEPHEN CRAWFORD, Dean and Director ol Er
DR. HAROLD GRAVES, Chemical Engineering
PROFESSOR ARTHUR A, COLLARD, Civil Engineenn
PROFESSOR WESLEY B. HALL, Electrical Engineering
DR. EDWARD M. J. PEASE, Mathematics
PROFESSOR FRANCIS W. HOYE, Mechanical Engine
DR, JOHN G. ALBRIGHT, Physics
1ft Row: M. Goshdigian. E tC.mball. E Christopher, A. Goldberg, O Bru<
Ind Row. E Crardall, B Downing. M Fry, A. I.lton, \A. J Bacon, V. C.
3rd Row: M. Br.ggj, H. John(Of>, R. Tucker, P. Brown, M. Schunke, C. Br
SCHOOL OF HOME ECONOMICS
The School of hHome Economics has expanded
its undergraduate, graduate, and research pro
grams in all areas of hHome Economics since work
in this field was first started at the College in 1908.
The students in this curricula follow a basic study
in the biological, physical, and social sciences as
well as other fields of study for the first two years
and select their major curriculum at the beginning
of the junior year.
Facilities are available for major work in the
following fields, Child Development and Family
Relations; Foods, Nutrition and Institution Manag.
ment; General Home Economics; Teacher Trainir
in hlome Economics; and Textiles, Clothing ar
Related Art.
Research In hlome Economics is carried on
the fields of nutrition, housing and home managi
ment. The laboratories for instruction and researc
are in Quinn Hall. The HomeManagement Hous
College Nursery School and the College Dinir
Service supply supplementary laboratory facilitic
PROFESSOR OLGA P. BRUCHER, Dean and Professor of Home Econo
PROFESSOR JOSEPH L, CAIN, Art
DR, DURA-LOUISE COCKRELL, Child Development and Family Relatio
PROFESSOR L. EDITH ANDREWS, Food and Nutrition
SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
to Row: M. ?,M, C, f lih, W. P.rks, i. Ke.ny, H, Brownmg, L Wilsor,, H Knuoor,, P. Caroenler. D. /Ai.iey,
<nl Row G Griltn H, Hdrraon, E Heraon, C- M.ller, Lecoerd, G ChiBelle, M. ShurilelT, F Howard.
M Row, E, P,l..lier, E. Wmslow. D, Zinn, R. Me>r, 8. H.r.i.oo, C. Ho!.on, R, Wood. D. Kr.us.
h Row, W. Deelle. M, Chmolin, Jr.. G. Sayre. W. B.IA,, C, Croekell, L Bersin.
Nine different curricula are available in the
School of Arts and Sciences. Four of these deal
with biology in its various aspects, one deals with
Chemistry, and one with Mathematics; two are
concerned with the preparation of those desiring
to become teachers in the high schools, and one
is a general and liberal course of study with major
emphasis in certain so called "cultural*" subjects.
A student may major in General Biology with
an option in Bacteriology, Botany, or Zoology;
or he may select Ecology, Pre-medicine or Biologi
cal Laboratory Technology. The Curriculum in
Chemistry Is designed to furnish the student with
the practical applications of chemistry and provide
a basis for further study into the field. The Cur
riculum in Mathematics is particularly designed to
fill the needs of persons who wish to continue
on to graduate schools. Prospective high school
teachers may select from a wide choice of subjects,
including Physical Education, in preparing them
selves for a professional career in education. The
Liberal Studies Curriculum makes available a course
of study that is broader and more iibcrar than is
offered in the more technical or professional curric
ula. Concentration may be based upon Economics,
English, History, Languages, Political Science or
Sociology,
DR, HAROLD W. BROWNING, Dean and Vice President
PROFESSOR FRANK W, KEANEY, Director ol Athletics and Head, Physical Educa
PROFESSOR FRED TOOTELL, Assistant Director o( Athletics
DR, CHARLES J, FISH, Director, Narragansett Marine Biological Laboratory
DR, PHILIP L, CARPENTER, Bacteriology
DR. FRANK M. PELTON, Education and Psychology
MR. ROBERT LEPPER, Acting Head, Botany
DR, W. GEORGE PARKS, Chemistry
DR, WALTER L, SIMMONS, English
PROFESSOR CLARENCE E. MILLER, Geology and Geography
DR DANIEL H- THOMAS, History and Political Science
COLONEL LEROY C, WILSON, Military Science and Tactics
DR. PHILIP E, DOUGLASS, Modern Languages
PROFESSOR ARNOLD V. CLAIR, Music
DR. W. OUVER MARTIN, Philosophy
PROFESSOR DOROTHY MASSEY, Acting Head, Physical Education for Women
DR. L, GUY BROWN, Sociology
DR. HERBERT KNUTSON, Zoology
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RESERVE OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS
R. O. T. C. has been a part of Rhode Island
State College since the school was established as
the "Rhode Island State College of Agriculture
and Mechanical Arts" on May 19, 1892. The
enrollment steadily increased until it reached a
peak of 624 Basic and Advanced students in 1939,
During the war years the Advanced course was
suspended and the Basic course enrollment drop
ped to as low as forty, due to the great number
of students being drafted into the Armed Forces,
Since reactivation of the Advanced course in
February 1946 many graduates have received com
missions as 2nd Lieutenants in the Officers Reserve
Corps, In the future a few of the most acceptable
Advanced students will be selected as recipients
of Regular Army commissions. The number of stu
dents currently enrolled in basic and advanced
is at an all time high. The serious military situation
and the rearmament program has boosted the en
rollment of the Advanced R. O. T. C, and has
led to the establishment of an Engineering Corps
in the past year.
Colonel LEROY C WILSON
Major GORDON E. SAYRE
Captain WILLIAM L. BIBBY
Captain MILTON P. CHAMPLIN, JR.
Captain WILLIAM C DEEKLE, JR.
Captain BENJAMIN P. HAGUE
1st Lieutenant CRESTON W. CROCKETT
M/Sgt. GEORGE E. BRYAN
M/Sgt. WILLIAM H. CAMPBELL
M Sgt. CHARLES M. LALA
M Sgt, WILUAM J, McDONALD
M Sgt, ROBERT H, MORRIS
M/Sgt, XAVIER 5AVOI
Pfc, BURL C BAKER
Pfc. KENNETH R, MAYES
Mr. ROY C. CORBETT
DIVISION OF NURSING
DIRECTOR Louise White
In 1945, Rhode Island State College estab
lished a degree program in nursing for under
graduates. The curriculum includes college courses
in the arts and sciences, and basic preparation in
all aspects of general nursing. Opportunity is thus
offered for both personal and professional devel
opment, and a sound foundation is assured for
further preparation in advanced areas of nursing,
such as administration, teaching, public health, and
all clinical specialties.
The College is affiliated with several institu
tions and organizations of high standing in provid
ing a well-rounded period of clinical instruction
and experience. Throughout the course, emphasis
is placed upon the importance of skill in bedside
nursing as the basis for all future professional work.
Upon the successful completion ol the pro
gram, the stucJent receives the Bachelor of Science
degree and is eligible to take the Rhode Island
State Board examinations and become a Registered
Nurse.
DIVISION OF GRADUATE STUDIES
DIRECTOR
'ernon I, Cheadle
Graduate work in all Schools at Rhode Island
State College is administered by the Committee
on Graduate Studies, whose general policies are
executed by the Director of Graduate Studies, The
Director is responsible, administratively, directly
to the President.
Although Master's Degrees in courses have
been offered by some departments in the College
for many years, the graduate program first expanded
rapidly in the decade beginning in 1930. The
recent growth of the graduate student body is in
proportion to the rapid increase in the under
graduate enrollment. Over 90 students were regis
tered for part or fulltime graduate study in the
fall of 1949,
The dims of graduate work vary somewhat
primarily because an effort is made, within certain
limitations, to provide for the particular needs of
each student. The programs thus developed serve
as a means, not only of obtaining more detailed
acquaintance with broader aspects of subject mat
ter, but also of affording opportunities for express
ing initiative and resourcefulness in research.
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these groups
SACHEMS
MODERATOR
Clint Kennedy
OFFICERS
SECRETARY
Ruth Norwood
TREASURER
Marshall Rakusii
Sachems is a senior honorary society in its twentieth year of activity,
membership in which is based upon an active participation in campus
activities and creditable scholarship. The number of men and women who
are "tapped" for membership in the latter part of their junior year is in
the same proportion as that of the entire class, with a maximum membership
of fifteen. To assist them in their work of maintaining and enforcing a
high ethical code of student conduct in accordance with the best traditions
of Rhode Island State College, the Sachems have three faculty advisors.
During the intervening years since their formation the Sachems have
contributed to a more active school spirit by regulating class elections and
sponsoring football rallies, campus dances and the Mayoralty Campaign.
The organization also attempts to find solutions for campus problems
by fostering understanding and cooperation among the administration,
the faculty and the student body.
PHI KAPPA PHI
OFFICERS
PRESIDENT VICE PRESIDENT SECRETARY TREASURER
G. A. Ballentine V, 1. Cheadle R. H. Stockard E. A. Palmatie
This organization was established to provide an honor society dedi
cated to the Unity and Democracy of Education and open to all honor
students from all departments of American Universities and Colleges. Its
prime objective is to emphasize scholarship and character in the thought
of college students, to foster the significant purposes for which institutions
of higher learning have been founded, and to stimulate mental achieve
ment by recognition through election to membership.
It is a national scholastic society which was organized in 1897. A
chapter was established on this campus in 191 3 and each year the society
elects students of outstanding scholarship for membership in the society.
During the eighth semester students are selected on the basis of their
previous seven semesters. A few students are selected during the seventh
semester.
inning. M W.nel H Unuiion, A M.l,-,
H- T.ll, R Simpson
PHI SIGMA
OFFICERS
VICE PRESIDENT IREASURER CORRES, SECRETARY
Rocco Quattrocchi Wayne Durfee Mary Ann Hartley
RECORDING SECRETARY
Marjorie Wetzel
Phi Sigma Biological Society was organized at Ohio State University
in 1915, and now has 33 active Chapters. Alpha XI Chapter of Rhode
Island State College was chartered on May 17, 1935.
Junior Students with an average of B, or better, in Biological subjects
are elected on a basis of their positive interest in the field of biology.
The society consists of active, alumni, faculty, and honorary members. The
objects of Phi Sigma are to promote interest in research in biology, to
provide contacts with other chapters through the quarterly Biologist, and
to acquaint the college with current biological research.
In the past year Alpha Xi Chapter has presented the annual "Open
Biology Forum," participated in the New England Biological Conference,
and brought many noted speakers to the campus. In May the annual
chapter publication. The Cell, was distributed. This year Alpha Xi was
host to the New England Biological Conference which drew representa
tives from most New England Colleges and Universities.
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Snd Row: J Smith. H. Brown.ng, J Albnghl, A. Ouirt, W. Hall, C, Fish, V. Vates, G GnFfin, S. Haley, D. Kmu..
3rd Row: J Tenndnt. C. Chin. A. Feldmdn. C Mill*., H. Ha.r.ion, R. Mayor. F. How,itd. J Woodi. H. B*nd*rr, E. Ch.iilopher, ft. Woo.
4th Row: E. PdlmdtifT. ft. Hdrnion, D. Zinn, D. Dolon. M. Campbell, C Hooiton, E. Winslow, H Knutson
SIGMA XI
OFFICERS
PRESIDENT VICE PRESIDENT SECRETARY TREASURER
Dr. Harold W. Browning Dr. Harold E. Graves Dr. Irene H. Stuckey Dr. Elmer A. Palma
The National Society of Sigma Xi was founded at Cornell University
in 1886 for the purpose of encouraging research in various sciences.
The Sigma Xi Club at Rhode Island State College was organized in
the spring of 1947 by members of the faculty who had been initiated into
the Society at other institutions. At present there are 48 members. A
petition for the establishment of a chapter of Sigma Xi at R, I, State College
was accepted by the National Executive Council in the spring of 1949
with the installation probably taking place in the spring of 1951.
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PHI ALPHA THETA
FACULTY ADVISOR
Assistant Professor Donald Tilton
-im-f::
The first chapter of Phi Alpha Theta was organized at the University
of Arkansas in 1921. There are now seventy-five chapters in the country.
The Alpha Omega chapter was organized here at Rhode Island State
College November 16, 1947. Phi Alpha Theta is a national honorary
history fraternity open to students attaining a high scholastic average in
their studies with particular emphasis on history. Membership is not con
fined to history major 12 semester hours with an average of over "B"
is all that is required In history.
Members throughout the country arc encouraged to engage in re
search and to write papers of historical interest.
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ALPHA ZETA
CHANCELLOR
George Wheatley
OFFICERS
CENSOR SCRIBE
John Kitchin David Grim
CHRONICLER
Wil iMai
FACULTV ADVISORS
Dr, Everett Christopher Prof, George Bond
The National Fraternity of Alpha Zeta was established at Ohio State
University on December 4, 1897, This fraternity was established as a
professional fraternity to promote the profession of agriculture, to estab
lish, foster and develop high standards of scholarship, character, leader
ship and a spirit of fellowship among all its members.
The "Rhode Island Chapter" was installed on May 29, 1936, and
the membership is open to any male student enrolled in the School of
Agriculture that displays outstanding scholarship and character.
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SIGMA MU
PRESIDENT
George BleiscI
OFFICERS
VICE PRESIDENT TREASURER
Edward Murphy
SECRETARY
Jdcic Wilson
In April of 1948, the honorary engineering society, Sigma Mu, was
founded at Rhode Island State College. A total of forty-seven students
was Included in the charter membership.
The society Is composed of selected members of the engineering
student body, faculty, and alumni. Student membership Is restricted to a
small percentage of each of the upper classes, and selections dre made
on the basis of high scholarship and exemplary character,
Sigma Mu was founded as a social and fraternal organization whose
aims are: to foster, in those men associated with engineering, the principles
which characterize the true professional man,- and to promote the spirit
of good will and cooperation among engineers.
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TAU KAPPA ALPHA
OFFICERS
PRESIDENT SECRETARY
George Gartsu Bernice George
FACULTY ADVISORS
Miss Nancy Potter Mr. Spencer Davis
Tau Kappa Alpha is the national forensic society with a chapter at
R. I. S. C. This chapter became activated in the Spring of 1949.
The purpose of the society is to further interest in debate and public
speaking in the college community. Outstanding persons in public life
or those who have helped to foster the true spirit of discussion the
formulation of ideas may be made honorary members of the society.
New members are selected on the basis of several years of out
standing work on the varsity debate groups, Portia and the Wranglers,
and advanced standing. The society pledges annually In the Spring.
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SCABBARD AND BLADE
OFFICERS
CAPTAIN Ise LIEUTENANT 2nd LIEUTENANT
J. Parker Mellor John King Eric Nelson
HISTORIAN
Alton Wiley
1st SERGEANT
Robert Stddts
FACULTY ADVISOR
Capt. William C. Deelrle
The National Society of Scabbard and Blade was founded at the
University of Wisconsin in 1904. From an original five founders with one
company, the organization has grown to 103 companies with more than
49,000 members.
The purpose of Scabbard and Blade is primarily to raise the standard
of military education in American colleges and universities; to unite in
closer relationship their military departments,- to encourage and foster the
essentia! qualities of good and efficient officers; and to promote friendship
and good-fellowship among the cadet officers.
H Company of the 6th Regiment was established at Rhode Island
State College in 1927.
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STUDENT SENATE
PRESIDENT
Marshall Rakusi
OFFICERS
VICE PRESIDENT
John Hutchinson
SECRETARY
Tricia Lovett
Dr. William Metz
FACULTY ADVISORS
Mr. Robert Gardener
Student Senate is the only organization on campus that is truly repre
sentative of the student body. One student and one alternate are elected
for zvzri forty students enrolled. It is vested with legislative and executive
powers to regulate all student activities which are not covered by the
charter, by-lawrs, and regulations of the college.
Among its major accomplishments of the past year are control of all
class elections, establishment of the Student Union Board of Directors,
sponsorship of the Community Chest, complete charge of Athletic Associ
ation ticket distribution and ticket taking at the games.
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STUDENT UNION COUNCIL
CHAIRMAN
Donald Steen
SENIORS
Betty Corry
Paul Froeberg
MEMBERS
JUNIORS
Donald Steer
Faith Jones
SOPHOMORES
Charlotte Panzner
John O'Neill
DIRECTOR
Chester Berry
The Student Union Board of Directors was formed in the year '48-'49
with two representatives from each class, excluding freshmen. It consists
of six delegates and the Director of Student Activities.
It was formed with the purpose of having student advice in the func
tions of the Student Union and offering advice and suggestions on large
expenditures undertaken by the Union for the benefit of the students.
WOMEN'S STUDENT
GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION
OFFICERS
PRESIDENT VICE PRESIDENT SECRETARY-TREASURER
Joan Beattie Ruth Benson Sandi Zambarano
The primary aim of the Women's Student Government Association is
to encourage a vigorous sense of cooperation in campus activities shared
for the mutual benefit of women students, and to control such problems
as may arise which are not under Administration or Student Senate
jurisdiction.
Four branches form the Association: Council, Judicial, Residence
Committee and the Junior Council; it also has a group of Junior Counsel
lors who acquaint the freshman with the college program.
The Association sponsors coffee hours, an annual tea for women
students, Freak Day, for freshmen, and Stunt Night.
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THE BEACON
The college weekly paper, the Beacon, was first printed in 1908, and
was a small ten page booklet printed once a month. At present, the
Beacon operates as a miniature newspaper, published each Wednesday,
with a twelve to sixteen page issue and a circulation of over 2400
including students, faculty, and alums.
Experience in all fields of writing; news, sports and features, is open
to any interested student as well as opportunities in makeup work and
in the commercial aspects of journalism such as advertising and circulation.
The election of officers is held in the early part of the second semester to
afford the incoming officers the benefits of graduating seniors' experience.
The Beacon is representative of student ideas, publishing all letters
and articles on student or college problems.
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OFFICERS
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF Dan Bolhouse SPORTS EDITOR George Abrahams
ASSOCIATE EDITOR Bob Mason ASST. SPORTS EDITOR Burton Hoffman
MANAGING EDITOR George Nazarian COPY EDITOR Ruth Norwood
NEWS EDITOR Jim Cooper ASST. FEATURE EDITOR Jane Campbell
ASST. MANAGING EDITOR Bob Callahan OFFICE MANAGER Irene Turner
ASST. NEWS EDITOR Russ Burbank BUSINESS MANAGER Clinton Kennedy
WOMEN'S EDITOR Barbara Strong STAFF SECRETARY Barbara Skooglund
FEATURE EDITOR Anita Merson STAFF CARTOONISTS Ed Roche
WOMEN'S SPORTS EDITOR Anna Ferreira Art Sherman
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Ill Row: F Reniolli, M Browntdge, N. Mesi.cr. T. Z.lit.man, T. Wyl.c. Jr . R Kettletv, J- Regan, W. Brey
Snd Row: S- Schupack, S. Schmuger, D. Frank, R. Koch, L Lawrence. B. W.ie, B. Bullock, B- Johnjon, B. Sherman.
3rd Row: M. Harriet, W. Larkin. S. Brown. W. Mciggt. M. Hamer. G. Kenyon, G. Levinson, W. Jakubowtk., H. Kud.jh.
4th Row: L Thomas, St. McPeake. A. Leigh, G. Brigsi, H. Coteman. S- Dreiner, M, Pivnick.
WHOE
WHOE, the Rhode Island'State College Radio Network, was organ
ized in the Fall of 1946. After a year of designing and planning by the
technical department, construction of the equipment was started the
following summer and completed that Fall. In late November, 1947,
WHOE aired its first broadcast.
Now after three years of broadcasting WHOE offers the college
community a schedule of programs consisting of recorded and live shows,
the best in transcribed programs, and such special events as basketball
games, musical productions from Edwards Auditorium, interfraternity and
panhellenic sings, and interviews with campus personalities.
WHOE offers the students of the college an outstanding opportunity
for an introduction to the various fields of radio work.
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OFFICERS
GENERAL MANAGER PROGRAM MANAGER TECHNICAL MANAGER BUSINESS MANAGER
Thomas F. Wylie Norman Messier Robert W. Kettlety Theodore Zit
PHI DELTA
Phi Delta, the college dramatic society, is open to al I interested students.
Participants in activities are graded by a point system for their work on
committees, acting, and attendance at the meetings These points are used
as a basis for initiation and the granting of keys.
Plans for this year included three, three-act plays, many program
meetings, and small skits which were presented at College convocation
exercises. This year for the first time Phi Delta has given some ol its
productions for organizations outside of the campus. One of the high
lights ol the year was the demonstration given at the Kenmore Hotel in
Boston for the New England Speech Association.
With the help of Mr. Will, the dramatic advisor, the thirty-five initiates
and many newcomers are working together formulating interesting plans
for next year.
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OFFICERS
PRESIDENT VICE PRESIDENT SECRETARY TREASURER
George Sprague Alice Heditsian Betty Champlin Donald Phelps
Ill Row: O turiiu. H. Gr..i>, W Hinihow, R Horrocb. E Murohy, C Chin, A, Haneiwicli
Sua Boi e Tsylor, C. OInty, R. Glitti. G, Ch.si, G. Bliireh, R. Robesj.
ENGINEERING COUNCIL
OFFICERS
PRESIDENT SECRETARY TREASURER
i<s Ed Murphy William Hinshaw
FACULTY ADVISOR
Dean T. Stephen Crawford
The Engineering Council was organized in 1939 and coordinates the
affairs and activities of the engineering societies represented, and also
acts to stimulate and improve engineering in all its aspects at the college.
Social activities include the Engineering Smoker, Slide Rule Strut, and
the Engineering Banquet, Membership is composed of the president
and elected delegates of the engineering societies with the Dean of the
School of Engineering as an advisor,
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AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS
OFFICERS
PRESIDENT VICE PRESIDENT SECRETARY TREASURER
Joseph Castro Rutger Kindberg Thomas Collins Aramast Mahtesian
The Civil Engineering Society was organized in 1926 and became
affiliated with the ASCE in 1932. Since then, the group has progressed
rapidly in interest and activity. The purpose of the society is to promote
greater student interest in Civil Engineering. This is accomplished by
arranging meetings of the CE'sand also loint meetings with other engineer
ing societies, and by prominent and experienced guest speakers.
Through annual meetings, the students have an opportunity to become
better acquainted with the professional engineers, their v^/ork, and their
practices. Mr. Frank Fahlquist of the parent society, in Providence,
arranges speakers. The members attend two meetings each year, one at
Northeastern, and one at various other schools.
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Joint Student Branch
AMERICAN INSTITUTE of ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
and
INSTITUTE of RADIO ENGINEERS
OFFICERS
PRESIDENT
Edv/ard Murphy
VICE PRESIDENT
Joseph Byrnes
TREASURER
Thomas Wyhe
AIEE SECRETARY
CliHord J, Burke
FACULTy ADVISOR
Robert S. Haas
The original organization, the Electrical Engineering Society was
founded in 1898, the first engineering society to be formed at Rhode
Island State College, In 1923 the activity joined the National Society,
the American Institute of Electrical Engineers and in 1949, the Joint
Student Branch was formed in association with the Institute of Radio
Engineers. The primary function of the Society is the development of
interest in the National Organization and promotion of field trips and
lectures of interest to electrical engineering students.
AMERICAN SOCIETY
OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
OFFICERS
VICE PRESIDENT SECRETARY TREASURER
George Cruicksbdnk Normdn Nystrom Thomas Robinson
FACULTY ADVISOR
Prof. Ralph E. Brown
The ASME was organized nationally in 1880. ks membership now,
including students, is 26,000. The local branch was formed before
1930 by Dean Wales and was later sponsored by Professors Billmeyer,
Carpenter, Stockard and Sitek. During the war the ASME continued
to function although membership dropped to 1 5, but It is now the biggest
engineering society on the campus.
The group builds interest In the field of mechanical engineering
through lectures by prominent engineers, movies, and discussions on
important engineering topics.
PRESIDENT
Georse Gartsu
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AMERICAN INSTITUTE
OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERS
PRESIDENT
Robert Horrocb
OFFICERS
VICE PRESIDENT SECRETARY
Frank Schora, Jr. George Camillo
FACULTY ADVISOR
Dr. Harold Graves
TREASURER
'incent Rose, Jr.
This, the second youngest of engineering groups at Kingston, became
affiliated with the national society, the American Institute of Chemical
Engineers, in 1938. The original organization was formed a year earlier.
The student branch has grown rapidly, promoting undergraduate
interest in the curriculum by encouraging full participation in regular
business meetings, field trips to neighboring industrial plants, and by
obtaining prominent and experienced guest speakers from within the
industrial chemical engineering field.
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PHYSICS SOCIETY
OFFICERS
PRESIDENT VICE PRESIDENT SECRETARY TREASURER
Robert Rubega Charles Watts Norman Namerow Paul Cheever
B' @ The Physics Society of Rhode Island State College was
organized and officially approved in 1948. Since that time the
society has progressed rapidly and, although small in number,
it Is very active.
The society tries to acquaint the physics student with the
objectives and methods of modern research physics by holding
regular meetings with prominent speakers lecturing to the group.
Movies are frequently shown, and discussion groups are formed.
Ill
INSTITUTE OF THE
AERONAUTICAL SCIENCES
OFFICERS
PRESIDENT SECRETARY-TREASURER
William Hinshaw George Savini
Since its activation on the campus in 1947 the Institute of the
Aeronautical Sciences has steadily grown in membership. It is the suc
cessor to the Aero Club and the N. A. A. chapter.
Its purpose Is to keep interested students well Informed of the
rapid advances made in the aeronautical sciences and to bring prominent
speakers to the college.
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AGGIE CLUB
PRESIDENT
Charles Pyne
OFFICERS
VICE PRESIDENT SECRETARY
Paul Poitras Charles Dame
AGGIE BAWL CHAIRMAN
John Kitchin
TREASURER
Harold Corey
With the distinction of being one of the oldest organizations on the
campus, the Aggie Club is represented by students enrolled in the School
of Agriculture,
The "Aggies
'
not only foster the promotion of projects of value to
the college on campus and afield, but also aids the social situation by
initiating Rhodys yearly dance program with the colorful Aggie Bawl,
A spirit of friendliness and cooperation 6re criteria for membership
in the Aggie Club,
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ALPHA DELTA SIGMA
OFFICERS
VICE PRESIDENT SECRETARY TREASURER
;rman Kenneth B. Parris, Jr, Men
LINEAGE CORRES, SOCIAL CHAIRMAN
George Pinheiro Stephen Cohen
ADVISOR
Prof. Herbert H. Palmer
il Temkin John Randal
CORRES. SECRETARY
Ralph Fowler
The Alpha Delta Advertising Club became the Herbert Hall Palmer
Chapter of Alpha Delta Sigma, the Professional Advertising Fraternity.
One of the objectives of the fraternity is the improvement of the quality
and quantity of college and general publication advertising and to
acquaint its members with the principals and ideals of advertising. Promi
nent speakers are engaged for lectures and discussions and movies on
allied subjects are shown.
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HOME ECONOMICS CLUB
PRESIDENT
Rgth Benson
OFFICERS
VICE PRESIDENT SECRETARY
Elaine Zambarano Joan Cavanaugh
SOCIAL CHAIRMAN
Lillian Grocott
FACULTY ADVISORS
Mary- Jane Bacon Beverly Downing
TREASURER
Marjorie Browr
The Home Economics Club has been active at Rhode Island State
Collese since 1921
An opportunity for personal development^ service to college and
community and helpful information about the home and family is offered
to each member.
Each year the club sponsors a Silver Tea for the benefit of foreign
students and an annual informal dance in addition to the regular meetings,
lectures, and other social events-
Membership in the club is open to any woman student on campus.
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THE NUTRIX
NT VICE PRESIDENT
emer Suzanne Marshdll
SOCIAL CHAIRMAN
Theresa Ploeger
SECRETARY TREASURER
Pat Dwyer Shirley Niebuhr
PUBLICITY CHAIRMAN
Lois Grinnell
FACULTY ADVISOR
Louise White
The Nutrix was organized In January 1950 by students in the Division
of Nursing who constitute the membership. Graduate nurses enrolled as
students at the college may become associate members. Honorary member
ship is open to graduate Nurse alumnae of Rhode Island State College
and to the Director of the Division of Nursing.
The purposes are:
1. To provide opportu
program.
2. To keep all stude
nursing profession.
3- To provide opportunities, through Its meetings, for cl(
quaintanceship of all nursing students.
litles for integration of the total nursing
nts informed about activities related to the
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ACCOUNTING ASSOCIATION
OFFICERS
VICE PRESIDENT TREASURER RECORDING SECRETARY
David M. Wight Arthur Sullivan Lawrence C Gay
The purposes of the Accounting Association are to foster acquaint
ances within the realm of accounting, to supplement the study of account
ing/ to Investigate the possibilities of employment for graduating members,
and to promote social activities.
The following standing committees have been established to accelerate
the accomplishment of our objectives, namely: Membership, Scholarship,
Program, Accou n ting Supplies, By- laws, Employment, New Eng land Federa
tion of Accounting Associations, and Part-time-jobs-for-StudentS- The
highlight for this year was the presentation of a beautiful scholarship plaque
to the Association by Mr, Anicllo Malafronte, father of Frank Malafronte
who has been recalled to active duty with the Armed Forces. This is the
first award to be received by the Accounting Department of the School of
Business Administration. Each year the name of the student who is an
accounting major in the business school and who over the first three years
has attained the highest average In class work at R.I.S.C. will have his name
inscribed on this plaque, placed in the School of Business Administration.
Arthur F. Sampson, Jr.
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SOCIETY FOR THE ADVANCEMENT
OF MANAGEMENT
PRESIDENT
Joseph Johnsoi
OFFICERS
VICE PRESIDENT TREASURER SECRETARY
HowartJ Lewis Austin Dwyer W. Pearce
FACULTY ADVISORS
Prof. Arthur Svenson Dr. Carl Kaiser
The Society for the Advancement ofMdndsement (known as S. A. M.)
was started on tfie Rhode Island State carrpus in 1945, and reactivated
in 1948, under the direction and guidance of Miss Mabel Dickson. The
organization has expanded to include the curricula of business administra
tion, home economics, and industrial engineering.
The Society for the Advancement of Management is the recognized
national professional society of management people in industry, commerce,
education, and government. It is the purpose of this organization to
acquaint the student with people in these fields of business, and keep
them in contact with the latest information concerning employment, busi
ness and management.
The programs offered by S. A. M. include speakers well known in all
phases of business and industry.
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CHEMISTRY SOCIETY
PRESIDENT
Banice Bazar
VICE PRESIDENI
Robert Lanyon
TREASURER
Donald LHeurei
The purpose of the Rhode Island State Chemistry Society is to present
an interesting and deversified program. This includes lectures by prominent
speakers, field trips to chemical plants, and technical movies. In addition
an annual joint meeting is conducted with the chemistry societies of
Brown University and Providence College.
The Chemistry Society is a chapter of the Student Affiliate of the
American Chemical Society. Students majoring in chemistry or chemical
engineering are eligible for membership in the Student Affiliate. The
Chemistry Society is, however, open to all who are interested in chemistry.
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SOCIUS CLUB
OFFICERS
PRESIDENT SECRETARY TREASURER
Francis Bolduc Helene KauRman Donald Steen
The Socius Club is a local organization of students interested In
problems of applied and theoretical sociology, and in the professional
and occupational aspects of this subject. Meetings are held on the second
and fourth Tuesday of each month. Each semester two or three outstanding
speakers are brought to the campus, and at the other meetings discussions
of current problems and reviews of recent literature in the field are
earned on.
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INTER-FAITH ORGANIZATION
OFFICERS
PRESIDENT RECORDING SECRETARY CORRES. SECRETARY TREASURER
Philip Ginsburg Lillian Grocott Anita Merson Tom Boyd
The Inter-Faith Organization, consisting of the hHillel Foundation,
Lutheran Club, Newman Club, and the Student Fellowship, was founded
to encourage membership in the religious organizations on campus, to
promote understanding between them, and to further their common in
terests. The purpose of the club is to promote a better understanding
between the affiliated groups. It aims at promoting harmonious relations
among all races and religions, and to teach the equality of all.
Respect and toleration form a necessary foundation for the future,
and the club emphasizes this.
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SOCIETY FOR THE ADVANCEMENT
OF INSURANCE
OFFICERS
PRESIDENT VICE PRESIDENT SECRETARY
George Handler Richard Wetherbee John Olson
The Insurance Society was formed during the Fall semester, 1950, to
advance the study and knowledge of insurance at Rhode Island State
College, and to enhance the position of the insurance student during
his academic years, and thereafter during his business career.
The programs offered by the society Include speakers from various
insurance concerns, and numerous field trips to visit large Insurance
organizations.
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CANTERBURY CLUB
OFFICERS
PRESIDENT VICE PRESIDENT SECRETARY TREASURER
Perry Jeffries Carol Wood Dorothy Larmie John Grossomanides
RELIGIOUS ADVISOR
Rev. Mr. Charles Winters, Jr,
The Canterbury Club, which is sponsored by the Episcopal Church,
is a fellowship of students which seeks to acknowledge and lead others
to acknowledge God. It provides an opportunity for Episcopal students to
express themselves in the life of the Church, and calls students to take a
responsible position as members of the Church.
Canterbury at Rhode Island State College sponsors bi-weekly meet
ings for those students interested in their spiritual as well as their academic
life, A service of Holy Communion is held every Friday morning with
the Rev, Mr, Charles Winters, Jr,, as celebrant- Services are also held on
Sunday mornings. For those seeking a better understanding of their faith,
weekly discussion groups are held.
Membership is open to any student willing to take part in its activities.
This willingness is the only condition of membership.
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HILLEL
OFFICERS
PRESIDENT VICE PRESIDENT SECRETARY TREASURER
Bernard Jacobvitz Philip Ginsburg Ruth Silverman Joseph Zendlovi
SOCIAL CHAIRMAN
Selma Schmuger
ADVISORS
FACULTY RELIGIOUS
Mr. Harold Sternbach Rabbi Nathan Rosen
The hHillel Counselorship is the Jewish student organization. The
group on our campus is the youngest of the 182 units on American
campuses. Hillel brings to members of the Hebrew faith in the student
and faculty body a more adequate knowledge of their heritage.
The activities of the group are varied and numerous Sabbath Eve
Services are held in addition to special Jewish Holiday Services, Monthly
meetings are addressed by outstanding speakers, and special groups devote
their time to various topics such as interfaith cooperation, Zionism, Jewish
literature and Hebrew culture and language. Fund raising for European
and Palestinian relief and rehabilitation is also a part of the program.
NEWMAN CLUB
OFFICERS
PRESIDENT VICE PRESIDENT CORRES. SECRETARY RECORDING SECRETARY
Andre Desaulniers Joan Murphy Shirley Kelley Barbara Bowen
TREASURER SOCIAL CHAIRMEN PUBLICITY CHAIRMAN
Roberl Manual Joseph Calise Leonard Ferrara Jame
Lee Thuotte
FACULTY ADVISOR
Dr. Edward Pease
The Newman Club, named for one of the greatest Catholic leaders,
John Cardinal Newman, was formed at the University of Pennsylvania
in 1893. There are now over three hundred and fifty Newman Clubs
throughout non-sectarian colleges and universities in America.
The Newman Club on this campus holds its meetings every second
and fourth Thursday and a retreat is given around the middle ol the year.
All activities are coordinated by a governing body known as the Newman
Club Federation,
The Newman Club helps to deepen the spiritual, and enrich the
temporal lives of its members through a balanced program of religious,
intellectual, and social activities. It molds the Catholic students into a
common union and assists the college and its students whenever possible.
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STUDENT FELLOWSHIP
OFFICERS
PRESIDENT VICE PRESIDENT SECRETARY
:icdnor Phillips Virgrnid Jones Earleen Pernn
ADVISORS
RELIGIOUS FACULTY
Reverend Bishop Dr. NX/illiam D. Meiz
TREASURER
Harold Corey
The Student Fellowship is the Protestant organization on campus. This
group was founded by the Reverend hHarry S. McReady of the Kingston
Village Church in 1930. The purpose of this fellowship is to help
students obtain a more intelligent and enlightened understanding of the
Christian faith as well as to encourage fellowship and sociability.
Current problems of social and economic importance are discussed
m the bi-monthly meetings. Social functions are held in addition to
special religious services given at the Village Church commemorating
Christian holidays. Any student may belong to this group and contribute
to growing fellowship.
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PORTIA CLUB
PRESIDENT
OFFICERS
VICE PRESIDENT SECRETARY-TREASURER SOCIAL CHAIRMAN
Sue DeVine Pat Joslin Barbara Hoyle
FACULTy ADVISOR
Nancy J. Potter
The women s debating society, Portia, was founded in 1935 at Rhode
Island State College with the purpose of fostering debates. Each spring,
with the Wranglers, Portia sponsors an annual Model Congress of Col
leges, and a Model Congress ot High Schools on the campus.
Portia enjoyed a successful and busy Fall with debates at the Tufts
Tournament, the Vermont Tournament and the University of Connecticut
Debate on campus.
WRANGLERS
PRESIDENT
Richard McPeake
OFFICERS
TREASURER DEBATE MANAGER
Leonard Wood Phillip Moore
SECRETARY
Charles Bullock
Wranglers, the men's debate group on campus, is primarily interested
m furthering forensic activities lor men at Rhode Island State College,
Under the capable advisorship of Mr. Spencer Davis, the club has grown
in size to quite a degree in the past lew years.
In conjunction with Portia, Wranglers sponsor the High School and
College Model Congress sessions in the spring. In addition to this and a
very active debate schedule, Wranglers and Portia sponsored a very
successful debate tournament this fall with representatives from the various
colleges in this area attending.
Representatives from Wranglers attend such well known debate tour
naments as Vermont, Dartmouth, M,I,T,, and Tufts,
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FLYING CLUB
OFFICERS
PRESIDENT VICE PRESIDENT SECRETARY TREASURER
Henr/ Stravato Willram Hinshaw Barbara Allen Robert Glatke
A year ago this past Fall^ a group of students got together to organize
a Flying Club. The purpose of this meeting was to buy a plane, enabling
them to get more flying time at a lesser rate. The result was the purchase
of a 1946 Piper Cub late in that Fall, and the club began to function.
The purpose of the club is to create an interest in flying among the
student body, and also to enable those members with licenses to increase
their Rying time.
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THE SCROLL
PRESIDENT
Beverly Strauss
OFFICERS
VICE PRESIDENT SECRETARY
Neal Danis Selma Schmuger
TREASURER
Doris Noyes
The Scroll is the campus literary society. Its purpose is to promote
Interest in all types of literature, and to encourage original literary com
positions. At informal meetings, a full program is given, including play
readings, faculty guest speakers, book reviews, and criticisms of original
manuscripts.
The society was founded in the Spring of 1938. Miss Nancy Potter
IS the present faculty advisor.
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RHODY OUTING CLUB
OFFICERS
TRIP DIRECTOR CORRES. SECRETARY SECRETARY-TREASURER
FACULTY ADVISORS
Mr. and Mrs William Plaisted
The Rhode Island State College Outing Club was reorganized in
1948 to provide outdoor activity for week-enders in Kingston. This year,
the Outing Club has helped with a chicken barbecue during freshman
week, sponsored a very successful Sadie Hawkins Day Dance, and enter
tained the UConn Outing Club over the homecoming week-end. The
highlight of the years activities should be the ski trip toMountMonadnock.
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BOAT CLUB
OFFICERS
COMMODORE VICE COMMODORE
Roald Meyer lan Harrington
SOCIAL CHAIRMAN
Jeanne Moren
SECRETARY TREASURER
Llesse Thuotle Paul Ingle
RACE CHAIRMAN
Harold Gately
FACULTY ADVISOR
Dr, Eugene Winslow
The Rhode Island State College Boat Club was formed in 1935 with
Professor Schock's capable direction and assistance.
The club IS an active member of the New England Intercollegiate
Sailing Association, and this year has captured the Friis Trophy from
Tufts, and the Jeff Davis Trophy from Brown, Some members competed
in the three day Middle Atlantic Fall Invitational Regatta at Annapolis,
The Frostbite races are always popular, and everyone enjoys sailing
at Boat Club headquarters on Salt Pond. One more Dyer Dink and a
brand new float are the latest additions.
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FILM PACK
OFFICERS
PRESIDENT VICE PRESIDENT SECRETARY TREASURER
Louis Beauregard Robert Aubin Richard Clauson Jack Wilson
FACULTY ADVISOR
The Spring of 1946 saw the revival of the Film Pack. The Film Pack
is the campus photographic organization and is composed of amateur
photographers who meet regularly to compare, discuss, and improve upon
their work. Studio photography work is frequently done on meeting
nights. The organization has excellent darkroom facilities for the use of
members. In the past the group has sponsored exhibits and conducted
contests to display members' works, and have worked with the Grist
and the Beacon.
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RADIO CLUB
PRESIDENT
George D. Hall
OFFICERS
VICE PRESIDENT
Edward J. Murphy
FACULTY ADVISOR
Mr Ernest Goodwin
SECRETARY-TREASURER
D. Ronald Cook
The primary purpose of the Radio Club is the promotion and dis
semination of information relative to amateur radio, and for the stimulation
of interest in all its branches. It was originally organized in 1936 and
remained active until the cessation of amateur operation at the beginning
of the war. In 1947 it was reorganized and new transmitting equipment
lor a 400 watt station, W1KMV, was constructed in 1948, making it
possible to contact other amateurs throughout the United States and
Canada, Club membership is open to all persons interested in amateur
radio communication. Code and theory classes are conducted to help the
members obtain Federal Government radio licenses.
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INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS CLUB
PRESIDENT
Warren Anthony, Jr.
OFFICERS
VICE PRESIDENT
Joseph Markel
FACULTY ADVISOR
Benjamin Nimer
SECRETARY
Pdtricid Dwyer
The International Relations Club is composed of students interested
in a better understanding of the social, economic, and political problems
of the world in v^hich they live. In the belief that information and exchange
of ideas are the most productive means to this end, the club offers speakers,
movies and group discussions on foreign and international places, people,
ideas, and situations- Delegates are sent to conferences of collegiate IRC
and to the monthly meetings of the World Affairs Council of Rhode
Island- Programs are designed to interest people other than, as well as,
club members; and several meetings during the year are held jointly with
other groups on campus.
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HUSBANDS IN COLLEGE
OFFICERS
VICE PRESIDENT TREASURER
Mildred Stead Clair Pinheiro
SOCIAL CHAIRMAN
Barbara Morton
ADVISORS
Mrs, Robert DeWoll Mrs. Paul Cieurj
SECRETARY
Helen Man<
.Jt^
The wives of the married students of Rhode Island State College have
formed the hHusbands-ln-College Club. At the monthly meetings held at
the Church hHouse in Kingston, wives are present from the Quonset Hut
6rzd, Fort Kearney, the trailers, Wickford, Kingston, Peace Dale, Wakefield,
Westerly, and other nearby communities. The meetings are made both
interesting and educational by the various lecturers and demonstrations
that are presented. The HIC Club sponsors many activities for the benefit
and enjoyment of its members, their husbands, and their children. These
activities include: Dances, pot-luck suppers, holiday parties, picnics, chil
dren's parties, and food and clothing sales.
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CHOIR
PRESIDENT
Roser Wilder
OFFICERS
VICE PRESIDENT TREASURER
Eleanor Phillips George Bleisch
SECRETARV-LIBRARIAN
Sue Marshall
The Rhode Island State College Choir, under the direction of George
Tinker, has a membership exceeding one hundred. The continually ex
panding Choir has given concerts in many New England colleges.
Radio programs, benefit appearances, and making recordings for the
Treasury Department, are all an integrated part of its organization. Their
fine music and good showmanship have gone far toward maintaining the
high standards of our campus.
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BAND
OFFICERS
PRESIDENT
Leonard Wood
SECRETARY-TREASURER
Arnold Lorberfeld
The College can well be proud of its Band this year. Under the new
and able leadership of Mr, Frank Van Buren the Band put on many fine
performances, the home football games, rallies, Christmas Convocation,
and the Spring Concert, It has the largest enrollment of any band in
Rhody history. hHowever, that fact alone does not make for a good
organization The College Band has lots of spirit. Hampered by lack of
funds to play at out-of-state football games, the Band sent a small group
of its members known as a pep band" to follow the team, to keep
their morale up. To the officers and members of the Rhode Island State
College Band that did such a good job this year, many thanks from the
students, faculty, and administration.
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CHEERLEADERS
OFFICERS
HEAD CHEERLEADER BUSINESS MANAGER
Eleanor Johnson Barbara Skooglund
The Rhody Cheerleaders are an energetic group of students who keep
alive the enthusiasm of the student body at football and basketball games.
They cheer at all home games, and all of the "Away" that it is possible
to go, such as St. Johns, Holy Cross and the Providence College and
Brown games. New freshman cheerleaders are elected before the basket
ball season by tryouts and elimination to replace graduating seniors. This
group also devises and introduces new cheers.
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THE BLUE KEY
PRESIDENT
Marshall Ralrusi
OFFICERS
VICE PRESIDENT SECRETARY
Jack O'Neil Fae Tilley
TREASURER
Jack King
The Blue Key was organized to promote a feeling of good will
between visiting teams and Rhode Island State College, and to act as
host to all visiting dignitaries.
By encouraging interest in all athletic teams and assisting in events,
the Blue Key hopes to maintain better inter-campus relations. Its duty is
to promote a fair standard of scholarship, particularly among athletes.
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VARSITY FOOTBALL
Head Coach Harold Kopp Line Coach
BackFjeld Coach John Chapman Trainer
Field Gptain Frank 5c
"Vic" Paliadino
"Red"" Mcintosh
The 1950 football season was anxiously
awaited by both State rooters and the alumni.
This season was to mark a new football era at
R. I. State.
Several days before Labor Day, the Ram foot
ball team gathered at Bressler Hall. All in all,
there were thirty-five players to represent the Blue
and White. Under the watchful eyes of Harold
Kopp and his two assistants, John Chapman and
Vic Paliadino, the Rams started their vigorous
training program. Good spirit and fine condition
ing were evident from the start.
After two weeks of rigid conditioning the
Rams were first tried against the Yale Bulldogs.
This scrimmage revealed a fine running attack and
a good defense. Two additional weeks of training
found the team ready for their first game with the
Bates eleven. Named field captain was center
Frank Scarafile.
Coach Kopps debut as the new Rhody mentor
was successful. The Ram eleven, in seeking their
first win in eleven games, completely outclassed
the Bobcats, The spirited Rhody eleven piled up
twenty first downs with 270 yards rushing. The
passing attack totaled 162 yards.
Both offensively and defensively the Rams were
effective. The accurate passing of Gadrow and
Roche enabled ends Smith and Monroe to com
plete 14 out of 19 forward passes. Constant
ground gaining by Cawley, Wright, Martin, and
Vigoroso kept the Bates defense busy all afternoon.
The 3500 fans were more than pleased with
the fine spirit displayed by the team.
R. I. 0 MAINE 13
Even with a crushing victory over Bates, the
Rhody eleven traveled to Orono, Maine, a slight
underdog. The teams '
Rhody's failure to tak
proved very costly The Maine B
to take advantage of State's fumbi
to rack up thirteen in the first half
In the second half the Rams
Opponents in every way, but failed to make up
the difference in score Outstanding for their line
play were Bob Hurley, Gus Buonaiuto, Joe Ven
ditto, Capt. Frank Scarafile, and Don Gavin.
ere evenly balanced, but
advantage of the breaks
A/ere quick
ind miscues
utplayed their
R. I 14 NEW HAMPSHIRE 27
Despite heroic efforts, the Rams suffered their
second defeat of the season at the hands of the
Wildcats of New Hampshire 27 14, at Lewis
Field, New Hampshire.
f. r f^^
Co-cdptains Chuck Varney and Bob Hurley with Codch
Kopp and the Ram-Napping Trophy, presented to the team
for their victory over Connecticut.
' After d few exchanges of punts, the Wildcats
drew first blood with a disputed 30 yard pass to
the three yard line In scoring, the Wildcats took
a 7 0 lead. With several minutes remaining in the
first quarter, the Rams climaxed a 60 yard march
with Vigoroso smashing off right tackle for a T. D.
Score 7-7.
In the third quarter, the Wildcats registered
two more T, D.'s after sustained marches of 72
yards and 49 yards. As in the previous game, the
Rams dominated the second half, but could only
register one more T. D. State led in the statistics,
but the score told a different story. At the end of
the game, the Wildcat coach. Chief Boston, told
the Rhody squad that he was happy to win over
such a spirited and hard-playing team.
R. I. 13 BROWN 55
Preceeding the traditional R. I. -Brown game a
spirited football rally took place. Members of the
1935 team, who beat Brown, were the principal
speakers.
The next day the Rhody Rams journeyed to
Brown Field in high spirits. A spirited Ram eleven
held the baffled Bruins at bay for five minutes. The
Brown eleven fumbled and miscued to the delight
of the Rhody fans. What followed turned out to
be a romp for the Bruins, The Rams fought hard,
but the damage had been done The only joy in
the Rhody camp was the two touchdowns scored
by DcSpirito and Foster, Despite the score, the
Rams showed plenty of spirit and fight-
R. I. 38 MASS. STATE 27
Battered but not beaten, the Rhody eleven
thrilled the R. I, fans by edging out the high
scoring University of Massachusetts the following
week by a score of 38 27. The spectators watched -
the lead pass from team to team until it finally
rested with the Rams.
The Rams took the initiative and scored with
Vigoroso racing 61 yards on a pitchout. Mass.
was quick to retaliate with a 55 yard drive of
their own. The missed conversion gave the Rams
a 7-6 edge. The second quarter saw Mass. take
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the lead on the fine passing of Anderson, the con
version was good, and Mass. led 13-7. Several
minutes later a pass from Roche to Cap Smith
connected for the second Rhody tally and State
tied the score at 13-13. State's third T. D. came
after Reggie Gadrow intercepted a Mass. U. pass
and raced to midfield. At this point, Martin and
Vigoroso combined for forty yards and Cawley
raced over from the ten. Score at the half, 19-13.
At the start of the second half, a pass from
Roche to Cawley went for ninety-one yards and
a Rhody T. D. Mass. U. again drove fifty-five yards
and scored. Score 25 20. Cap Smith again ex
tended the Rams lead by nabbing a pass and racing
thirty-nine yards. Mass., still full of fight, could
not be denied. Marty Anderson led his tribe to
their Fourth and Final T, D. climaxing a sixty-seven
yard march. With several minutes to play, Varney
clinched a Rhody victory by intercepting a pass
and racing fifty-five yards to the goal line. Final
score R. 1.-38 Mass.-27.
R. I. 12 BUFFALO 33
The Rams, seeking their initial victory on the
road, traveled to Buffalo to play the Bulls. A
homecoming crowd of 2500 watched the Bulls
romp to a 33-12 victory. It was the pitching arm
of Art Holland that kept Buffalo moving. The
Rhody ground defense held well, but accurate
passing kept the Bulls rolling. Buffalo scored in
every period and twice in the second. Rhody's
scores came in the third period v/hen Roche un
corked a 30 yard aerial to Cap Smith, who ran
It over. The second tally for the Rams came when
Bob Underhill took in a Bull punt and handed off
to Roche. Superb blocking enabled him to cover
the sixty yards for a T. D.
Entire line halts Brown ball carrier
R I. 0 SPRINGFIELD 32
After a week's rest, the Koppmen traveled to
Springfield seeking their first road victory. The
game was played under a steady downpour of
rain, which placed Rhody at a great disadvantage.
The heavy rain made ball-handling difficult. The
Gymnasts thrived on it as they employed the single-
wing. State could not stop the short gains of the
Springfield eleven. The Ram line, although greatly
outweighed, fought well. The Gymnasts tallied
three times in the second half to clinch the game.
The Rams played well in the second half and on
four different occasions penetrated to within ten
yards of the Springfield goal line, but could not
muster the power to score. Five fumbles in the
Rhody backfield proved costly.
R. I. 14 U. CONN. 7
Entering the U. Conn game a two touchdown
underdog, the Rams closed out a victorous season
with a win over the Huskies. A homecoming
crowd of 4712 watched the Blue and White
triumph in the 40th game of the traditional en
counter.
The first half saw the two teams battle to a
standstill. After five minutes of the second half had
gone by, the Rams quickly scored twice. The
accurate passing arm of Art Roche threw a strike
to "Cap" Smith for one T. D. and Chuck Varney
crashed the line for the second tally. DeSpirito
made good both extra points. An alert backfield
and a stubborn line held the Huskies to short
gains. Playing their last game for the Blue and
White seniors Don Gavin, Bob Hurley, Joe Ven-
tetulo, Eric Dober, Chuck Varney, Pepper Martin,
Bob Underhill, Ed McNulty, and Capt. Frank
Scarafile.
After the game the Ram-Napping trophy was
presented to State and received by the game s
Co-Captains, Bob Hurley and Chuck Varney. This
cup is awarded to the winner each year and
retained until the Following season's contest.
State rooters and alumni can well take pride
in the new coach at State. Coach Kopp and his
assistants have started a new football era at Rhode
Island. A winning season for the varsity and a
strong freshman club for added strength brings
promise for the coming year. Good luck, boys.
Cav/ley picks up ydrddp
INDIVIDUAL SCORING
Name of Pldyer Tou,chdowns Ext ra Poinrs Points
Cap" Smith 4 0 24
Art Roche 2 8 20
Tiser" Wrisht 3 0 18
"Chuclc'* Varney 3 0 18
"Hugsa" Vigoroso 2 0 12
Jack Cawley 2 0 12
Bob DeSpirito 1 2 8
"Pepper" Martin 1 0 6
Phil Foster 1 0 6
&e~o?r ^wy-A"^ 9^^^^**I^NUENTED TM&UOUS&TRAP
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CROSS COUNTRY
This years Ram were the first postwar team
not led by Bob Black. Top interest centered about
who v^/ould be number one man and whether or
not the squad could continue unbeaten in dual
competition.
Only three lettermen returned from last year's
team. They were Ray Lister, Larry McLay and Al
Ash, Also returning were juniors Herb Hardman
and Irv Boehm. Six sophomores battled to get into
the magic first seven. They were Rocco Negris,
Tim Pantelakos, Hugh Penny, Arty Plante, Norm
Laguex and Bill Henry. This is how they ran:
took the lead about midway through the race and
won the 4.7 mile run in 25:44.5.
Negris 3
McLay 5
Ash 6
Pantelakos 10
Also for R. I.; Plante and He
SPRINGFIELD 30
SPRINGFIELD SEPTEMBER 30 KINGSTON
With little idea of how his charges would
make out, Coach Tootell and his team journeyed
to Springfield to do battle with the Gymnasts.
Though inexperienced, the Rams had the edge in
physical conditioning and won, 25 30. Ray Lister
seemed to fill Black's shoes with little trouble. He
OCTOBER 6
Seton Hall upended the Ram for their first
defeat in dual competition in 10 years. Don Shanks
led the Jerseyites to a 27 30 victory as he ran
the 4 mile course in 21:18, His fast pace was too
much for Lister and McLay, who tried to catch
him in vain.
SUMMARY
SETON HALL 27 R. 1. 30
Shanks 1 Lister
Short 4 McLay
Stilwell 6 Negri!
Thigpen 7 Ash
Evans 9 Pdnteldkoi
Other Rhody fin isher s: Penny i indHdirdman.
FRANKLIN PARK, BOSTON OQOBER 13
Friday the 13th brought bad luck to the Ram
flock as Harvard nosed them out by tv^o points to
take top honors in a triangular meet. Holy Cross
was third. Lister won as he pleased. He ran the
4K mile course in 22:48. Ahern of H, C and
Gregory of Harvard were far behind. The Rams
couldnt bunch their remaining runners close to
the front however.
SUMMARY
HARVARD 34 R. 1. 36 H. C, 59
Gregory 2 Lister 1 Ahern 2
Cd.rns 5 Negris 4 Kelly 10
Judy 7 McLay 6 Hahn 13
White 8 Ash 9 Jerome 1 5
Pankey 11 Pantelakos 16 > 19
Other R. 1
KINGSTiON
TOSS the line: Hardmiin and Penny.
OaOBER 20
Providence s entrance into varsity cross country
competition was marred as the Rams won the local
contest by their biggest margin of the year, 23-32.
Ray Lister, finding the home course the hardest to
win on, was outdistanced by Dick
'
Pop
'
Johnson
of the Friars, who covered the course in 21:09.
Rccco Negris and Al Ash ran their best race of
!he season, finishing 3rd and 4th.
SUMMARY
Sixth and Seventh (or R. I,
McMullen
t Hardman and Penny,
PROVIDENCE OaOBER 27
R, 1, lost to Brown for the first time in 20 years
by the close score of 27-28. The teams were
matched man for man and the race wasn't decided
until Brown's filth man crossed the line. Ray Lister
led most of the way on the Butler course but was
overtaken by Molineux of Brown in the last mile
of the race. One last sprinting kick gave Lister
the victory by a body width. His time of 22:34.9
was the fastest of the year over the Bruin course.
SUMMARY
BROWN 27
Molineux 2
Wood 3
Standish 6
Demarrais 7
Lotz 9
Also: Penny and Hardm
Negris
KINGSTON NOVEMBER 3
Bruno Giordano ran the fastest time over the
Kingston course since the days of Bob Black to
lead the Uconn huskies to a 26-29 victory over
the Rams, He led by a wide margin. His time was
20:59. Lister, bothered by stomach trouble, was
clocked in 21:22, It was the last race over the
home course for seniors Larr/ McLay and Al Ash,
Lawson
Falk
Also For R, 1,:
Negris
Ash
McLay
Laguex and Penny,
N. E. I. C. 4A NOVEMBER 13
Brown dethroned R. I. as New England cham
pions. The Rams finished 10th in the team scoring.
The highlight of the meet was Ray Lister's near-
victory for the individual title. Moving from 6th
place at the 2 mile mark, he closed with a rush
and was only 10 yards in back of Giordano of
Connecticut. Giordano's winning time over the
4M mile Franklin Park course was 21:27. The
other Rhody runners finished as follows: Negris
(30), McLay (70), Pantelakos (71), Hardman (82),
Ash (83) and Penny.
I. C. 4A NOVEMBER 25
While Ray Lister was having his worst day in
running, senior Larry McLay paced most of the
New England harriers as he finished 36th in the
championship race at Van Cortlandt Park, N, Y, C.
The other Ram runners were Negris (65), Lister
(101), Ash (117), Hardman and Plante, Pantelakos
could not finish. R, 1,'s 449 points put it ahead
of all the N. E, teams except Yale and Maine,
Penn. State won the team title and Dick Shea
of Army was the individual champ with a winning
time ol 25:21,4, Black's record for the 5 mile
course is 25:00,4.
NATIONAL A. A. U. NOVEMBER 25
R I, was fourth in the national championships
run over a 6^4 mile course in Franklin Park,
Browning Ross won the race and the N. Y. A, C.
won the team title, Ross bucked 40 mile-an-hour
winds as he beat out Curt Stone with a time of
31:34, Ray Lister m 10th place led the collegian
entries across the line. The other Ram runners
finished as follows: McLay (23), Negris (37), Ash
(44), Pantelakos (50), Hardman (57) and Plante
(64),
The team loses only two letter men by gradu
ation; Larry McLay and Al Ash. These two will
be sorely missed for they finished 2nd, 3rd or
4th men in most races.
OUTDOOR TRACK
PROVIDENCE COLLEGE
In the First outdoor meet of the season, the Rams
posted an impressive 91 -44 victory over the
Providence College Friars. In their victory, the
team garnished eleven first and swept Five events
while limiting P. C, to four firsts and one sweep.
Bob Black and Ray Dwyer were double win
ners for the Rams; Bob in the mile and in the half
mile and Ray in the 440 and broad jump, Alexander
was outstanding for P C. in the javelin
HARVARD
A mighty Harvard team was just too much for
the Rams, for they overpowered Little Rhody
99-41 in meet number 2. The Rams weakness
in the field events was the main cause of their
downfall.
In the running events, the old reliable, "Rapid
Robert Black, came through with a double win
again in taking the two mile and mile runs. Art
Sherman scored first, second, and third in the pole
vault, broad jump and high jump respectively. Jack
"Superman'" Bulleit tied for first in the high jump
and was third in the high hurdles.
Coach Tootell's son, Geoff, was outstanding
for Harvard, copping the shot and discus.
SPRINGFIELD
It was the old combo of Sherman and Black
that carried Rhody to its second victory of the
season. The Rams outclassed the Redmen, and after
overcoming a t>^o event defeat were never headed
in handing Springfield an 83 11 12 - 51 1 12
defeat.
Sherman won the vault, high, and broad jumps
and the mighty splinter tucked away the mile and
880, Wiley and Squadrito ruled the sprints, finish
ing first and second, Al won the 220 while Squid
copped the century.
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BROWN
Rhode Island's depth proved to be too i
Rhody piled up six
ight thirds to slip by
qht
for the team from the hill c
firsts, eleven seconds, and
Brown for a 73-62 victory.
There was plenty of excitement and thrills
down to the last event.
In the mile it was a great race all ol the way
between the Ram's 6ce and Josh Tobey of Brown,
Both Black and Tobey are tops in their field and
in this one, a last desperate kick by Tobey took
the victor/ away from the Splinter,
Art Sherman was tops for the Rams, winning
the broad |ump and pole vault. Art just missed a
record in the vault by springing up over the bar
at a height of 13 feet 63^ inches, but H of an
inch short of the record Squadrito and Wiley
again combined in the hundred and two-twenty.
YANKEE CONFERENCE
Rhode Island breezed to their third straight
Yankee Conference championship by scoring in
all but one event and setting two new records.
Maine, New Hampshire, Connecticut, Vermont
and Massachusetts finished in that order behind
the Rams.
Black captured the one and two mile events
and posted a new 4:31,9 record for the mile,
Sherman set a conference and field record in soar
ing to a height ol 13' 3':i" in the vault,
Al Wiley's 21,6 record in the 220 was not
official because of a favoring wind. In the shot,
Ted Meyer was nosed out of first place by J4 of
an inch.
NEW ENGLAND MEET
The Rhody track men were jolted from the top
of the heap by a strong Bowdoin team and finished
third in a tie with Boston University at 15 3 7
points.
Handicapped from the start by Squadrito's ill
ness, Rhody's hopes were shattered when they
qualified only seven men for the finals. Black took
the two mile and Sherman ruled the pole vault
by going one foot higher than his nearest rival,
John "Slim" Baxter finished second in the high
jump at 5' 10" and Bob Rowe fastened down a
fourth in the discus with a 136' 6Vs" toss, Al
Wiley was fourth m the hundred.
It was a talented field of performers and the
final outcome was dependent on individual per
formance rather than team strength.
Leading finishers of the \r. kjss Mulvey (1), Jim McNdmara (3) and Art Tingley (2)
INTRAMURAL CROSS COUNTRY
Phi Mu ended S, A, E's three-year reign as
cross country champions by winning easily. The
defending champion finished fourth,
Mulvey of S. A. E. was the winner, breaking
the meet record with a 9:16 mark. He was closely
followed by Tingley of Phi Mu and McNamara
of Beta Psi, Other finishers in the top ten included
Potter of Sigma Chi, Love of Theta Chi, Berard of
T. E. P., Redding of P. I. K., Wylie of Phi Kappa
Theta, A. Johnson of Phi Mu, and Loeber of
Lambda Chi.
The final standings;
FIRST PLACE Phi Mu
SECOND Piy^CE Umbda Chi
THIRD PLACE - Theta Chi
FOURTH PLACE - S. A. E.
FIFTH PLACE Sigma Chi
SIXTH PLACE Beta Psi
SEVENTH PLACE A. E. Pi
EIGHTH PLACE T. K. E.
NINTH PLACE Phi Gam
TENTH PLACE P. I. K.
J^e^^^^^m
Members of S. A. E, football team, winners of the Intramural Championship
INTRAMURAL FOOTBALL
Although the fraternities and housing units all-star teams: League I Panciera, S, A. E.,
were divided into two groups, the results were Murphy, S, A, E,; Mulvey, S. A, E,, Bennett, Phi
the same as last year S. A, E, winning the Mu, Myer, Phi Mu, McElroy, Phi Gam, Quigley,
championship. In League I, S, A. E, was un- Phi Gam, Wilcox, Theta Chi, Potter, Theta Chi,
defeated, while in League II, Beta Psi defeated Gold, A. E, Pi, League II Corsetti and Capuano,
T, E. P. in a play-off contest for the right to meet Beta Psi, Kelly, Johns, Loeber, and Butler, Lambda
S. A. E. Chi; E. Murphy and M, Murphy, P. 1, K,; O'Brien,
The following players were chosen for the P, I, K,; Thibodeau, Sigma Chi.
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RIFLE TEAM
The R, I, S, C, Rifle Team finished fourth in the
southern group of the New England Collegiate
Rifle League. The finish, however, is being pro
tested by Captain Champlain and Sergeant Baker
because of violations by the second and third
place teams. In the meet. Coast Guard Academy
was victorious, with Boston University second and
Uconn third.
In season s matches, the Rhody riflers won six
and lost three The defeats were at the hands of
Uconn, undefeated Coast Guard, and Boston Uni
versity (by one point).
Members of the team included Bob Sharpe
Elmer Devolve, George Prytula, Sheldon Hochman ,
Bob Callahan, Robert Duval, Frank Blount, Malcolm
Lanyon, George Bro\vn and Roger Shawcross-
The other teams in the southern section were
Boston College, Brown, Massachusetts, W, P, I,,
and Yale,
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INDOOR TRACK
The Rhody track team took part in the Prout
and BAA Games in Boston, as well as the NYAC,
Melrose Games, IC4A and National AAU Meet
in New York's Madison Square Garden, The
season closed on March 24 with the Providence
College Relays,
For the most part, the school was represented
by a mile relay team and pole vaulter Bob Linne,
Art Sherman, last year's New England champion,
performed under the colors of the New York
Athletic Club.
Although the relay team was unable to
a race, they performed creditably on many
sions. In the Prout Games on January 20
quartet finished second in a race to the wire
Boston College, The Melrose Games resulted in
a fourth place finish to a strong Colgate team.
However the Rams finished ahead ol B, C,
The Rams lost their Yankee Conference mile
relay crown in the BAA meet to Maine by one
yard. In the NYAC in New York, a third place
finish resulted, with Tufts first across the line.
The relay team included Al Wiley, Ray Lister,
Larry McLay, Perry Silverman, "Red" Tingley and
Paul Wilson, Bob Linne reached a height of 13
feet in his last two meets, tying for first place in
the Providenc e College Relays,
win Other pel-formers on the team were Bullock
:ca- in the hurdle:;, Wiley in the sprints, McLay and
the Lister in the rniddle distances, Baxter in the high
vith
d
jump, Meyer i
pole vault.
n the shot putt and Goodwin in the
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BASKETBALL
After an arduous twenty-eight game schedule
the Rhode Island Rams finished the season with a
record ol 1 3 wins as against 1 5 defeats. Not once
after the second game were the Rams able to reach
the .500 mark in games won and lost. It was a
tough season and the Rams received their share
of the bad breaks, so let's take a quick rundown
through it-
Rhode Island began the season with a starting
five composed of one senior, Captain Johnny
Mitchell; one junior, Chuck Stewart; and three
sophomores, FredCongleton, Bill Baird, and Rollie
Kubiskey, Kubiskey was forced to leave school in
order to comply with a request from the Marine
Reserves soon after the Dixie Tourney and Coacli
Haire was faced with his first problem: who was
to take his place as the rebounder of the team?
Fred Lennon, another sophomore, was chosen
for the vacant starting berth, but he was replaced
by George Handler, a senior, who was in turn
replaced by Ed Hole, a member of the junior class.
Hole finished out the season as a member ol the
starting quintet.
The end ol the year saw Capt Mitchell named
to the N.C,A,A. District 1 team as picked by Look
magazine, v^hile Chuck Stev/art was given a start
ing berth on the all-New England squad as picked
by Collier's- Billy Baird and Fred Congleton,
while leading the Ram scorers, received honorable
mention on the United Press all-New England
squad.
The season began with Chuck Stewart shoot
ing the ball through the hoop with amazing con
sistency, but after the Dixie Tourney he seemed
to lose his "magic
"
touch and Fred Congleton and
Bill Baird took over the brunt ol the Rhody scoring
chores.
Captain Mitchell remained the peerless ball
handler and playmaker of the varsity five and on
his capable shoulders lay the responsibility lor
the direction of the attack,
Ed Hole gave invaluable assistance to Congle
ton in the rebound department and his all around
steady play counted for much in the final days of
the season.
Seeing plenty of action as reserves were
George Handler, Joe Comstock, Bob Underhill,
Bobby Mitchell, Ray Rossi and Fred Lennon, All
of these men performed creditably in their roles of
replacements for the starting five.
Madison Square Garden was the scene of the
opening game of the season and Seton Hall was
the opposition. It was a close, fast game all the
way, but the Pirates had too much height in the
person of their 6 foot 11 inch center, Walter
Dukes and the Rams wound up on the short end
of a 70 -64 score, Baird was outstanding as he led
the scorers and teamed with Mitchell in harassing
the Seton Hall sharp shooters.
The following week saw the Rhodyites playing
host to their perennial loes, St, Joseph's Hawks
from Philadelphia, With Mitchell freezing the ball
for the last three minutes before a screaming audi
ence, the Rams compiled a 41','(, shooting average
and romped to a 78-68 victory, Billy Baird again
led the scorers with 20 points to be closely fol
lowed by Stewart and Handler.
Boston College journeyed to Rodman Hall the
following week and 1100 cheering Kingstonites
were treated to one of the most thrilling basket
ball games ever played on the campus. The Eagles
finally won out, after two overtime periods, by
a 79-76 score.
The first half was fast and rough as each team
matched basket for basket. The hall ended with
the Rams on the short end of a 34-31 score.
In the first nine minutes of the second half,
Congleton, Kubiskey and Handler fouled out and
the Eagles quickly moved out in front, 46-39, The
boys in blue came back strong and with two
minutes remaining in the hall they had jumped out
to a 61-55 lead- The Eagles called time out and
then cooly returned to action, tieing the game,
63 all, at the end ot the regular playing time.
The following overtimes were hard fought,
desperate affairs with each team doing its utmost
A battle as bitter as any seen on the Rodman
floor took place in the five minutes of the second
overtime period, but the loss of Stewart, who
after a shaky first hall had come back strong,
proved to be too much for the undermanned Rams
and B, C, came through triumphantly to the tune
ol 79-76,
Chuck Stewart was high scorer in the hectic
battle as he set and drove for 21 points. Captain
John Mitchell and Baird hit the strings for 13
points.
The middle of December came along and the
Rams traveled to Pennsylvania where they dropped
two games in two days to Penn State and Bucknell.
Penn State, a fine defensive aggregation played
steady, but uninspiring basketball as they outlasted
the Rams 61 -55
The following evening, in Lewisburg, Penn
sylvania, the Bucknell University five whipped a
tired R- I. quintet by the score of 80^58- The
Rams could not get coordinated at Bucknell; a
consistent five could not be found on the R. I.
bench and the Rams were decisively beaten.
Coach Red Haire took his charges to Raleigh,
N. C, for the second annual Dixie Invitational
Tourney during the final week of December,
The first tournament game saw Wake Forest,
after being behind the Rams al the half, 31-24,
come back to hand the Rhode Islanders another
overtime loss, 57-53, Charlie Stewart again led
the scorers with 17 points.
The consolation tourney, the next night, found
the Rams pitted against a tall, talented Tulane
aggregation who were able to do just as they
pleased against the faltering Rhodyites and won
easily, 81-62, Stewart, once again, was high
scorer as he hit consistently Irom outside lor 23
points.
North Carolina University furnished the oppo
sition in the final game of the tourney and the
Rams found themselves as they set a tournament
record for the most points scored in a single game
while trouncing the Tarheels, 93 69, Four ol the
Rams swished enough points to almost equal the
North Carolina total as Lennon, 19, Congleton,
17, Baird, 16, and Stewart, 15 cut in and out
of the North Carolinian's delensive setup at will.
Defense of their Yankee Conference crown
began for the Rams, with the visit to Kingston of
the University of Maine on the 6th of January.
The game was a perfect one for the Rams as they
ran, passed, and shot their way to a 93-59 victory.
The Black Bears compiled a 44'lr shooting
average to the Ram's 41 "^'r, but stellar defensive
play on the part of Fred Congleton, Chuck Stewart
and John Mitchell did not allow Maine to get
into position to shoot,
FredCongleton with 21 points was high scorer
for the Hairemen, but he was not alone in amassing
a high point total as Johnny Mitchell (16), George
Handler (14), Bill Baird (13) and Chuck Stewart
(10) also were high in the scoring department.
In another close game Brown defeated Rhode
Island 59-57 on the Rodman Hall floor. This was
the first time since 1935 that a Bruin club had
been able to inflict defeat upon the Rams on the
boards of Rodman. Fred Kozak, an old R, I, nemesis,
scored the two grinning points with four seconds
The first half ended with Brown leading by
six points 32-26, but five minutes alter the start
of the second half the Rams had jumped into a
36 32 advantage. At this time, however, Congle
ton and Handler incurred their filth personal foul
and the Rams lost the services of their most pro
ficient rebounders.
The Rams hooped two more field goals than
did the Morrissmen, but Brown's superiority from
the foul line (21 for 27 as against State's 15-31)
made up the difference.
Bill Baird was chief point getter for the Rams
with 17 and was followed closely by Congleton
and Stewart with 14 and 13 points respectively.
Alter a slow start during which they were
eleven points behind, the Rams caught fire at
Rodman Hall and overcame the Springfield Indians
by a 66 51 score.
It was a wild rough contest with Baird,
and Congleton forced to leave the gam
in the second half after drawing the ma)
fouls
The final seven minutes of play saw
and Ste\vart combine their ball-handii
lidw/ay
Mitchell
ig talents
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to eHectively freeze the ball while also drawing
the Gymnasts from their tightly-knit zone defense.
Ed Hole and Congleton did yeoman work
under both backboards while Congleton led the
scorers with 20 points, followed by the 13 and
12 points collected by Hole and Stewart.
A road trip to Storrs and a tremendous effort
by the Rams resulted in a 77-72 upset victory over
the Uconn Huskies-
It was a standout performance by a fired up
State five, but the playing of Fred Congleton wis
truly outstanding as he scored 24 points incluci- -
the final eight counters registered by the R=-
The Rhodyites raced into a quick lead ana
were 7 points to the good at the termination ot
the first half 35-28.
Play in the second half was fast and rugged
as the two rivals for Yankee Conference suprem
acy played all-out basketball. The Rhode Islander s
hopes dimmed somewhat with the exit ol Captain
John Mitchell (alter he had scored 10 points)
with only three minutes having been played in
the second half, but the performances of Ray Rossi
and Bob Sullivan were beyond rebuke and the
Rams were able to go on to win.
A beautiful dribbling exhibition by Stewart
and Baird with a minute and forty-five seconds of
play remaining effectively held the Ram's lead and
they won going away.
The next four games on the schedule saw the
Rams run into some of the toughest luck imaginable
as tfiey went down to dcleat in three of these
games, but by an aggregate total of only six points.
Fresh from their upset of Uconn, the Rams
traveled to Boston Garden to engage the ^'i^hf
rated Crusaders from the college on the hill. The
gigantic struggle ended on a controversial note
with the Crusaders on the long end of the final
tally-
With 45 seconds of playing time remaining and
the score tied 66 all, the Rams called time out only
to be penalized with a technical loul tor calling
their sixth time out, one over the limit. The official
scorer had failed to notify the R- I. bench that
State had used its allowable time outs but Coach
Haire's protests were of no avail- The Cross failed
to score, but they retained possession of the ball
and were able to win by the score ot 69 66-
Fred Congleton again exerted a tremendous
influence under both backboards, helped immeas
urably by the fine play ol Joe Comstock.
Bill Baird and Chuck Stewart hit the scoring
column with regularity Irom outside the tight Holy
Cross defense, but the Ram's foul line weakness
was again apparent as they scored only 4 fouls
out of 17 attempts while Holy Cross made 17 of
its points from the foul line.
The Providence Auditorium was the scene ot
the next Rhode Island game- Behind 37 30 at the
half, the Rams came back in the second period to
take the lead from the Providence College Friars,
but a 20-foot hook shot by Fran Pelligrino forced
the game into an overtime period from which the
Friars emerged victorious, 68-67.
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As in the Holy Cross same, the foul line told
the final story. The Friars scored 22 points on
foul shots while the Rams connected for 17 in a
roughly-played contest-
An inept University of New Hampshire five
fell prey to the Rams by a 90-38 score. The regular
R. I. starters saw only about 21 minutes of action
during the entire game as the Rhode Islanders were
able to score at will through the porous defenses
ofU. N. H.
Another overtime game was lost by the Rarr^^
as the St. Joseph's Hawks, in a return contest
defeated the R. I. team by two points, 70-68
Trailing 61-55 with three minutes of the game
remaining, the Rams began clicking and tied the
game at 65 all at the end of the regulation time.
The overtime saw the Hawks able to score only
Five points, all from the foul line, but the Rams
could score only one field goal and a foul and
were edged out, 70-68.
Returning to Yankee Conference competition.
Coach Haire and his hard-luck five were pounced
upon by an alert, scrappy Vermont team that
trampled the Rams by a 70-38 score.
Handicapped by the absence of Captain John
Mitchell due to illness, the State squad compiled
a terrible Fifteen percent shooting average, as they
suffered their First loss in conference play.
The University of Massachusetts Redmen were
next on the schedule of the Rams. In this contest
at Amherst, the Rhode Islanders captured their
fourth Conference victory as they easily defeated
the Redmen by a 75-58 score.
Paced by Baird, Congleton, and Mitchell with
18, 16 and 13 points respectively, the Rams were
never in any serious trouble, although it wasn t
until four minutes had elapsed in the second half
that a ten point Flurry killed all hopes the Redmen
might have had of adding the scalp of the Ram to
their trophy room.
The return engagement between Holy Cross
and Rhode Island promised to be another ding-
dong battle which everyone had come to expect
from these bitter rivals, but Coach Sheary's Cru
saders were not to be denied revenge for the
closeness of the week's previous contest and the
high flying Crusaders made it "no contest" as they
out-maneuvered the Rams by a score of 76-54.
Only Baird and Congleton played up to their
capabilities, while Joe Comstock was effective
under the boards, but the height and experience
of the Crusaders proved too much of a handicap
for him.
It was Fred Congleton and Bill Baird pointing
the way once again as a far superior Rhody quintet
completely subjugated the Bates Bobcats, 85-63.
The Rams set a torrid pace from the opening
tap and had run up a 51 -27 lead at half-time. The
remainder of the game continued in the same pat
tern, even as the R. I. reserves finished things up.
Continuing their tour through Maine the Kings
tonites met and defeated the University ot Maine
Bears by a 71-49 count. The Rams jumped off to
d quick 11-0 lead and were never in any difficulty
from that point on. Maine "was unable to score a
field goal until after seven minutes had gone by
in the opening half.
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The Uconn Huskies, determined to avenge
previous defeat inflicted upon them by the Rams
edintoRodm
decide the Yanke
I Hall for the
Confen
vhich would
championship.
The Rams started off as if they had never heard
of the impressive 21-3 record which the Huskies
had amassed and with but three minutes remaining
in the first half the "Boys-in-Blue" had dashed off
to a seemingly comfortable fourteen point lead-
But then the root fell in and the half ended with
R- I- still in the torefront, but by only a compara
tively slim 31-27 score.
Scoring in the second halt was fast and furious
as both teams found the range with unexpected
ease- The lead changed hands several times, but
the tall and rangy Uconns were not to be denied
and with two minutes remaining to be played the
Huskies were leading the hapless Rams by three
points- Connecticut went into a semi-freeze as
State desparately tried to close the gap- The
opportunities were given to the Rams to do just
that, but opportunity is only fleeting and the Rams
could not cash in their chips as they went down
to defeat, 75-70-
Providence College returned the visit of the
Rams, but the Rams decided that it was not for
them to play the part of the perfect host and while
displaying some ot their best basketball of the
season, soundly trounced the Friars by a score ot
86-62.
It was the last home appearance lor three grad
uating seniors. Captain John Mitchell, George
Handler and Bob Underhill. The Rams certainly
v^ZTZ up for the occasion as they put on one of
the finest shooting exhibitions seen in many a moon.
Within twelve minutes after the start of the
second halt, the Rams had raced to an insurmount
able thirty-three point lead and the reserves were
placed in action to finish out the ball game.
Pacing the Rhody scoring parade was Billy
Baird as he caged 27 points in a spectacular scor
ing exhibition. Fred Congleton continued his fine
work under the backboards and dumped in a total
of 16 points- Ed Hole and Johnny Mitchell con
tributed 13 and 12 points to the total score.
Captain Mitchell, in his last home appearance,
was given a tremendous, standing ovation by the
overflowing crowd of enthusiastic rooters.
The Varsity squad then traveled to Springfield
where they scalped the Indian, 90-67. The game
was a beautiful team accomplishment as all five
members ot the starting squad hit the hoop for
double figures: Stewart and Baird 19, Congleton,
18, Mitchell, 16, and Hole, 11.
Boston Garden was the scene of the next
encounter tor the Rhode Islanders, and Boston
College, previous victors over the Rams in two
overtime periods, was the opposition. Revenge
was on the minds of all, but B. C proved to be
just a bit more opposition than the Rams were ready
tor that evening and a thorough lacing was dealt
out by the Eagles as they countered 68 points to
the Rams total ot 54-
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Rhode Island was ahead 30-27 at the con
clusion of the first half. This margin was shortlived,,
however, as the Eagles clawed their way into a
lead which reached fifteen points at one instance
during the second half. A late R. I. drive closed
the gap to 53-59 with two minutes left in the
game, but Boston College continued their hard
driving tactics and Finished out the contest on
the long end of a 68-54 score.
Hitting on 41 ^v- of their shots, a smoothly
functioning Rhode Island State basketball team
easily gained revenge for a previous defeat by
outclassing the Brown University cagers, 79-70.
The game itself was not as close as the score would
indicate. With two minutes remaining in the con
test the Rams sported a nineteen point lead, but
the Bruins, against the Rhody reserves, put on a
last ditch scoring spree which narrowed the score.
Bill Baird led the scoring again as he dumped
30 points through the hoop. Hole, Congleton
and Stewart each hit double figures with 15, 12
and 10 points respectively.
With their scheduled season over, the Rams
accepted an invitation to play in the first annual
New England Tournament. The tourney field was
composed of eight outstanding New England teams
and was run off in two sections. The Rams com
peted in the southern section of the tourney which
was held at the Tufts College gymnasium. Entered
with the Rams in this section were Trinity, Tufts
and Williams.
The first day of play saw the Rams go down to
another heart-breaking loss, 87-86.
Trinity College was the opposition in a game
which proved to be a free scoring contest with
the accent on offensive play.
The Rams led at intermission by one point,
41-40. In the second half, both teams found the
range as they swished a phenomenal 60 percent
of their shots. No more than three or four points
separated the two teams and the lead changed
hands ten times.
Bill Baird led the Ram scorers with 28 points
and Johnny Mitchell collected 20 points in one
of his best scoring nights as a Ram.
The following night the Kingstonites engaged
Williams College in the consolation round of the
southern section.
Leading by only one point at intermission, the
Rams put on a scoring spurt in the last ten minutes
of play and ran Williams College right off the
boards of the gym with a 77-69 victory.
Baird and Congleton scored 23 points apiece
as the Flying Rams easily won their Final game of the
season. The departure of Captain Mitchell from
the game signaled the time for an ovation by his
teammates as Mitchell, Handler and Underhill
made their last appearance in a R. I. basketball
uniform.
A backward glance over the past season shows
that the Rams were very inconsistent. On occasion
they could play ball with the best teams in the
country, while at other times the worst team in
the country would not have been hard put to
defeat them.
The twenty-eight game schedule, longest ever
played by a Rhode Island basketball squad, was
very tiring, and only eight games were scheduled
for Rodman Hall. The quality of the opposition
was higher than has been the case in the past.
Last, but certainly not least of the things to be
taken into consideration, was the fact that the past
year's team was primarily composed of young,
inexperienced ballplayers.
The Future, as far as basketball is concerned,
is an unknown quantity. Less emphasis may be
placed on the sport due to the past year's revela
tions concerning the alleged bribery attempts and
"fixes
'
of some of the more publicized games.
The inroads of the draft will be felt by every
school and team throughout the country.
As the situation remains now, the Rams may
be expected to give an excellent account of them
selves next year. The loss of Captain John Mitchell
will be felt, as will the losses of George Handler
and Bob Underhill. The remainder of the squad
has picked up the poise and the experience neces
sary in order to play in fast company and by next
year they should be well able to have a good
season.
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INTRAMURAL TRACK
In a three-way battle, S. A. E. won the spring
track meet with a total of 14 points- Phi Gamma
Delta and Phi Mu tied for second with 12 each-
Leon Golembiewski led his team to victory by
capturing two firsts- He threw the 12-pound shot
48 feet, 6 inches, and high-jumped 5 feet, 4 inches-
Ken Gavitt of Phi Gam won the 100-yard
dash, for the second consecutive year, in 10-8
seconds for a new record- He also anchored the
winning and defending champion 880-yard relay
team, which won in 1:47.2.
Nickerson of Phi Mu won the broad jump
with a leap of 19 feet, 1)4 inches. Art Wiley of
Sigma Pi won the 880-yard run in 2:15.8. Defend
ing champion Pierce Donovan finished second.
The following is the standing of the teams:
First Place S. A. E. 14 Points
Second Place
PHI GAM
PHI MU
12 Points
12 Points
Fourth Place T. K. E, 7 Points
Fifth Place SIGMA PI 5 Points
Sixth Place BETA PSI 3 Points
Seventh Place SIGMA CHI 1 Point
INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL
A speedy Lambda Chi five won the intramural
basketball title in a two-game play-off with the
Has-Beens, Hut League titlists-
The close of the regular Fraternity League race
was a "natural.
"
With Lambda Chi and Phi Mu
holding identical 11 and 1 records, the two clubs
met in the closing game- The first halt ended with
the score tied at 15 all, but with five minutes to
play, Lambda Chi held a five point lead- However,
baskets by Buba and Bennet, along with a foul by
Hoss, tied the score and sent the game into over-
time-
The winners took the lead in the extra session
and successfully "troze" the ball for a 38 35
victory.
In both play-off contests. Lambda Chi was
forced to overcome early leads by the Has-Beens
The losers, presenting a flashy and well-coordi
nated attack, were handicapped by a lack of suffi
cient number of substitutes, which proved fatal
in the closing minutes of both encounters. The
scores were 32-28 and 30-24.
Lambda Chi's effective center. Jack Kelly, was
double-teamed in both contests, which forced the
Kelly Green to do the majority of their scoring
from the "outside." Set-shooting by Jerry Loeber
and one-handers by Kelly proved to be the differ
ence. The ball-haNvking and key scoring of Bill
Johns, along with Al Pinheiro, Jack Cawley and
Phil Niles were essential in the victories. The com
petent officiating of Ray Smith and Joe McElroy
held to successfully close the intramural basketball
season.
INTRAMURAL VOLLEYBALL
The volleyball teams w/ere combined into one
league, in contrast with last season's two-league
system. Phi Gamma Delta walked off with the
honors, remaining undefeated in 13 contests.
The next three teams each had two defeats-
S. A. E. ended second with 12 wins, A. E- Pi
totaled 11, and the Cardinals 10. There were a
total of 15 teams in the league, including 11
fraternities.
Three members of Phi Gam were on the all-star
first team, with two others on the second squad.
ALL-STAR TEAM
FIRST TEAM
Conners Phi G,
Golembiewsti S- A. E.
Helmus Lower Dorm
Easier Phi Gamma Delta
Katzen A. E. Pi
Shannon Phi G,
Deiti
Delti
SECOND TEAM
Drake Phi Gamma Del
Handler A- E. Pi
Lany Phi Gamma Delt,
Ventetuolo - P- 1. K,
Murphy Cardinals
Santoro Beta Psi
Final standings:
1. Phi Gamma :
2- S. A. E-
3. A. E. Pi.
4. Cardinals
5. Beta Psi
6. Lambda Chi
Sigma Pi
T. E. P.
Phi Mu
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BASEBALL
SCHEDULE
Tcdm PldV^-d
Boston University Away
University of Maine Home
Boston College Home
Brown Home
Bates Home
Boston College Away
University of Maine Away
University of Conn- Home
Springfield Away
Providence College Home
University of N. H- Home
University of N. H. Home
Providence College Away
University of Mass. Away
Brown Away
University of Conn. Away
Springfield Home
lOinnmgs
tdouble hwder 7 inning game
BOSTON UNIVERSITY GAME 2-0
The Rhode Island State College Nine opened
the season at Boston and amid a downpour of
rain, snow, sleet and hail, were downed by
Boston University 2-0 in what could easily be
called a sloppy ball game. Although Boston Uni
versity could gather only two hits off the combined
hurling of Hal Melkonian and Bruce Blount, they
capitalized on eight Ram miscues to score single
runs in the third and fifth innings, Rhody had men
on third five times but, good defensive playing by
B. U. prevented any scoring.
B. C. GAME 7-6
The Rhody Rams lost their second game of the
campaign as their five-run ninth inning rally fell
one short, thus ending up on the short side of a
7 6 score. The Rams took an early one-run lead
in the first inning, but for the next seven, literally
starved to death as the B. C. mound forces, headed
by Frank Shellenbach, limited them to three singles.
Meanwhile the Eagles trotted across the plate
twice in each of the second, third, and sixth
innings,- and then in the seventh, knocked in what
proved to be the winning run.
BROWN GAME
Brown University's Joe McOsker came on in
relief in the sixth inning at Meade Field and set
the Rams down to their third successive loss by
allowing one run and two hits.
Brown scored first on Gauthier's single and a
triple by Chuck Nelson In the last of the first,
R. I. got two as Kopt walked three, hit one, and
then gave up a clean single to Joe McElroy that
allowed Ira Murphy and "Weepy" Mansolillo to
scamper home-
Brown came up with a run in the second and
the Rams went ahead again in the fifth on three
walks and another single by McElroy. The win-
ning run was scored in the ninth as Gauthier
counted on an error in the outfield.
BATES GAME 8-1
The Rhody baseball squad chalked up its first
win of the season as they defeated the Bates
"Bobcats" by a score ot 8-1-
Bob Underhill, making his first start, hurled a
one-hitter. Going into the ninth inning, Underhill
looked as though he might turn in a no-hit, no-run
performance- Bates scored their lone tally in a
fatal ninth when a hit batsman, a single, and two
successive walks combined to ruin Underhill s bid
for a perfect game.
Johnson and Wright took batting honors with
3 hits in 4 trips to the plate.
MAINE GAME (11 innings) 6-5
The Rams dropped the last game of a road trip
to the University ot Maine in a hard-played 11
inning game. The final score was Maine 6, R. I. 5.
Tfie score was 5-5 in the tenth, and then
Maine ended the scoring on an error, a walk, and
a single which was good enough for the game-
B. C. GAME 4-2
With a tour-run outburst m the fourth inning,
the Rams won a hard-fought victory over Boston
College at Boston, Mass.
Joe Malikowski's towering four bagger over
the left fielder's head to the barrier, with two
mates on, led a blistering twelve-hit attack against
the B. C- hurler. The Ball carried 380 feet on the
fly, and had enough authority to roll to the wall,
a distance ot 415 feet-
Aiding in the base-hit barrage were Murphy,
with three hits, and Santo and Mansolillo, with
two hits each-
U. CONN. GAME 19-14
In a slugfest battle at Meade Field, the Uconn
Huskies banged out 19 hits tor 19 runs to crush
the Rhode Island Rams 19-14.
Four pitchers went to the hill lor the Rams and
all were soundly slugged by the Connecticut
stickers- On the other side ot the picture, the
Rams teed off on three Huskie hurlers tor 13 hits-
Malikowski led the attack with 3 hits in 5 trips
to the plate.
SPRINGFIELD GAME 8-7
The Rhode Island State Rams met the Springfield
Gymnasts at Springfield and went down 8-7. Hal
Melkonian pitched well but came out on the losing
end of a tight ball game. Ira Murphy and Sal Vento
were the leading hitters for the Rams, with 2 tor
5 and 3 tor 5 respectively.
PROVIDENCE COLLEGE GAME 9-8
Providence College invaded Meade Field on
May 19 and dropped a 9-8 decision as Hal
Melkonian pitched again and gave an outstanding
pertormance- Murphy, Malikowski and McElroy
paved the way as they collected 8 out of the 9
hits the Rams received.
NEW HAMPSHIRE GAME
A pair of shutout performances by Hal Mel
konian and Lou Josselyn brought the Rams a twin
killing m a double-header with New Hampshire
by scores ol 2-0 and 3-0.
Melkonian gave up only 7 hits and allowed
nary a man to walk as he had the Wildcat batters
eating out of his hand- Josselyn proved even more
effective as he twirled a three hitter in his seven
inning stint. Only two men reached third against i
Josselyn, but Lou was invincible and retired the
side without giving up a run
PROVIDENCE COLLEGE GAME
The Providence College Friars were out for
revenge as the Rams entered Providence- The city
team took an early lead ot three runs in the first
three innings. Josselyn pitched the whole game,
but lost in the sixth inning 5 to 3. Murphy collected
the only hit for the Statemen The Rhody runs were
scored on errors and walk?
MASS. UNIVERSITY GAME
Vento, Johnson, Andrews, Murphy and Man
solillo paced the Rams to a 12-5 victory over the
Massachusetts Nine at Amherst.
The R. I. State team took an early lead and led
all the way.
BROWN GAME
The R, I, State Nine avenged the 6-5 licking
they received from the Bruins as they gained a
6-4 decision over the Brownmen.
Bruce Blount pitched superbly for eight in
nings, but the two teams were all tied up going
into the ninth. Sal Vento walked in the ninth and
Blount powdered the ball to deep left field for
a homerun. Blount then set the Bruins down in
order. Mansolillo, Andrews, and Malikowski col
lected two hits each.
UNIVERSITY OF CONN. GAME
Going into the Connecticut game, the Rhody-
men had a 7 and 7 record. The Uconns broke a
two-game Rhody winning streak by shipping them
7-2. Verone suffered the loss, as the R. I. team
could only scrape up five hits-
SPRINGFIELD GAME
Bruce Blount pitched a five hitter and steered
his team to victory in a 4 -3 contest against Spring
field. The Rams put together two hits with three
errors and four walks and came out on top.
Johnson and Andrews were the only ones to
hit safely. The winning run was scored in the
eighth on a walk, a steal, an error, and a single.
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INTRAMURAL SOFTBALL
Phi Gamma Delta fraternity ended the two-
year championship string of P. I- K. by defeating
Lambda Chi in the finals- Lambda Chi had gained
the final round by defeating A- E. Pi in the semi
finals by a scored 9 to 8-
The teams were divided into three leagues,
with seven squads in two of them and six in the
third. Each contest
Defending champi
in only two ot five
Lambda Chi, which
as six innings long-
s, P. I. K., was victorious
ames, finishing tourth to
npiled a 5-0 record. Phi
Gam was undefeated m seven tilts. While A E- Pi'
only loss in seven starts was to Sigma Pi,
The standirigs:
AMERICAN LEAGUE NATIONAL LEAGUE INTERNATIONAL LEAGUE
W L W L W L
Phi Gamma Delta 7 0 A. E- Pi 6 1 Lambda Chi 5 0
Dorm Indians 6 1 Sigma Pi 5 2 Phi Mu 4 1
Beta Psi 3 3 Phi Sigma Kappa 4 2 S. A. E- 3 2
Upper Dorm 3 3 Sigma Chi 3 3 P. 1- K- 2 3
Pease House 2 4 T. K- E- 2 4 Theta Chi 1 4
Alpha Tau 1 5 Lower Dorm 1 4 T E- Phi 0 5
Phi Kappa Theta 1 6 Dorm Reds 0 6
TENNIS
With two matches canceled because of rain,
the Rhode Island State College tennis team met
only six opponents during the year, winning three
and losing an equal number-
The opener against Maine was rained out with
the score standing at one apiece. Brown invaded
the Kingston courts on April 27 and squeeked
out a 5-4 decision. The netmen traveled to Spring
field on May 2 and were downed, 7-2. The match
with New F-lampshire resulted in the third straight
defeat, 5-4.
May 8 proved to be the turning point in Rhody
fortunes, tor the team traveled to Worcester and
decisively defeated Holy Cross, 8 -1 . Trinity Col
lege was the next victim by a 7-2 count.
The Yankee Conference championships were
next on the agenda, with Massachusetts breaking
the Ram's two-year reign as titlists. Bob "Red"
Love lost in the finals to Cleverly of Umass, while
Love and Ed Hole lost in the doubles finals- A
win in either ot these matches would have won
the championship-
Massachusetts, Yankee Conference titlists,
were soundly defeated by 7 -2 to conclude the
season.
Red Love paced the racqueteers with six con
secutive victories. Ed Hole won five of seven
matches, while Wally Bergman and Dick Klein had
4 and 2 records- In the doubles, Klein and Staton
won four of five matches to pace the team.
SUMMARY
April 21 Maine University, Hom*
27 - Brown University, Homi
May 2 Springfield, Away
3- New Hampshire, Home
8 Holy Cross, Away
12 Trinity, Home
14 Massachusetts, Away
16 Connecticut, Home
Won 3, Lost 3. Second in Yankee Conference.
GOLF
With inclement weather holding practice ses
sions down to a minimum, the Rhode Island State
golf team compiled a record of two victories and
six defeats.
After three straight defeats at the hands of
Quonset, Maine and Brown, the team surprised
Babson Institute by a 5-4 score. It was Babson's
first defeat in two years. The other victory con
stituted a 9 0 triumph over Providence College.
Captain George Conrad and Tony Ramone
completed their collegiate careers and will be
missed next year. Fred Dinger, Fred Curry and
Norm Murphy will head the squad, with Ed
Merrell, Don Roche and Ed Coulter improving
with a year's competition under their belts.
SUMMARY
April 18 - Quo
24- iU.
28 Babson Inst. 5
May 10 Providence College 9
18 Trinity 3
19 Connecticut 1
23 Quonset 4
Won 2, Lost 6. Placed 6th m the Vankee Confe
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THE RHODE ISLAND CLUB
The R. I Club IS composed of all varsity letter-
men on campus. Under the able leadership of
President Johnny Mitchell, they have maintained
the prestige of their predecessors.
. The club takes part in many campus activities,
the feature of which is the annual banquet in the
spring.
The guest speaker of last year's banquet was
Adolph Rupp, coach of the famed University of
Kentucky basketball team. Coach Rupp amused the
assembled guests with his anecdotes of his trip to
Europe as representative of the U. S. Olympic
basketball team, hie also spoke highly of Ernie
Calverly, present at the banquet, and the 1945 -46
Ram basketball team that nearly defeated Kentucky
in theN. I. T. finals, 45-46.
The R. I. Club Alumni Carnival Dance, the
climax of Homecoming Weekend, has been in
creasing in popularity. One half of Lippitt Gym
was provided for dancing, to the music of Ace
Adam s Band. The remainder of the gym was
devoted to the carnival, which included basket
ball and baseball throws, a putting green, pitching
pennies and hoop-throwing. Prizes were awarded
to all winners.
Among the other duties performed by the Club
are ushering at basketball games in Rodman Hall
and running the concessions at home football
games. Keys are presented to the most outstanding
members of the Club.
Because of the increase of interest in football
on campus, the R. I. Club is planning to have a
football coach as this year s guest speaker. Two
choices are Frank Leahy, head coach at Notre
Dame and Herman Hickman, head coach at Yale
University. These men would be welcome addi
tions to the list of previous speakers at such
banquets.


HOMECOMING RALLY
The Homecoming Rally was the fuse that lit up
the big week-end. Floats, torchlight parades, brass
bands, a huge bonfire and a spirited speaker set
the pace for what was to follow the next day.
Mr. Jesse Teft, captain of the 1
team, told the fans of the first three
football
ames that
State played, and of the first State-Uconn game
from which Rhody emerged as victor.
AEP. and ADPi were those houses having the
most outstanding floats in the parade. Following
the announcement, the crowd gathered around a
roaring bonfire where they were led in cheers
and songs-
HOMECOMING DAY
Uconn's Huskie was brought under control by
the powerful Ram before capacity-filled stands of
cheering alumni and undergraduates at Meade
Field.
After the game, jubilant, but hoarse, fans climb
ed the hill to attend the open house activities held
Alumni Association to the men's housing un
the women's housing unit having the most a
tive and original outside decorations exempi
the spirit of the day; Sigma Chi and Sigma
Tau were the proud possessors of these.
trophies were awarded at the R. I. Club Ca
n Lippitt Hall that evening.
tand
ttrac-
ifying
Delta
The
THE SOPH HOP
It was |ust a little bit of heaven in Lippitt Hall Reynolds' orchestra set the mood for the dance
on the evening of November 10, 1950 when the which was enhanced by the crowning of lovely
sophomores took over for their annual hop. Tommy Terry Doherty as queen.
uJrrrii Qolirrttt
Suait Cunblai)
THE AGGIE BAWL
The annual harvest dance, the Aggie Bawl,
sponsored by the Agricultural Club, was held
October 11, 1950 m Uppitt Hall. Aspects of an
autumnal farm scene transformed the girl's gym into
an agricultural paradise. A ceiling of leaves with
colored lights shining through onto the dancers
added the properatmosphere to the music of Tommy
Masso and his orchestra. Invited guests included
two young calves and several Rhode Island Red
hens- Pumpkins and corn shocks helped to carry
out the theme of the dance.
At intermission, thepetitc and vivacious queen,
Joan Lunblad, held the red ribbon reins to a one-
horse shay, pulled by six Aggie students, and
circled the dance floor to the coronation stand,
v^'here she was crowned with a tiara of pink
roses and Reur d'amour and presented with a gold
loving cup.
FALL ACTIVITIES
FACULTY FOLLIES
MAY DAY
Late m the second semester, on a Sunday in
May, a day of tribute to the senior girls Is planned
which is called May Day.
The program begins with the senior girls march
ing towards the unknown May Queen's throne.
The girls carry ivy over their shoulders and the last
girl in the line wears a white gown and a blue
robe; il is at this time that one learns who the May
Queen is. The May Queen, who is always a
senior, walks to her throne and the musical part
of the program starts.
A modern dance group dances around a May
pole, winners of the Fraternity and Sorority Sings
entertain, and the Band supplies music, and a few
housing units put on acts to entertain the many
spectators, most of whom are parents, Somewhere
in the middle of the program The Queen is crowned
by the Women's Athletic Associations president
and the W. S. G. A. president. The program ends
with all the senior girls marching around with
their ivy chain and away from the platform and
audience.
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SIGMA CHI DERBY
Rodman Hall was the scene of festivity when
the Sigma Chi Derby was introduced last May,
Co-eds were picked up at their respective housing
units to the tune of a brass band, then on to Rodman
where screams of mirth and encouragement accom
panied the various and sundry contests of skill. The
.v^ninq v. insisted of pin-up races, egg-throwing
contests, three-legged races, tire rolling and was
climaxed by a tug-of-vwar, which was won by East
Hall when the occupants of that dorm dragged
the girls from Sigma Kappa over the line after a
long and arduous struggle.
The ADPi s copped first place and v/ere pre
sented with a bronze derby for their efforts.
FREAK DAY AND STUNT NIGHT
Freak Day is an old tradition at Rhody where
the Freshmen girls must try to dress themselves in the
funniest ways imaginable. Freak Day is sponsored
and controlled by the Women's Student Govern
ment Association. Stunt Night is the evening of
Freak Day v^hen the girls, each in their respective
Junior counselor groups, put on a humorous
skit before the women students, female faculty
K
members and house mothers. No men allowed!
A typical Freak Day will find the girls in their
pajamas, nightgowns, or old-fashioned clothes and
carrying toy animals, sacks, toothpaste and other
odd equipment. They must wear the freak clothes
all day long and many paint their faces until they
are unrecognizable-
JP I
.#
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THE
JUNIOR
PROM
Stia (SriuihrBau
One of the Highlights of the college social and gowns danced to the music of Blue Barron
season was the Junior Prom, held on May 3, and his orchestra
1950, in the ballroom of the Sheraton-Biltmore The crowning of the charming queen, Rita
Hotel in Providence where three Hundred tux's Geoghegan, topped the evening's enjoyment.
NEW DORMITORIES
More students live in the two newest dormi
tories at State College Bressler and Butterfield
Halls than in any other two residences on the
entire campus- The two dormitories are made up of
more than comfortable rooms and college students
they are a cross section of the State college
campus. Living side by side in the dormitories are
freshmen, seniors, fraternity and non-fraternity men,
graduate students and under-graduates; thus the
two buildings are more representative of the col
lege campus than any other residence, or group
of residences.
Besides the four floors of student residences,
the dormitories have between them a pair of com
bination home-office apartments for their house
mothers, two lounges, mail-boxes, a cafeteria, and
a recreation room. For this reason the dormitories
have been called almost self-sufficient units. These
dormitories are self-liquidating, as the $85.00 per
semester charged each student is used to pay off
the bond issue floated to build them.
The basement of the dormitory contains a large
room with candy and coke machines, ping-pong
tables, comfortable chairs and a piano. In addition
a smaller room nearby contains a washing machine
and other laundry units.
Subject of curiosity to all those who have
never visited it is the new cafeteria in the dormi
tories. Visitors who usually come on the one day
a week when Lippitt meal-books are good in the
dormitory, Find things pretty much the same, as those
found in Lippitt Hall, A significant difference Is
the abundance of coats and ties that are in evidence
during the evening meal. This can be traced to
a requirement In the otherwise liberal regula
tions which have been accepted by the dormitory
student.
Students living in the dormitory enjoy the ut
most in comfort- Two young men share a comfort
able room furnished with two very comfortable
beds, two desks, two bureaus, two good chairs,
and a closet. These rooms have excellent light,
sufficient heat, and are conducive to real effort
on the part of the occupant to do good school
work. Students also find their backwoods location
convenient for many purposes. Freshmen taking
physical education find that they can reach Meade
Field quicker by traveling through the crosscountry
paths leading out of the woods. The dorms are
near the Roosevelt tennis courts and almost all of
the women's residences. The new buildings such
as the gym, the new student union, the chemistry
building, and others which will soon be in opera
tion nearby, promise to endear the dorm location
to those students who do not enjoy long walks.
The two large dormitories represent the prom
ised land to many students who came to Rhody
after the war and found that a very definite housing
shortage was in existence. After many delays the
first of the two dormitories was opened in 1949,
but not before 1 50 students spent almost six weeks
living in Rodman Gym.
The two dormitories contain the normal amount
of politicians but most of their residents being
independent students, have refused to organize.
After several unsuccessful attempts at organizing,
the dormitory residents undertook to write demo
cratic constitutions for their residences. This has
already been done and the constitutions are now
in the process of receiving final ratification. When
put into effect they will serve as a democratic
model of self-government of which the whole
campus can be proud just as it can be proud
of the residents and the buildings in which they
live Butterfield and Bressler Halls.
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Little did the Freshmen who came to Rhode
Island State College in September, 1947, realize
that they would be graduating from the University
of Rhode Island in June, 1951 . After a long period
ot anxiety this Spring, the students left their respec
tive classes and attended a convocation where
President Woodward formally announced the ex
istence of the University of Rhode Island.
Certain sections of this book were already
printed or delivered when the Legislature con
ferred the University status upon us. This will
explain the appearance in some places of the name
Rhode Island State College, and in others. Univer
sity ot Rhode Island. The Editors of the 1951
GRIST take pride in being the creators of the first
yearbook of the University.
RHODY REVIEW
Edwards Hall, April, 1950, was the scene The audience's mood of hilarity and good
of the second annual Rhody Revue presented by humor v/as maintained by the musical numbers,
the undergraduates, and coordinated by Sam skits, and comedy acts, presented In a truly pro-
Kestenman. fessional manner.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
WOMEN'S PHYSICAL EDUCATION STAFF
MISS M. DOROTHY MASSEY
Temporary Head
Souve Boston
Boston University
Tufts College
MISS EDITH G. HENSEN
Keene Teachers College, N. H.
Columbia University
MISS GENEVIEVE CHIFFELLE
Meredith College, N. C.
W- A. A. COUNCIL
,ton, T Lovell. G Gar
WOMEN'S ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
The Women's Athletic Association includes
all women students enrolled in the college. The
purpose of this Association, as stated in its Con
stitution, is "to promote and conduct a variety of
wholesome and healthful sports and dance activi
ties designed for participation by all.'
The administrative power is vested in the
W. A. A- Council composed ol officers of the
Association, the Publicity Chairman, Representa
tives from each class. Head Managers of each
sport, and a faculty advisor. The officers of the
W- A- A. for the current year are:
President Anne Budlonq
Vice President Barbara Haigh
Secretary-Treasurer Alice Schuiz
Social Chairman Terry Majeau
Assistant Social Chairman Genevieve Garvey
Faculty Advisor M ss M. Dorothy Massey
The W. A. A. Council decided to have each
women's housing unit elect a representative to the
W. A. A- Council startinc in the Spring, 1951,
semester. It is believed that such representation by
each house will help develop a greater interest
in all W- A- A. activities by all- Awards were
presented and the W- A- A- Booklet was dis-
tributed to members at a W-
early in February and at the
Banquet held in May.
Party held
W. A- A.
E?f,
A. Budlong, J. Cruickshanli, E. Hebert, C. Ouinlan
W. A. A. AWARDS
The W. A. A. has set up a system where awards
are presented to the co-eds on a point basis. Points
are earned by participation on various sports teams,
by being a manager, scorer, timer, linesman, or
member of the W. A. A. Council. The four awards
given by the Association are:
(1) W. A. A. Shield - awarded to any
member who has 500 points.
(2) Key awarded for earning 1300 points,
(3) Blazer awarded to any member accu
mulating 2000 points.
(4) Cup awarded at the annual W. A. A.
Banquet in May to the Senior who has
received the highest number of points
in her four years of competition. (Sally
Keleher, Class of 1950, was the first girl
to receive this cup at the W. A. A.s
Spring, 1950, Banquet.)
Two Seniors, Anne Budlong and Jean Crulck-
shank, earned their blazers In their Sophomore
year, the first time that such a feat has been accom
plished at State. These two girls have been out
standing athletes during their four years at Rhody
and have done much to develop women's sports
activities at State through their understanding,
good sportsmanship and effort.
VOLLEYBALL
The two annual volleyball tournaments, the
Interhouse and the Class Tournaments, were held
at Lippitt Gymnasium with the Inter-house Tourna
ment played-off first- Ten houses participated in
the February games with Alpha Delta Pi and Delta
Zeta coming through to play in the final- In this
championship game the most notable asset of each
team was their remarkable team cooperation cou
pled with excellent serves and assists- Delta Zeta
captured the house volleyball cup defeating Alpha
Delta Pi 29-14.
In the round-robin Class Tournament those
Juniors (Class ol 1951) did it again! Facing almost
1sl Row: C- Ouinl.r, (Head Man.sa (
sure defeat in their final game against the Freshmen,
the Juniors pulled out ahead by the excellent
serves of Sue Gendron in the last minutes of the
game, winning 23-20. The Junior Class won the
tournament with an undefeated record.
CLASS VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT
Class Won Lost
Freshme
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BADMINTON
Badminton is one of the indoor sports most
enthusiastically participated In by girls,- over one
hundred girls entered into the class singles tourna
ments in January, 1950. Besides the healthful
recreation and fun provided, participants are also
awarded points tovi/ards the various W. A. A
awards.
The singles championships of the freshman,
sophomore, junior and senior classes were won
respectively by Ruth Rutledge, Joan Blease, Jean
Cruickshank and Ginger Jones. In a close match
for the championship, Ruth Rutledge defeated Jean
Cruickshank.
Time did not permit the scheduling of a doubles
tournament or a mixed doubles tournament this
year.
E. Wittig, A- Heditsun (Head Manager)
ARCHERY
Rhode Island State's varsity archery team, which
begins practising as soon as the weather is warm
enough to permit the setting up of the targets, had
a rainy season this year. Consequently, they withi-
drew from the National Archery Association s
competitions during this 1950 season.
Twenty girls were signed up for archery at
the beginning of the season but only seven girls
practised regularly and were eligible to recieve
W. A. A. points. Those girls who were regular
varsity members this season were: Joan Blease,
Avis Buxton, Carol Coombs, Pat Heath, Alice
Heditsian (Head Manager), Evelyn Wittig and
Jean Royal.
On April 25, Mr. R. J. Guyer, instructor in
archery at the University of Connecticut, and seven
Connecticut women who v/ere on the Uconn
archery team, gave an archery demonstration here
at Rhody on the Womens Hockey Field. A large
number of girls watched the instructor and his
Uconn students put on the demonstration of archery
techniques.
If weather permits, the 1951 archery season
ought to be a good one for the Rhody girls with
many varsity members returning to join the team
for another year.
jPHOMORES - CLASS TOURNAMENT CHAMPIONS
SOFTBALL
C Ouinlan, A. Ferr
Every year when spring comes to Rhody s cam
pus, there is much activity on the Women's Athletic
Field. Softball is one of the best liked outdoor
sports, and when the whistle blows and the umpire
yells "Batter up!
"
there is always an exciting game.
In the Spring, 1950, softball season, only the class
tournament was held, with the Sophomores win
ning the championship because ot a default by the
Juniors (Class of 1951), who could only manage
to recruit nine players on the day of the big game.
The Sophomores broke the winning streak of the
Juniors (Class ol 1951) who, in the 1949-50
college-year, captured all the class tournament
championships (hockey, basketball and volleyball)
except the last - the Soltball Class Tournament-
When the class tournament was completed the
end of the semester was so near that plans tor a
house tournament were canceled.
Sue Devine, Freshman Champio
TENNIS
This spring, the tennis tournaments were ac
tively popular. A new system was initiated for the
class tournaments whereby tennis activity began
in the fall for all but the freshman class with the
idea in mind that the early start would mean an
early end in the spring. The sophomore class com
pleted its tournament in the fall of 1949 and the
seniors finished in early spring. The junior and
the freshman tournaments did not finish until exam
week in June- As a result, it was impossible to
conduct playoffs to determine the school champion.
The weather also played a part in delaying the
tournaments, as it has done for most outdoor sports
this spring, 1950-
Sally Keleher defeated Jean Mcintosh to be
come the senior champion,- Anne Budlong defeated
Jean Cruickshank in the junior tournament; Betty
Wagenknecht defeated Pat Heath for the sopho
more championship and Sue Devine won over
Carolyn Draper tor the freshman championship.
Attempts were made toward forming a varsity
women's tennis team this season. However, be
cause of insufficient time lor practice, plans lor the
team were not as highly successful as anticipated.
It is hoped that the 1950-1951 season will bring
more activity in the formation ol an active tennis
honor team.
Two students, Anne Budlong and Jean Cruick
shank, participated in an invitation college tennis
tournament at the Longwood Cricket Club, Brook
line, Massachusetts, which was sponsored by the
Women's Athletic Association ol eastern colleges-
This was the first time Rhody girls participated in
tennis competition away from the campus.
J- Cruicksliank, A- Budt
J t t
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R. I- S. C. HOCKEY HONOR TEAM
FIELD HOCKEY
The field hockey season opened on September
25, 1950, when the first practice for house teams
was held at the Women's Field Hockey Field. With
many spectators watching from the sidelines, Alpha
Xi Delta, last year's champions, and Davis Hall met
to play the house championship game on October
5. The teams were evenly matched; both played a
superb game of hockey, the game ending in a score
less tie. The teams met again the next day to replay
the game. After twelve minutes of scoreless play
ing it was decided to play a sudden death game.
Davis Hall won the Inter-house hockey champion
ship on Lee Thuotte's drive into the opponents
goal cage.
The Class Tournament was won by the un
defeated Senior Team, The Senii
game against the Freshmen 2 to 0.
The standings of the classes w
I the last
follows:
Tied
The 1950 Hockey Honor Team, numbering
about thirty-six girls, had an unavoidable short
season. This was the twentiethyearof varsity hockey
at Rhody, the first women's varsity hockey team
being organized in 1931. Plans were made for a
playday at Kingston but the dates were not accept
able to colleges invited. On Saturday, October 21,
the honor team traveled to Bradford Junior Col
lege, Bradford, Massachusetts, where they played
to a 1-1 tie with that team. A practice game was
played with Elmhurst Academy on October 26
Rhody losing 4-0, The Honor Team was schedule :
to play at the annual college playday held by tii._
Boston Field Hockey Association at WellesU-v
College on November 4, but rain interfered with
their plans.
A new highlight to field hockey at Rhody this
year was the sending of two girls in September to
a field hockey and lacrosse camp. Camp Merestead,
in Camden, Maine, with funds raised by a food
sale held last Spring by the Women's Athletic
Association. Lee Thuotte and Jean Cruickshank,
two Seniors, were chosen to attend the camp from
all the members of the 1949 Honor Hockey Team,
Under the able guidance of some of the best
United States field hockey teachers and players
Lee and Jean learned some new field hockey and
lacrosse techniques.
SENIORS - CLASS TOURNAMENT WINNERS
INTER-HOUSE HOCKEY CHAMPIONS
m Ro: T. Quons.ron. (Opi-). R- MulholUna (M,, ), L. Thuolle-
Snd Row: N. Thdyer, J- Cruichh.nk, C. QumUo, R. Wibet, G- Smith
3ra Row. M- Wetzel, J- Lem.ire. G. Gnlli. N. Hodaeson
BASKETBALL HONOR TEAM
.- Budlong, C Qu.nton. A- Fetre.M- A- Buxton.
VI Weoel. R. V/tht,. J. HmI... P. Heath. J. CruKis
I Snons, C Bennett. 8. brier. E. Witlia. R. Benwn.
BASKETBALL
DAVIS HALL INTERMURAL CHAMPIONS Things have changed since the first women's
varsity basketball game, and the Rrst game of any
of the Rhody co-ed varsity sports, was played at
Uconn in 1922 where the Rhody girls were victors
by one point. The 1950-51 Basketball Season
began with house practices held In November and
will continue into the second semester, until March.
The basketball season, like the hockey, Is composed
of three parts: the Inter-house elimination tourna
ment, the class round-robin tournament, and tiie
Honor Team games, tn that order. Many girls par
ticipate In this popular sport, as they do in the
other two major sports, hockey and volleyball.
Davis Hall, the winners of the Inter-house
hockey tournament, also captured the inter-house
basketball tournament this year, defeating Delta
Zeta, last year's champions, by a slim one-point
margin, 10-9. The game was a battle between two
extremely evenly matched teams. Both houses em
ployed a tight zone defense which proved to be
almost Impenetrable in the first half of the game,
for the half-time score was only 2-1 with Delta
Zeta in the lead. The game was really won from
the foul line, Delta Zeta converting only once in
eight tries while Davis had five chances and made
fou
In the Class Tournament the Seniors conquered
another championship; they were the basketball
champs In their Junior year also. Their first game
played against the Freshmen was an easy victory
for the experienced Seniors; they won 24-7. In
their second game of the class tournament the
Seniors won over their closest rival, the Sopho
mores, 11-4. In the last game, the Seniors enjoyed
an easy victory over the Juniors, beating them
24-5 and conquering the basketball championship.
The standings of the classes were as follows
in the inter-class round-robin tournament:
Class NX/on Lost Tied
Seniors 3 0 0
Sophomores 2 1 0
Juniors 1 2 0
Freshmen 0 3 0
The Basketball Honor Team started its varsity
schedule on Saturday, January 13, by defeating
the Providence Bible Institute 37-20 in a fast,
thrilling game at Rodman Gymnasium. Cynthia
Bennett, '51, Rhody forward, tossed in eight
baskets for the team and was high scorer of the
game. The Rhody girls were out ahead throughout
the whole game but the P. B. 1. girls put on a good
showing in the second-half.
The Honor Team expects to have some basket
ball playdays In the Spring, 1951, semester and
will probably play against Uconn and Pembroke
teams.
SENIORS CLASS CHAMPIONS
WOMEN'S RIFLE TEAM
TheWomen's Rifle Team ended the 1949-1950
season on a high note at the Connecticut Gallery
Match, New Haven, Connecticut, where they
fired the highest score of all out-of-state women's
teams.
The first shoulder-to-shoulder match of the
1950-1951 season was lost to the R. I. S C Men's
Rifle Team in November. The team has won its first
two postal matches against women s rifle teams
from the Universities of Colorado and Vermont.
The first semester s firing ended with the losing of
a close-score shoulder-to-shoulder match against
the Brown Naval R. O. T. C team at Brown.
During the second semester the team will again
fire against the Brown N. R. O. T. C, the Univer
sity of Connecticut and the University of New
Hampshire in our Rodman Range. More postal
matches are also scheduled. The rifle team will
travel to Connecticut in the spring to again enter
the Gallery Matches.
The Women's Rifle Club, National Rifle associ
ation members, elected the following officers for
the 1950 1951 season:
Terry Ouonstrom, Captain
Do,rothy Silva, Co. captain
Anna Ferreira, Moinager
Jecinne Moren,, A:ssistant Ma
Coachirig the Wornen's Rifle Club
Captai nMi Iton Champ and Serget
nager
this year
Wi
When the one great scorer
Comes to write against your name
He marks not that you won or lost
But now you played the game.
- Grantland Ric
PLANETARIUM
The Planetarium reproduces the stars, planets,
and other heavenly bodies In their true perspective
and relationship as If the audience were outdoors
on a clear night. It comfortably seats forty-four
people. Although it Is primarily intended for
students of astronomy, lectures and demonstrations
are given from time to time to outside organiza
tions. Both the building and the projector were
presented to the College anonymously and are
the forerunners of a student observatory with all
the r
halls
ary equipment, laboratories and lecture
The Planetarium is, in reality, a "visual aid"
on a grand scale. It serves to bridge the gap
between the text book and the skies and in par
ticular to help the student learn the constellations.
Rhode Island State College is one of very few
colleges fortunate enough to own a Planetarium
such as this.
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CLASS OF 1951
Eager and filled with ambition, a new Freshman
class descended on the Rhode Island State campus
In September 1947, This class was destined to
bring great fame to Rhody.
Very shortly we were indoctrinated into the
social life of the Campus by the Aggie Bawl,
Soph Hop, Sigma Kappa Barn Dance, Sigma Delta
Tau Candy Bawl, Militar/ Bawl, Slide Rule Strut,
and the many Fraternity formals.
Bob Mason was elected to lead the class as
President; Mary-Ann Hartley, Vice President; lan
Harrington, Treasurer; Dianne Kacena, Secretary;
and Pat Nappi, Social Chairman.
Delta Zeta s Sally Kelleher became Co-ed
Colonel and Lambda Chi's Iggy Bailey became
Mayor of Kingston after an exciting campaign.
Our Sophomore year started \A/ith Fran Wilcox
chosen President; Gloria Guisti, Vice President;
Betty Corry, Secretary; George Nazarian, Treas
urer; and Charlie Moll, Social Chairman.
The resignation of our famed Coach Keaney
in the fall ended his long and profitable career
as our basketball coach.
Irene Bruisi reigned as queen of the Sophomore
Hop and Ralph Stuart's orchestra supplied the
music. George "Groucho Marx" Pinheiro won a
superb mayoralty campaign by an overwhelming
margin of votes. His motto was "Ouinn for a Day."
The spring of this year witnessed such social
affairs as Sigma Chi's Barbary Coast Bawl, A. E. Pi's
Cabaret Vic Dance, Beta Phi's Nut House Brawl,
Lambda Chi's Ranch Dance, Phi Mu's Mexican
Fiesta, Theta Chi's Paddy Murphy's Wake, and the
Speak-easy Dance at T. K. E. We looked forward
to attending them in future years. The student body
presented the Rhody Revue to contribute to the
Student Union Memorial Fund. Sigma Kappa and
Beta Psi Alpha became the possessors of the Inter-
House Sing cups for the year.
September once again sa\A/ the energetic class
of 1951 in the role of hard-working Juniors. Class
elections were held with the following results;
President, George Nazarian; Vice President, Bar
bara Skooglund; Secretary, Sally Hoyle; Treasurer,
Johnny Mitchell; and Social Chairman, Charlie
MoH.
Jack "Super" Bulleit was the victor in the
race for Mayor of Kingston.
Fae Tilley was crowned Co-ed Colonel.
The faculty Follies and Rhody Revue were a
huge success and our Union plans started to materi
alize. With the passage of the bond issue R. I.
State began to gain a constructive appearance as
the Men's Dormitories and new Chemistry Building
proceeded to take shape.
With the resignation of Coach Beck and the
introduction of Hall Kopp as our new coach the
Rhody football picture looked very promising.
Dan Bolhouse was elected Editor-in-chief of
the Beacon; Norm Steadman and Owen Kwasha
were elected Editor and Business Manager, re
spectively, of the Grist.
The following members of our class v^'cre tap
ped by Sachems: Marshall Rakusin, Fae Tilley, Ruth
Norwood, John Mitchell, Clint Kennedy, Ira
Murphy, George Nazarian, Joan Beattie, and
Bob Mason.
With the assistance and guidance of Dean
Ouinn an honorary society, the Blue Key, was
formed. Members in our class elected to this were:
Marshall Rakusin, Paul Lennon, John King, Fae
Tilley, and Beverly Strauss,
Rita Geoghegan was crowned queen of the
Junior Prom held at the Sheraton-Biltmore Hotel
and we all danced to the beautiful strains of
Blue Barron's orchestra.
June, the Pier, and exams were upon us as we
left this illustrious year of our college life.
Our last year on campus witnessed the return
of Freshman Beanies.
"
Chosen to lead the class were: George Nazar
ian, President; Sally Hoyle, Vice President; Shirley
Steere, Secretary; John Hunnlwell, Treasurer; and
Charlie Moll, Social Chairman.
The football season was a moderate success as
far as scores were concerned^ but spirit rose to
the A-1 rank.
Draft notices were being Issued once again
and threats of a third world war loomed on the
horizon.
Twelve Seniors were listed in
*
Who's Who
Among Students in American Colleges and Univer
sities" and they were: Joan Beattie, Sally Hoyle,
Clinton Kennedy, John Kitchin, Robert Mason,
John Mitchell, Ira Murphy, George Nazarian,
Ruth Norwood, Marshall Rakusin, Beverly Strauss,
and Fae Tilley,
The Student Senate moved smoothly along
under the direction of President Marshall Rakusin;
Vice President, John Hutchinson; and Secretary,
Tricia Lovett.
The Men s Dorms vs/cre named Bressler and
Butterfield Halls In honor of two past Presidents
of the college.
We now look forward to the festivities of
graduation, and plans for the future are finally
becoming a realization.
Beverly N. Strauss
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Alpha tpsilon Pi
IncJustridI Mdndgement
10 Creighton Street
Providence, R, I.
ARTHUR A. ADAMOPOULOS
Rho lotd Kdppd
Physicdl Educdlion
5 Trdcey Street
Pedbody, Mass.
9-'' JOHN M. AHLIJANIAN
Bressler Hdll
Mdrketing and Advertising
142 Stewdrl Street
Providence, R. I.
PRI5CILLA A. ALDRICH
Eleanor Roosevelt Hdll
Foods dnd Nutrition
9 Murrdy Street
North Providence, R. I.
ANTHONY P. ABATE
Phi Kdppd Theta
Electricdl Engineering
297 Charles Street
Provide , R. I.
JOHN G. ALOUCOS
Commuter
Pre-Medical
76 Robert Street
West Warwick, R. I.
CAROLVN E. ANDERSON
5->C# North Annex
Nursing
175 Flarence Street
RICHARD E. ANDERSON
Lambda Chi Alpha
Mdrketing dnd Advertising
79 Wdterman Avenue
Crdnston, R. I-
FREDERICK W. ANTHONY
Phi Gdmma Deltd
Agriculture
7 Thurston Avenue
Newport, R. I.
ALBERT W- ASH, JR. IRENE G- ARCHEnO
Bressler Hdll EdSt Hdl
Botany Child Development
ElmddleRodd 100 Peerless Street
No. Scitudte, R- I. Ctdnston, R. I.
ROBERT E. AUBIN
Tau Kdppd Epsilon
Mechdnicdl Engineering
408 Pdrk Avenue
Woonsocket, R. I.
IRENE R, AUDETTE
Ddvis Hdll
Foods dnd Nutrition
FRED H. AZAR
DALE A- BARRINGTON
Apt- P-2, Ft. Kearney
Liberal Studies
37 Broad Rock Lane
Peace Ddle, R. 1.
HERBERT S, BAILEY
Thetd Chi
IndustridI Mdndgement
7 Colby Street
Gaspee PIdtedu, R. I.
LEWIS A. BALL
Phi Sigmd Kappa
i^-^XCtPGenerdl Tedching Educd' ^^
Block Island, R. I.
PASQUALE M. BARBA
Sigmd Ch,
Agricultural Economics
435 Child Street
Wdrren, R. I.
NEIL I. BARNEY
Phi Mu Delta
Mechanical Engineerin
9 Welfare Avenue
Cranston, R. I.
1^
BANICE C. BAZAR
Alphd Epsilon Pi
Chemistry
9 Wesleyan Avenue
Providence, R- 1.
BARBARA J. BEATTIE
Elednor Roosevelt Hdll
Textiles dnd Clothing
50 Willett Avenue
Riverside, R. I.
JOAN C BEAHIE
Sigmd Kdppd
Foods dnd Nutrition
32 Berkeley Avenue
Newport, R. I.
LOUIS A. BEAUREGARD
Phi Kdppa Theta
General Tedching Education
161 Montgomery Street
Pawtucket, R- I.
ROBERT EDWARD BARRY
Commuter
General Business Administratioi
36 Roosevelt Avenue
Wickford, R- I-
^^s-^
JAMES H. BECKETT
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
146 Ferris Avenue
Rumford, R. I.
CLYDE D. BENNEH
Phi Mu Delta
PhysiCdl Education
178 Riverside Avenue
Warwick, R. I.
151 Albert Avenue
Edgewood, R. I.
CYNTHIA M, BENNETT
Delta Zetd
Biological Laboratory Technology
Charlestown, R. I.
LEONARD N. BENOIT
Phi Kappa Theta
Electrical Engineering
83 Vine Street
East Providence, R. I.
X
V^ ^" ^
OVILA T. BERGERON
Alpha Tau Gamma
Mechanical Engineering
910 Mineral Spring Avenue
Pawtucket, R. I.
EDWARD R. BERLING, JR-
South County Trail
ERNEST EMIL BERNIER
RICHARD E. BLACKINTCN
DONALD J. BENVENUTI
Phi Sigma Kappa
IndustridI Management
789 Ocean Avenue
New London, Conn.
ini;i
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MARy L. BOGETTI
lavisHall
Marketing and Advertisir
75 Sdmoset Avenue
Central Falls, R. I.
DAVID M. BLAKE
Bressler Hdll
Electricdl Engineering
265 Odk Hill Avenue
Seekonk, Mass.
MELVYN C BLAZER
Alpha Epsilon Pi
^]S'"^fiMiAztm% and Advertising
30 Taft Avenue
Providence, R. I.
GEORGE W. BLEISCH
Bressler Hall
JOSEPH H- BLOUNT, JR,
Commuter
Marketing and Advertising
3 Cowesett Avenue
West Warwick, R- I.
NORMAN E. B'.:
Commuter
Civil Engineeri
108 Eustis Avei
Newport, R.
FRANCIS J. BOLDUC
Theta Chi
Liberal Studies
366 Park Place
Woonsocket, R. I.
DANIEL C BOLHOUSE
Commuter
Marketing and Advertising
38 Charles Street
Newport, R. I.
CHARLES G. BOLWELL
Forestry
40 School Str
KACHIG BOGHOSSIAN
Phi Mu Delta
Industrial Mdndgement
30 Brookdale Boulevard
Pawtucket, R. I,
NORMAND A. BOMBARDIER
Commuter
Animal jHusbdndry
79 Tremont Street
Central Falls, R. I.
FREDERICK T. BOREK
Commuter
g5~^^ Mechdnicdl Engineering
- .r A tf 412 Cdrter Avenue
y^\jl Pawtucket, R. I.
BEVERLY J. BOXSER
Eleanor Roosevelt Hall
Nutting
45 Dora Street
Providence, R. I.
ELIZABETH H. M. BOSWORTH
Chi Omega
Mathematics
151 Cross Street
Central Falls, R. I.
CAROLYN BOURNE
Sigma Kappa
Home Economics Teacher Training
66 Oak Avenue
Riverside, R. I.
CPT L. BROOKS
166 High Street
Westerly, R, I,
WILLIAM E, BREY
Bressler Hdll
Zoology
598 Park Avenue
Woonsocket, R. I.
i-^cttfc^o-cy
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ROBERT ALFRED BROSSEAU
Ldmbdd Chi Alphd
30 Columbus Avenue
No. Providence, R. I.
MARILYN W. BROWN
CHESTER A, BROWNELL, JR.
ANNE BUDLONG
Deltd Zetd
English
27 Sachem Road, Quonset Man.
East Greenwich, R. I.
ROBERT A. BROWNING
Commuter
Accounting
54 Narragansett Avenue
Narragansett, R. I.
IRENE S. BRUSI
5->ClP East Hall
C JOHN BUCCINI
Beta Psi Alpha
Physics
25 Loveday Street
Providence, R. I.
WILUAM G. BUCKLIN
Theta Chi
Animal Husbandry
R.F.D. =2
East Greenwich, R. I.
I ROBERT J. BURGESS
^'^ Commuter
(W>< frf Marketing and Advertising'-^
Q <>
'
315 Elmwood Avenue
^ Providence, R. I,
CLIFFORD J. BURKE
Alpha Tau Gamma
Electrical Engineering
97 Winchester Street
Providence, R, I,
JAMES E, BURKE
Bressler Hall
Industrial Management
102 State Street
Bristol, R, I,
JAMES M, BURN, JR.
Commuter
Electrical Engineering
R.F.D, ?1, Mount View
East Greenwich, R, I,
JOHN W- BULLEIT
Sigma Chi
Industrial Engineering
35 Lefrancois Boulevard
Woonsocket, R. I.
GEORGE H. CAMILLO
Butterfield Hall
Chemical Engineering
39 Caswell Avenue
Newport, R. I.
JOSEPH EDWARD BYRNES
Theta Chi
Electrical Engineering
71 Church Street
East Greenwich, R. 1.
ANTHONY R. CABRAL
Bressler Hall
5 /^\^ Mdrketing and Advertising
^^ 29 Lincoln Avenue
Bristol, R. I.
MARGARET T. CAIRNS
Eleanor Roosevelt Hdll
English
158 Woodwdrd Rodd
Providence, R. I.
JOSEPH V. CALISE
Betd Psi Alphd f;\j}'
General Business y\t/
10 Howdrd Street -'
Providence, R. 1.
HELEN M- CANNING RAYMOND C CAMPBELL
Alphd Xi Deltd Ldmbdd Chi Alpha
General Business History
89 CathedrdI Avenue 76 PdciFic Street
Providence, R. I. CentrdI Falls, R. I.
ANTHONY CARDILLO
Butterfield Hall
Electricdl Engineering
48 Enterprise Street
Crdnston, R. 1.
ROBERT T. CARLSON
GABRIEL O. CAROSELLI
165 Home Avei
ALLEN B, CARR
Bressler Hall
General Business
Log Bridge Road
Summit, R. I.
IRENE E. CASAVANT
5~2i^ North Annex^ Pre-Medicine
10 Corrente Avenue
Pawtucket, R. I.
CHARLES D. CASEY
Theta Chi
Industrial Management
1(X) Prospect Street
Providence, R. I-
JOSEPH F- CASTRO
Beta Psi Alpha
Civil Engineering
24 Sampson Street
Bristol, R- I.
-OA-'
>\0
JOHN R. CASHMAN
Commuter
Civil Engineering
619 Park Avenue
Portsmouth, R. I.
GEORGE T. CHASE, JR.
Bressler Hdll
Physics
113 Odkldnd Avenue
Providence, R- I-
CLIFFORD S. CHATER
Agriculture
74 North Road
Kingston, R. I.
NORMAN CHOPY
Bressler Hall
Civil Engineering
102 Perry Street
Central Fdlls, R. I.
ROBERT A, CLARK
Alphd Tdu Gdmmd
IndustridI Mdndgement
141 Ddvis Avenue
White Plains, N. Y,
DAVID C- CHASE
Theta Chi
West Main Rodd
Middletown, R- I,
STEPHEN M, COHEN
.^,,._^ .y Tau Epsilon Phi
J If Mdrketing and Advertising
147 Bebekah Street
Woonsocket, R. I.
vis-^
KENNETH M. COKELY ^'^
Commuter iTVi^^
JOHN A. COLAVITO
do Stene, Kingston, R. I.
Marketing and Adv<
24 River Street
Edgewood, R. I.
FRANCIS X. CONNERTON
Commuter
Industrial Management
195 Park Holm Street
Newport, R. I.
MARILYN M. CORNELL
Chi Omega
Mdrketing dnd Advertising
137 Scituate Avenue
Crdnston, R. I.
JOHN J- CORSEHI ,
Beta Ps, Alpha 0*-<^;
Pre-Medical I^O''
123 Grove Street
Providence, R. I.
OLIVER C COTTRELL
General Agriculture
96 Old Usquepaugh Road
West Kingston, R. L
NORBERT C COUTU
Commuter
General Business
12 Payan Street
West Warwick, R. I.
^C-^
^i-
^'
CHARLES P- CRANDALL
Commuter
Electrical Engineering
43 Grove Avenue
Westerly, R. I.
t^s-s*
ROGER L. CRANDALL
Commuter
Mechanical Engineering
Apt- B-8, Fort Kearney
Saunderstown, R I-
WALTER E. CRANDALL
Liberal Arts
565 Kingstown Road
Peace Dale, R. I.
GEORGE W. CRUICKSHANK
-^s^
ALLEN C- CULLION HELEN E. CRUICKSHANK
Commuter Davis Hdll
Civil Engineering General Teaching Education
752 River Road 1 8 Courtland Street
Valley Falls, R- I. Westerly, R. L
THOMAS F. CURRY
Phi Mu Delta
Marketing and Advertising
RFD- ^-2
East Greenwich, R, 1.
VIRGINIA ANN CURTIS
Foods and Nutrition
i2 Narrdgdnsett Avenue
GUIDO A, D'AGOSTINO
70 Carteret Street
Providence, R. I.
ini;i
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RAYMOND J. DALTON
Rho lota Kdppd
J Carver Street
jwtucket, R. I.
CHARLES DAME, JR.
Brown Avenue
Johnston, R. I.
RONALD P. DANIS
Butterfield Hdll
IndustridI Engineering
542 Gdskill Street
Woonsocket, R. I.
NEAL P. DAVIS
Bressler Hdll
English
!88 Elmgrove Avenue
Providence, R. I.
RUTH M. DARLING
North Annex
3eneral Home Economic
Diamond Hill Road
Woonsocket, R. I.
JOHN K. DEAN
Bressler Hdll
GenerdI Business
215 Wdtermdn Street
Providence, R. I.
FRANK R, DE SANTIS
Phi Sigma Kappa
Mechanical Engineering
17 Raphael Avenue
Providence, R, I,
ANDRE P. DESAULNIERS
Butterfield Hdll
Mechdnicdl Engineering
90 Thomas Street
Woonsocket, R. I.
tni;i
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WILLIAM J. DIAS
Butterfield Hall
Mechanical Engineerin
28 Anthony Avenue
Bristol, R. I.
JOHN DICKSON, JR.
Commuter
Accounting
82 Fairview Avenue
Pawtucket, R. I.
PAUL L. DI MATTEO
Bressler Hall
Electricdl Engineering
111-06 130th Street
South Ozone Park, New YorkCity
WALTER JOSEPH DIGGLES
Phi Sigma Kappa
46 Vernon Aven
Newport, R. I.
JOHN MICHAEL DI MARTINO
Sigma Pi
Political Scii
262 Providence Street
West Warwick, R. I.
dm
HENRY V. DIODATI
Beta Psi Alpha
Liberal Arts
1 Murphy Avenue
Bristol, R. I.
ERNEST L. DION
Commuter
Civil Engineering
95 PIdinfield Street
Providence, R. I.
ERIC W. DOBER
Phi Sigma Kdppd
PhysiCdl Education
46 Bourne Street
Bristol, R. I,
EVERETT B. DOLL
Rho lotd Kdppd
GenerdI Business
3 EdSt Pine Street
Grdnville, N, Y,
235
JOHN B. DIMOND
Bressler Hdll
Zoology
62 Pdtterson Street
Providence, R. I.
ini;i
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GEORGE A. DONABED
Commuter
Pre-Medical
15 Burnside Street
Cranston, R. I.
RICHARD M. DOWNING
Phi Kappa Theta
gg-^S^ Electrical Engineering
MAURICE A. DUNBAR
Tau Kdppd Epsilon
Agriculture
Moosup Vdlley Rodd
Greene, R. I.
Providence, R. I.
WILLIAM E. DRURY
Phi Kappd Thetd
Civil Engineering
14 Knowles Court
Jamestown, R. I.
ERNEST J. DUFRESNE, JR.
Pre.Medical
54 Ship Street
Oakland Beach, R, I.

.^5->S*
FRANCIS FEENEY
Phi Kdppa Theta
Mechanical Engineerin*
15 Belt Street
Shawomet, R. I.
HERBERT L. EMERS
Alpha Epsilon Pi
100 Woodbine Str
VARTGES ENGUSTIAN
Bressler Hall
Civil Engineering
119 Japonica Street
Pawtucket, R- I,
ANTHONY FAELLA
Commuter
General Teaching Educatio
30 Aliens Avenue
Wakefield, R. I.
THOMAS F. FANNING
Alpha Tau Gamma
Zoology
35 High Street
Ashaway, R. I.
STANLEY FINE
Tau Epsilon Phi
Marketing and Advertising
58 Daboll Street
Providence, R. I.
ROBERT M. FLECK
Sigma Chi
JOSEPH FOGLIA
Alpha Tau Gamma
Agriculture
Old Plainfield Pike
Scituate, R. I.
AARON M. FOX
Alpha Epsilon Pi
ndustrial Management
124 Early Street
ANNA E. FERREIRA
North Annex
Marketing and Advertisin;
36 Bay View Avenue
Bristol, R. I.
Providenci
'-<S^'^
.^5^5S*
ERWIN J. FREEDMAN
Alpha Epsilon Pi
Industrial Management
19 Whiting Street
Providence, R. I.
PAUL M. FRADIN
Alphd Epsilon Pi
English
490A Angell Street
Providence, R. I.
DEBORAH D. FRANK
Sigmd Deltd Tau
Sociology
23 Ruskin Street
<ideni , R. I.
STIG M. FRANZEN
Marketing dnd Advertisin
30.' i Wright Avenue
Wdkefield, R. I.
STANLEY H. FREDERICK
Bressler Hall
Mechanical Engineering
East Shore Road
Jamestown- R. I.
PAUL EUGENE FROEBERG
Sigma Chi
Accounting
1294 Mam Street
Brockton, Mass.
ANNETTE FRISELLA
Commuter
Nursing
11 Meadow Avenue
Wakefield, R. I.
JOYCE GAMMON
Sigma Kappa
Nursing
125 Arnold Street
Riverside, R- I.
MARIE E. GARBERG
221 Melrose Stri
ARTHUR R- GARMENDIA
Married Student Huts
21-26 28th Street
Long Island City, N- Y-
GEORGE N. GARTSU
Hut H-North
Aeronautical Engineering
Hut H-North, College Cdmpus
Kingston, R. I.
DONALD N. GAVIN
^^ Sigma Chi
L^5~2i* Physical Education
33 Terrace Avenue
Tiverton, R. I.
RUSSELL F. GEISSER
Sigma Chi
Civil Engineering
68 Bergen Street
SUZANNE V- GENDRON
Alphd Xi Deltd
French
95 Tremont Street
CentrdI Falls, R. I.
'^.1-
VILMA G. GEREMIA
Alpha Deltd Pi
General Teaching Educatio
912 Narragansett Boulevar<
Providence, R. I.
RITA A. GEOGHEGAN
Alpha Xi Delta
Child Development
117 Cathedral Avenue
WILLIAM W- GIBSON
Commuter
Agronomy
1262 East 32nd Street
Brooklyn, N. Y.
LEONARD GILMAN
Alpha Epsilon Pi
Economics
53 Park Avenue
Newton, Mass.
ROBERT C GILMORE
Alpha Tau Gamma
Marketing and Advertising
1636 Smith Street
No, Providence, R. I-
i>-
i-y\
,*-' 1JOHN E. GOMENA
Bressler Hall
lustrial Engineering
37 Beach Street
Westerly, R. I.
PHIUP DAVIS GINSBURG
Alpha Epsilon Pi
Industrial Management
242 Winter Street
Woonsocket, R. I.
GLORIA M. GIUSTI
Alpha Xi Delta
Biological Ldbordtory Technc
128 Whitford Avenue
Providence, R I.
ROBERT E, GLATKI
5 Indidn Run, Peace Dale, R, I.
Mechanical Engineering
36 Cold Spring Place
Woonsocket, R. I.
JEAN GODAY
Davis Hall
English
Maple Avenue
Newport, R. I.
HERBERT E. GRATT
Tau Epsilon Phi
Industrial Mdndgement
167 Lorimer Avenue
Providence, R. I.
JAMES GREEN, JR.
Bressler Hdll
Mechdnicdl Engineering
3499 West Shore Rodd
Appondug, R. 1,
LOUIS N- GREENBERG
Mdrketing dnd Advertising
Providence, R- I.
PHILIP K. GRIME
Bressler Hdll
Animdl Husbdndry
70 Grdce Avenue
Great Neck, Long Island, N. Y.
JOHN GOMEZ, JR.
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Civil Engineering
South of Commons
Little Compton, R. I.
ini;i
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DAVID G. GRIMM
Thetd Chi
Horticulture
174 Mendon Avenue
Pawtucket, R. 1.
LILLIAN A. GROCOTT
EdSt Hdll
^5~2^* Foods dnd Nutrition
',-1 x\
^"^ 94 Vine Street
\j\ji Pawtucket, R- I.
LEONARD GROENEVELD
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Marketing and Advertising
50 Finch Avenue
Pawtucket, R. I.
RICHARD H. GUSTAFSON
Bressler Hall
Zoology
88 Tallman Avenue
Cranston, R. I.
JOHN G. GROSSOMANIDES
Phi Sigma Kappa
Accounting
58 Granite Street
Westerly, R. I.
MORTON K HAMFR
Tdu Epsilon Phi
Mdrketing and Advertising
96 Blaisdell Avenue
Pawtucket, R. I.
GEORGE HANDLER
Alpha Epsilon Pi
346 Broadway
Newport, R. I-
ALEXANDER HANEIWICH
Sigma Pi
Ovil Engineering
355 Roosevelt Avenue
Pdwtucket, R- I.
447 Pdwtucket Avenue
Pdwtucket, R. I.
RICHARD C. GUTHRIE, JR.
Bressler Hdll
Biology
20 Pleasant Street
Pascoag, R. I.
^^^
>
FRANK W. HARRINGTON
IndustridI Engineering
Hut H-South
IAN COOPER HARRINGTON
ARNOLD M. HARTLEY
Bressler Hall
Chemistry
43 Brown Street
Wickford, R. 1.
itS'"^^ Electrical Engineering
4315 Sierra Drive
Honolulu, Hawaii
KATHARINE V- HARRIS
Sigma Kappd
Foods dnd Nutrition
112 West Mdin Street
Wickford, R. I,
WILLIAM G. HART
Trdiler Pdrk
131 Bellmdn Avenue
Conimicut, R. I.
'fit-
CAROL S. HEALD MARY ANN HARTLEY
Delta Zeta Chi Omega
Textiles and Clothing Biological Laboratory Technology
97 Pdterson Avenue *^ Brown Street
Cowesett, R- I. Wickford, R, I.
EILEEN E. HEBERT
Alpha Delta Pi
English
Stdtion Street
Wdshington, R. I.
FOSTER L. HESELTINE
CHARLES L- HIGGINSON ini;i
otKr
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MALCOLM L Hia
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Agriculture
90 Mdin Street
Wakefield, R. i.
ROBERT L HILLER
Sigma Chi
C^~^ ^r / V|^J.C5~^S* Mechanical Engi
V
' ,-(<r\U W 136 Prospect H
"'--^V.M ^-'^ Newport, R. I.
HARRY HODGSON, JR.
Bressler Hall
Hanton Road
No. Smithfield, R. I.
KENNETH R. HINDLE
West Kingston, R. I.
WiaiAM D. HINSHAW
Phi Gamma Delta
Aeronautical Engineering
Shore Road
Sdunderstown, R. I.
Wc*^^^ ? "
BURTON JOSEPH HOFFMAN
Bressler Hall
27 Western Promenade
Crdnston, R. I.
EDWIN A. HOLLIEN
Bressler Hdll
Electricdl Engineering
32 Sdckett Street
ROBERT M- HODNETT
Mechdnicdl Engineeri
25 Roslyn Avenue
Providence, R. I.
VIRGINIA HOPEWELL HOLT
Eleanor Roosevelt Hall
Accounting
472 Weetamoe Street
Fall River, Mass.
Providence, R. I.
ini;i
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ROBERT J- HURLEY
Lambda Chi Alpha
PhysiCdl Educdtion
127 Hedth Street
Somervijle, Mass.
ROBERT D. HOWARD
Mechanical Engineering
Apt. J-6 Ft. Kearney
Sdunderstown, R, I-
BARBARA R- HOYLE
Elednor Roosevelt Hall
tS'y^ Spanish
SALLY A. HOYLE
Alpha Delta Pi
Child Development
19 Lyon Street
Pdwtucket, R. I.
JOHN J. HUNNEWELL
Political Science
34 Franklin Street
Newport, R. I.
VINCENT T. IZZO
! Mt. Pleasant Avenue
Providence, R. I.
CATHERINE L. JACOB
Sigma Kappa
Textiles and Clothing
Fortin Road
Kingston, R- I.
BERNARD JACOBVITZ
Alpha Epsilon Pi
IndustridI Mdndgement
14 Elmd Street
Providence, R. I.
WALTER JAKUBOWSKI
Bressler Hdll
Electrical Engineering
8 Square de Port-Royal
Paris, France
JOHN G. HUTCHINSON
Sigma Chi
General Business
911 York Avenue
Pawtucket, R- I.
HARRY P. JEFFRIES
Phi Mu Delta
Pre-Medical
84 Pine Grove Avenue
Summit, N. J.
CHARLES L. JENCKS ^^
g->r(P Commuter <^
^ '. .', T' Engineering
V\Vji 9 Seminole Street
'
Oakland Beach, Warwick, R. I.
ELEANOR R. JOHNSON
Sigma Kappd
Biotogicdl Ldbordtory Technology
Pole Bridge Rodd
No. Scitudte, R. 1.\ :
rT,
(T
RICHARD CARL JOHNSON
Sigmd Pi
Mdrketing dnd Advertising
121 Lyman Street
Pawtucket, R. I.
'V^ JOSEPH E. JOHNSON, JR.
Commuter
Industrial Management
301 Doric Avenue
Cranston, R. I.
WILLIAM R- JONES CHRISTINE S- JONES
Hut '21 Commuter (.
Accounting Botany \M
212 Delrdy Avenue Box "153
Syracuse, N. Y. Potter Hill, R. 1-
THOMAS J. JURSA
Commuter
Electrical Engineering
86 Elm Street
Westerly, R. I.
DIANNE J- KACENA
West Main Road
BERNARD F. KAEGI
Bressler Hall
Industrial Engineering
R-F.D- '1 Box *288
No- Scitudte, R. I-
ini;i
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JOHN A. KELLY, JR.
Commuter
Mechanical Engineering
Apt. A-2, Fort Kearney
Saunderstown, R. I
ANNA M. KEMPENAAR
5fK->^ Alpha Delta Pi
' ^i> Nursing
87 West Main K
Newport, R.
CUNTON R. KENNEDY
Phi Mu Delta
Mathematics
R.F.D. 1
Washington, R. I.
CHARLES HENRY KERNAN
Sigma Chi
General Business
Hillside Avenue
West Warwick, R I.
JOHN R KING
Phi Gamma Delta
ndustrial Engineerin;
76 Peace Street
Providence, R- L
RUTGER H. KINDBERG
Civil Engineering
Hut J-North
Kingston, R. I.
JOHN T. KITCHIN
ROBERT W- KETTLETY
Trailer Park
44 Bernice Avenue
Woonsocket, R- L
Horticulturf
East Farm
Kingston, R-
HAROLD R. KJELLMAN
Sigma Pi
Mechanical Engineering
24 Fai.-view Avenue
Eastf
lS-^
JOAN M. LABOISSONIERE
Sigma Kappa
Nursing
Gladstone Street
Greystone, R. I.
J. JAMES KLASERNER
Sigmd Alphd Epsilon
IndustridI Mdndgement
4226 Ddne Street
Cincinndti, Ohio
MEREDITH B. KNAPP
Textiles dnd Clothing
Victory Highwdy
ALEV Y- KOKTURK
Bressler Hdll
Civil Engineering
9 11 Yuksel
Ventsehir-Ankdra, Turkey
OWEN B- KWASHA
Alpha Epsilon Pi
Marketing and Advettisinc
41 Carrington Avenue
Providence, R. I.
01^
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-JOHN N. LAVALLEE JOSEPH S- LADOW
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 12 North Road
Marketing and Adveriising Mdrketing dnd Adveriisini
44 South Street 518 Chdikstone Avenue
Saylesville, R- 1. Providence, R. I.
IRWIN M. LECHT
Alpha Epsilon Pi
92 Ivy Street
Providence, R. I.
PRISCILLA LEES
978 Lonsdale Avenue
Central Falls, R. I.
JAMES W. LESLIE
^ROBERT R. UBBY
Phi Gamma Delta
Botany
227 Armington Street
Cranston, R- I.
JOHN F. LESLIE
Commuter
Mechanical Engineerir
112 Boon Street
Narragansett, R. I.
^__^^
ARTHUR H. LEVIN
5~^5^^ Commuter
Marketing and Adveriisin
265 Vermont Avenue
Providence, R. I.
HOWARD C LEWIS
Industrial Management
71 Mountain Avenue
East Providence, R. I.
DONALD H. L'HEUREUX
Phi Kappa Thetd
Chemistry
520 Providence Street
Woonsocket, R. I.
ARNOLD LOPBLULL:
Bressler Hall
324 Rochambeau Avenue
Providence, R. I.
DOLORES J. LOVETT
Sigmd Deltd Tau
Child Development
234 Pdvilion Avenue
I-IIPTCN L- LITTLE
Huts
Mechanical Engineering
128 Sisson Street
East Hartford, Conn.
vidence, R. 1.
TRICIA E, LOVETT
Alpha Xi Delta
English
310 Doyle Avenue
Providence, R. 1-
THOMAS LULES, JR,
Alpha Tdu Gamma
Industrial Engineering
lOO'Neil Street
Providence, R. L
JAY LUSTIG
Alpha Epsilon Pi
Horticulture
206 Baker Street
Providence, R I.
MARILYN H. LYNCH
East Hall
^5~2J'' F<'' ""^ Nutrition
46 Seamans Street
Providence, R. I-
RICHARD S. MAGOWN
Sigma Pi
Marketing and Advertising
279 William Street
Stoneham, MasS-
ROBERT W- MdcMILLAN
Commuter
Politicdl Science
204 Power Rodd
Pawtucket, R- I.
CLAIRE A- MAGNER
Sigmd Kdppa
Zoology
39 Ledge Road
East Greenwich, R. 1.
PATRICIA M. MAHON
Alpha Xi Delta
Social Studies
72 Waite Avenue
1 Cranston, R. I.
FRANCIS F- MALAFRONTE
Bressler Hdll
273 Point Street
Providence, R. 1.
HAROLD L. MANCHESTER
Marketing and Advertising
Apt. B-6, Fort Kearney
RAYMOND A. MANSOLILLO
512 Plainfield Stre<
Providence, R. 1.
Marketing and Adve
475 Fountain Str<
Providence, R. 1
ini;i
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JOHN K. MARTIN
Theta Chi
Physical Education
Log Road
Greenville, R. I.
ROBERT J. MANUEL
Phi Kdppd Theta
Accounting
28 Girard Avenue
Newport, R. I.
WILFRED R. MARCHAND
Alpha Tau Gdmmd
^^y French
40 Mdnning Street
WILLIAM J. MARCIL
Phi Gdmmd Deltd
Horticulture
94 So. Union Street
Pdwtucket, R. I.
STANLEY MARKOWITZ
32 North Rodd, Kingston
Liberal Studies
341 Elmgrove Avenue
Providence, R. I.
ROBERT F. MASON
Sigma Chi
Industrial Engineering
31 Cdtherine Street
Lynbrook, N. Y.
DAVID E, MATTHEWS
Commuter
Marketing and Advertising
145 Cottage Street
Hillsgrove, R- I.
ELIZABETH D, McCARTHY
Delta Zeta
Secretarial Studies
30 Wdlley Street
Bristol, R, I,
LAWRENCE S, McLAY
CO Dr. Christopher
PhysiCdl Education
1715 Mineral Spring Avenue
No. Providence, R. 1.
WILUAM H. MARTINDALE
Tdu Epsilon Phi
Mechdnicdl Engineering
32 Seventh Street
Providence, R. I.
^^ JCK CHARLES H. McLElSH, JR.
IndustridI Engir
21 Cdnonicus Avenu
Newport, R. I.
DONALD W. McNAMARA
RICHARD B. McPEAKE
Electrical Engineering
1 7 Bdcon Street
Pdwtucket, R. I.
Civil Engineering
351 Northup Street
Edgewood, R. I.
EDWARD S. McNULTY
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Physical Education
96 Columbia Street
Wdkefield, R. I.
CHARLES E. McOSKER
Phi Kappa Theta
Mechdnicdl Engineering
147 Early Street
Providence, R. I.
ROBERT G. MEE CHARLOTTE F. MEE
Trdiler Park Trailer Pdrk
Accounting Accounting
306 No. Perry Street 306 No, Perry Street
Johnstown, N, Y, Johnstown, N, Y.
JOSEPH P. MELLOR, JR.
Theta Chi
Physical Education
54 Columbia Street
Wakefield, R. 1.
STEVEN MELNIKOFF
N, ROBERT MELOCCARO ini;i
GfiBT
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JEANNE R. MENDELSOHN
Eleanor Roosevelt Hdll
17 Trinity Terrace
Newton Centre, Mass.
CYNTHIA C. MEYER
Delta Ze
,gtj~^^r^ Child Development
^ .r- A 'O* 30 Adele Avenue .
^'-Vji Rumford, R. 1. QA
Jo*
^ MURRAY S. MILLERTau Epsilon Phi
Marketing and Advertisin
576 So. Main Street
Woonsocket, R. I.
ROALD T. MEYER
Accounting
847 Logan Avenue
New York City
BENJAMIN W. MILLER
Physical Education
Hut B-South College Campui
Kingston, R- 1.
Accounting
12 Park Street
Newport, R- I-
HALFORD A. MILLETT
Commuter
Mechancidl Engineering
213 Howell Street
Providence, R. I.
VICTOR J- MINARDI
Bressler Hall
Civil Engineering
552 Middle Highway
Barrington, R- I.
RALPH W. MINER
Animdl Husbdndry
382 Thdyer Street
Providence, R. I.
JOHN P. MITCHELL
Phi Gdmmd Deltd
Mdrketing dnd Advertisinc
94 Front Street
Wdterville, Mdine
.5^'
CHARLES J Moa
Phi Sigmd Kdppa
Mechanical Engineering
19 Knowles Court
Jamestown, R. I-
HEODORE W. MOLLER, JR.
HARRY B- MOORHOUSE
Sigma Pi
Marketing and Advertising
305 Lafayette Street
Pdwtucket, R. I.
Mechdnicdl Engir
Chdrlestown,
MARCEL A. MONIER
Bressler Hdll
IndustridI Engineering
30 Dulude Avenue
Woonsocket, R. I.
PHILIP E. MOORE
Theta Chi
Accounting
19 Walnut Street
Narragansett, R. I.
MARION MORIARTY
'
North Annex
Mdrketing dnd Advertising
1 Overhill Road
Providence, R. I.
KENNETH M, MORRISON
Sigmd Pi
IndustridI Management
154 Theodore Parker Rodd
Boston, Mdss.
FREDERICK C. MORTIMER
R.F,D. *2, Stony Ldne
East Greenwich, R, 1,
JOHN O, MOULTON
Commuter
Industrial Management
24 Mayda Road
Apponaug, R. 1.
MARIO J. MORETTI
Beta Psi Alpha
Pre-Medical
219 Flint Avenue
Cranston, R. 1.
ini;i
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CHARLES K. MRUK, JR
Bressler Hall
233 Melrose Street
Providence, R- 1.
'^^"^
^-y^
JAMES J- MULVEY
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Animal Husbandry
40 Parker Street
Central Falls, R. I.
IRA E- MURPHY
Sigma Alphd Epsilon
^ MAURICE V- MURPHY, JR,Rho lotd Kdppa
Mechanical Engineering
R,F,D,
Hope Valley, R. I.
JAMES WILLIAM MURRAY NORMAN E- MURPHY, JR.
Sigmd Pi Apt, L-1, Sdunderstown, R- I.
General Business Accounting
1 47 Brunswick Drive 1 1 5 Hope Street
Wdrwick, R. 1. Rumford, R. I.
ARDASHES NAHABEDIAN
Bressler Hdll
Chemical Engineering
46 Carnation Street
Pdwtucket, R. I.
CHARLES NAHABEDIAN
VIJAYASINHA M.
NAIK-NIMBALKAR
28 Upper College Road, Kingston
Animal Husbandry
Phaltan, State of Bombay
Indid
ini;i
cm
lUUl
GORDON E. NAPIER
Hut C-South
English
809 Hudson Street
Hoboken, N- J-
^ -, PASQUALE F- NAPPI.5^rS* Sigmd Chi
General Teaching Edi
184 WaverlySti
Providence, R. I
NORMA D. NELSON
Alpha Xi Delta
Nursing
900 York Avenue
Pawtucket, R- 1-
JOHN L. NORCLIFFE
ndustrial Managemen
30 Gordon Street
Yonkers, N. Y.
BURNETT W. NORTON
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Agronomy
43 West River Street
Seekonk, Mass.
RUTH M- NORWOOD
Alpha Xi Delta
English
419 River Avenue
Provide. , R. 1.
JAMES W. NUGENT
Rho lota Kappd
95 Columbid Avenue
Edgewood, R. I.
0^'
NORMAN A. NYSTROM
Commuter
Mechdnicdl Engineering
294 Parkside Drive
Providence, R- I.
JOSEPH G. OLIVEIRA
JK--<-^ Hut =30
^ - '^ "y Marketing and Advertising\\WJ\ 1 Sherry Avenue-1 ^^ Bristol, R- I-
RICHARD H. OLNEY
Bressler Hdll
Chemicdl Engineering
11 Mdrlborough Avenue
Providence, R. I.
JOHN B. ONEIL
Rho Iota Kappa
Zoology
16 Williams Place
Brockton, Mass.
CHARLES W. OLSON
Bressler Hall
Civil Engineering
136 Early Street
Providence, R. I.
4t
HARRY ONOYAN
Rho lotd Kappd
Mechanical Engineering
2164 Broad Street
Cranston, R. I.
RICHARD E. OPDYKE
Phi Mu Delta
Mechanical Engineering
241 Cdlifornid Avenue
Providence, R. 1.
RICHARD H. O'REILLY
Hut C-North
GenerdI Tedching Education
Hut C-North
Kingston, R. I.
IRVING ORNSTEIN
Butterfield Hdll
Engineering Mdthematics
32 Rddcliffe Avenue
Providence, R. I.
MARY-LOUISE PAGE
RUSSELL W. OSBORNE
Phi Mu Delta
Mechanical Engineering
193 Highlanti Street
Woonsocket, R. I.
DONALD H. OSTIGNY
- Trailer Park
."JJP Animal Husbandry
27 Broadway
Mystic, Conn.
ANNA L. OnO
Liberal Studies
3222 Pawtucket Aveni
side, R. I
KENNETH B. PARRIS, JR.
Phi Sigma Kappa
Mdrketing and Advertising
10 Sherman Street
Newport, R. L
WILLIAM H- PEARCE
Apt. K-4, Fori Kedrney
Industrial Engineering
205 Edwards Avenue
Houghton, Michigan
JANE W. PECKHAM
East Hall
Mathematics
West Main Road
Little Compton, R. I.
EUGENE NEIL PELLETIER
Bressler Hall
Botony
231 Bernice Avenue
Woonsocket, R, I.
PHILIP L. PAQUIN
Phi Sigma Kappa
Animal Husbandry
Main Street
Chepachet, R. I.
ini;i
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GEORGE G. PINHEIRO
Phi Sigma Kappa
Marketing and Advertising
Apt. D-1, Fort Kearney
Sdunderstown, R. I.
DANTE PERSECHINO
Beta Psi Alpha
Zoology
147 Resevoir Avenue
Providence, R. I.
DONALD K. PHELPHS
-^__^^^_^ Tau Kappa Epsilon
it5~2i<P Liberal Studies
19 Sevilla Avenue
WALTER J- PIEKARSKI
Bressler Hall
Industrial Management
65 Whittier Avenue
Providence, R, I.
JOSEPH E. PIMENTAL
40 Foriin Road
Electrical Engineering
93 Whipple Avenue
Georgiaville, R. I. Jl
EDWARD A. PREBEGLEC
Mechanical Engineering
578 Broad Street
Lonsddle, R. I.
ROBERT C POTTER
Theta Chi
Industrial Management
54 Frances Avenue
Cranston, R. 1,
LEWIS J. PUCCl
General Business
3 Alton Street
Providence, R. 1.
RICHARD T- PURVIS
Bressler Hall
20 Orchard Stre.
Cranston, R. I.
ANTHONY A. PUSATERI
Phi Sigma Kappd
Insurance
21 Stddden Street
Providence, R. I.
RAYMOND C PYKOSZ
Commuter
PAULINE F. QUINN
Sigmd Kdppd
English
Wdkefield Hill
West Warwick, R. I.
1606 Main Street
West Warwick, R. I.
CHARLES HERBERT PYNE
^jr^^^'-^ Rho lotd Kdppa^" Dairying
43 Wellington Street
Brockton, Mass.
ROCCO A. QUAHROCCHI
Pre-Medical
34 Anchor Street
Providence, R. I.
CLAIRE A. QUINLAN
Davis Hdll
Modern Languages
16 Granite Street
Westerly, R. I.
MARSHALL H. RAKUSIN
Alphd Epsilon Pi
Industrial Management
45 Farragut Avenue
Providence, R- I.
NORMAN J. RANCOURT
Commuter
42 Columbine Avenue
\kMlNb L li,A(-'.U'j
Beta Psi Alphd
Political Science
362 Princess Avenue
Cranston, R. I.
Pdv
NANCY 1, RAWLINSON
Alpha Delta Pi
Biology
98 Wood Street
Wdshington, R, I,
GERALD C. RAY
Commuter
English
73 OttdWd Avenue
Odkldnd Beach, R, 1,
L^S-^S*
ALFRED P. REMILLARD
Bressler Hall
Mechanical Engineering
28 First Avenue
Woonsocket, R. 1.
Provide
EDWARD V. RAYMOND
Tavern Hall
Chemistry
102 Homestead Avenue
Greystone, R. I.
WILLIAM F. REDDING
Rho lota Kappa
C^"" Botany
17 Cathedral Avenue
Providence, R. I.
HENRY G. REGENSTEINER
Bressler Hall
Sociology
71 Medway Street
, R. I.
MARY C REIDY
Commuter
= 117, Pontiac Aven
Cranston, R. I.
*.-t>f
.jJLlJ
JOHN SHORT REMINGTON
Trailer Park
GenerdI Business
474 County Rodd
Bdrrington, R. I.
ANTHONY P, RENDINE
Bressler Hall
Mechdnicdl Engineering
64 Penn Street
Providence, R, I,
FRANK A. RENZULLI
Phi Kdppd Thetd
Electricdl Engineering
166 Federdl Street
Providence, R. I.
KENNETH K, RESNICK
Alpha Epsilon Pi
EDWARD P. REMINGTON
Lambda Chi Alpha
Marketing and Adveriising
27 Arnold Avenue
EdSt Greenwich, R. 1.
'^^^ ^ ARTHUR A. RING, JR.
' /y Bressler Hall
50 Walker Avenue
Saylesville, R. I.
CURT D. RITZEN
i5-S^ c o Prof. StaufferMechanical Engineering
1 7 Richardson Street
Providence, R. I.
THOMAS I. ROBINSON
c/o Prof. Stauffer
Mechanical Engineering
515 Pleasant Valley Parkway
Providence, R. I.
PETER A. RIZZI
Beta Psi Alpha
lectrical Engineering
21 Marshdll Street
Providence, R. I.
PHYLLIS MURIEL ROBINSON
Eleanor Roosevelt Hall
Child Development
191 Eighth Street
Providence, R. I.
HERBERT L. ROGERS
Phi Kappa Theta
Electrical Engineering
254 Park Holm
Newport, R. I.
JOHN C ROGLER
Alpha Tau Gamma
Agriculture
Brdyton Rodd
Smithfield, R. 1.
ALBERT H, ROMBONI
Bressler Hall
Mechanical Engineering
26 Birch Street
Pawtucket, R. I.
SIMON ROSEN
53 Savoy Street
Providence, R. 1.
EDWIN J- ROCHE
Tau Kappa Epsilon
English
81 Central Street
Ndrrdgdnsett, R. 1.
.5->5*
ALBERT J. RUSSO
Phi Sigmd Kappa
Poultry Husbandry
R.F.D.
Hope Valley, R. I.
DOUGLAS J. RQSIE
Commuter
Chemistry
132 Fdirwedther Avenue
Cranston, R- I.
ISABELLE ROUGHAN
Sigma Kappa
Mooresfield Rodd
Kingston, R, I.
ROBERT RUBEGA
Commuter
Physics
377 Willow Street
Woonsocket, R. I.
PETER J. RUISI
Commuter
Mdrketing dnd Advertising
25 Westminster Street
Westerly, R. I.
:.H:r D saillant arthub i sahin
Commuter Commuter
GenerdI Business AgriculturdI Economy
50 Lenox Avenue Box *319
Providence, R. I. Kingston, R. I.
ARTHUR F, SAMPSON, JR.
Fort Kedrney
Accounting
17 Park Street
Warren, R- 1-
MARGARET M- SANTANIELLO
HOVANAS S. SAROIAN
A. GEORGE SAVINI
Commuter
Aeronautical Engineering
1670 Mendon Road
Woonsocket, R. I.
GERALD M. SHERLOCK
,^5~2S^ Lambda Chi Alpha
Marketing and Advertisii
31 Dell Avenue
New London, Conn.
fflH
:. DANA SIBLEY
Phi Gamma Delta
I Husbdndry
375 Power Rodd
Pdwtucket, R. 1.
Ani
ROBERT W. SIMPSON
Theta Chi
Bacteriology
16 Underw/ood Street
Pawtucket, R. I.
ETHEUND C M. SIGLOCH
Eleanor Roosevelt Hall
Foods and Nutrition
8 Gotham Avenue
Brooklyn, N. Y.
KENNETH L. SLOAT
Commuter
Bonnet View
Sdunderstown, R, 1.
,1
y CHARLES H. SMITH, JR.
BARBARA A. SKOOGLUND
Deltd Zetd
Secretdrial Studies
29 Twelfth Street
Providence, R. I.
2 Coronddo Street
RAYMOND B. SMITH
Phi Gdmmd Deltd
PhysiCdl Education
537 Wdshington Street
Coventry, R. I.
BAMBY SOSCIA
Rho lotd Kdppa
42 Batchelder Avenue
Cranston, R. 1.
STANLEY N. SCFRO
Commuter
64 Columbus Boulevard
Cranston, R. 1.
NORMAN SOLISH
i^5~2j^ Alpha Epsilon Pi
N\ Marketing and Advertisin'nJ^ 295 Mowry Street
Woonsocket, R. 1.
JOSEPH C SOLMONESE
Alpha Tdu Gdmmd
Agricultural Economics
7 Knowles Street
Providence, R, 1.
DAVID M. SOPKIN
Alpha Epsilon Pi
Marketing and Advertisin
North Street
Ridgefield, Conn,
GLORIA A. SOUSA
Alpha Xi Delta
General Teaching Educatio
232 Freeborn Avenue
East Providence, R. I.
MICHAEL SPETRINI, JR.
Pease House
Civil Engineering
335 Broadway
Providence, R. 1.
CAROL CODURl SPEZZANQ
BETSY SOULE
Davis Hdll
Textiles and Clothing
85 Hughes Avenue
Pdwtucket, R. 1.
Secretaridl Studif
EDWARD F. SPOLIDORO ini;i
em
mi

RAYMOND L- STEEN
Sigma Chi
Marketing and Advertising
37 Shore Rodd
Riverside, R, I.
S- SHIRLEY STEERE
Delta Zeta
Child Development
Putnam Avenue
Chepachet, R. I.
ROBERT H. STEVENSON
Phi Gamma Delta
Industrial Management
9 Elton Road
Bdrrington, R. I.
JAMES ST. JOHN, JR.
Mdrried Huts
Politicdl Science
55 Ridge Road
Quonset Point, R. I.
NORMAN STEADMAN
Phi Sigma Kdppd
Mdrketing dnd Advertising
75 Cross Street
Westerly, R- I.
ini;i
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BEVERLY N. STRAUSS
Sigmd Deltd Tdu
English
38 Applegdte Rodd
Crdnston, R. I.
VINCENT A. STIFANO, JR.
Phi Kdppd Thetd
Mechanical Engineering
51 Bevely Ann Road
No. Providence, R- I.
MARILYN B. STONE
Sigma Deltd Tdu
Sociology
44 Memorial Rodd
Providence, R. I-
ARTHUR C STRAIGHT
Box =104, Kingston
Socidl Studies
Straightholme Street
East Greenwich, R. I
ARNOLD L- STRAUSS
Commuter
Marketing and Advertising
98 Blaisdell Avenue
Pawtucket, R. I.
mi. \ m
*^
r i
BARBARA E. STRONG
Sigmd Kappd
English
69 Stdmford Avenue
Providence, R. I.
IRVING H. SUGERMAN
Alpha Epsilon Pi
Marketing and Advertising
99 Peace Street
Providence, R. 1.
ARTHUR J. SULLIVAN, JR-
C FRED SULLIVAN
Mdrketing dnd Advertising
17 Abbey Avenue
Gaspee Plateau, R. 1-
HENRY J. STRAVATO
Bressler Hall
Civil Engineering
144 Early Street
Providence, R- 1.
ini;i
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MERRILL N. TEMKIN ALICE V. TEFFT
Alpha Epsilon Pi Alphd Deltd Pi
General Business General Teaching Educati
348 Doyle Avenue 1 39 Kenlland Avenue
Providence, R. I. No, Providence, R. 1.
WILLIAM L. THIBODEAU
Butterfield Hall
Mechanical Engineering
Colerick Avenue
North Smithfield, R- 1,
SIDNEY H, THOMPSON
111 Central Avenue
Spring Vdlley, N, Y.
JOAN B. THOMSON
SecretdridI Studi!
7 Brunswick Aven
ini;i
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LIESSE M. THUOTTE
Davis Hdll
Home Economics
1211 Mdin Street
West Wdrwick, R. I.
E. FAE TILLEY
Sigmd Kdppd
l^S'*';^^^ Child Developmen^ '''
9 Butter Street
Newport, R. I.
JANE A, TQMELLINi
Sigmd Kdppd
Nursing
61 Columbus Avenue
Pdwtucket, R. I.
CHARLES A, TOYE
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Accounting
9 Josephine Avenue
Rumford, R. I,
HARRY S. TOWN
Bressler Hall
English
145 Evans Avenue
ROBERT K, UNDERHILL
Sigma Alphd Epsilon
Physical Edui
16 Devon Street
Lynbrook, N, Y.
FRANCIS X. URRICO
Phi Kappa Theta
Electrical Engineering
RFD '2, Urnco Avenue
No. Smithfield, R, I.
fes
RANDALL S. VALE
Phi Mu Deltd
IndustridI Mdndgement
4 Grdnd View Avenue
Sdylesvillc, R. I.
KENNETH W. VAN DUZER, JR.
1^5-^5*'t^ Electrical Engineering
8 Rdilrodd Street
Peace Dale, R. I.
CHARLES R. VARNEY
Rho lota Kappd ^
Physical Educdtion ^
51 Forest Street
Middleboro, Mdss.
^.f*'
ALEC A. V. VOIGHT
Sigmd Chi
Engineering
MARION VICAN
Alpha Xi Delta
Home Economics Teacher Training
165 Evergreen Street
Providence, R. I.
ii^
HENRY WALSH, JR. MELVIN WALLICK
Bressler Hall Tau Epsilon Phi
Electrical Engineering General Business
P-O- Box =75 165 Camp Street
Georgiaville, R. I. Providence, R. 1.
SIDNEY WAXMAN
Horticulture
Trailer Park
Kingston, R. I.
JOAN BLANCHARD WEEDEN
FRANCES M. WERNER
MARJORIE C WETZEL
Davis Hall
Mathematics
35 Woodmont Street
Providence, R, I.
- GEORGE H- WHEATLEY
.25~5r Sisms Alpha Epsilon
Animal Husbandry
74 Belmont Street
Pawtucket, R- I-
JANET R WILBUR
Davis Hall
Child Development
107 Richard Street
Cranston, R. I,
RICHARD H. WHEELER
Bressler Hall
R.F.D. 2
Newport, R. I.
SHIRLEY A WHITCOMB
Alpha Delta Pi
Nursing
138 Columbid Avenue
Edgewood, R. I.
FRANCIS J- WILCOX, JR-
Thetd Chi
Mdrketing dnd Advertising
765 Oakland Beach Avenue
Warwick, R- I.
ROGER D, WILDER
Bressler Hall
Industrial Engineering
111 High Service Avenue
No- Providence, R. 1.
ALTON W- WILEY
Bressler Hall
Insurance
192 Chestnut Street
Norwood, R. I.
CHESTER W. WILLIAMS
Marketing and Advertising
Apt- 4, Fort Kearney
Saunderstown, R. 1.
JEAN ARDREY WILBUR
Alpha Deltd Pi
General Home Economics
44 Sea View Avenue
Edgewood, R- L
IL^.^
4l^
Mechanical Enginee
1 Perry Street
Wickford, R. I.
FREDERICK T. WILSON
40 Fortin Rodd
Civil Engineering
392 Plymouth Street
Abington, Mass.
JOHN H. WILSON, JR.
Tau Kdppa Epsilon
Mechanical Engineering
THOMAS F. WYLIE, JR.
Phi Kappd Thetd
Qa. ^
CAROL E. WOOD
Textiles dnd Clothing
430 Osgood Avenue
BRUCE G- ZIMMERMAN
Alphd Epsilon Pi
Marketing and Advertising
47 Milton Avenue
Cranston, R. I.
THEODORE L. ZITSERMAN
Alpha Epsilon Pi
Marketing and Advertising
351 Elmgrove Avenue
Providence, R- I.
STUDENTS WITHOUT PICTURES
BRUNO P. BALDINI DONALD J. MACDONALD
ROBERT J. BEATON JOSEPH P. MALIKOWSKI
GEORGE . BRODIE JOHN H. MASSON, JR.
ALEXANDER C CHROSTOWSKI GEORGE J. MONA '
EDWARD J. MURPHY tZAc-^''^^"*JOHN H. CONTI
FRED B. DINGER, JR- UARIUS M, NICKERSON
ANTHONY D. GIORGI RAYMOND F. OWENS
HAROLD GOULD ALBERT C. PINHEIRO
EILEEN M. HERRINGTON ROGER S. PLANTE
JOHN F. HIRD STANLEY B. REED
RUSSELL E. HOGG THOMAS E, REYNOLDS
ROBERT S. JOHNSON HENRY T, RUSSILLO
HELENE F. KAUFFMAN nAi./^^ VINCENT J. SANTO Q.c^,^Ji
JOHN S. KENNEDY Ltse-, ""^^vf^^NK T. SCARAFILE |
AARON J. KEUSCH ^^**A ''' JOSEPH P. SHEEHAN '
HUGO J. KEY CHARLES A. SMITH, JR,
LUCIEN W. LACROIX ROBERT E. SMITH
GERALD M. LEFOLEY CHARLOTTE 1. SPUNGIN
ini;i
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THE DAY ARRIVES
Members o( the Alumni-Placement Office staff (Left to
right): Mrs, Mac Booth, Irene Bams 40, Janet Rathbun 50,
Charles A. Hall '32, alumni secretar/ and Raymond H-
Stockdrd '39, director of pidi
ALUMNI AND PLACEMENT OFFICES
Upon graduation; members of the senior class
automdticdily become "members-for-life of the
Alumni Association. Through the Alumni Office,
the Placement Office, the alumni clubs and class
organizations, the more than 6000 graduates of
the College are kept in constant touch \A'ith events
at Kingston. Down through the years, members of
the Alumni Association have acted as College
ambdssadors-at-largc, interpreting the College to
the general public through personal contacts and
by means of a continued public information pro
gram. With their help, monies for new buildings
have been appropriated, curricula have been ex
panded, larger budget appropriations assured, and
scholarships and loan funds for needy students
have been established. The work of the Associa
tion is financed by subscriptions to the Annual
Alumni Fund.
The Placement Office provides its services for
Rhody men and women in all three phases of their
association with the college. First, it is a central
agency for all student part-time work during under
graduate days. For seniors the office offers oppor
tunities for vocational counseling, arranges fo
personal interviews and supplies innumerable con
tacts for personal follow-up. Finally, through it:
contacts, both locally and nationally, the office
able to put experienced alumni in touch with
desirable job opportunities.
Through Integrated records, the Alumni and
Placement Offices attempt to keep track of the
activities of all our alumni. Changes of addresses,
marriages, births, changes of employment, out
standing achievements, service records and the
like are all part of the record. Rhode Island State
College never forgets a graduate. The history of
their lives is part of the history of our College,
We, the Class of 1951, have the opportunity
to keep our class spirit strong and our personal
enthusiasm for the College alive by co-operating
with these two offices.
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VICE PRESIDENT
SENIOR OFFICERS
TREASURER SOCIAL CHAIRMAN
John Hunnewell Charlie Moll
JUNIOR OFFICERS
PRESIDENT
Stephen Aldrich
VICE PRESIDENT
Jackie Kenyon
TREASURER
Hugo Vigoroso
SECRETARY
Ruth Benson
SOCIAL CHAIRMAN
Roger Sha'
SOPHOMORE OFFICERS
PRESIDENT
Arthur Roche
VICE PRESIDENT
Sandy Zambarano
SECRETARY
Pdlricid King
SOCIAL CHAIRMAN
Bruce Crowell
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Alumni and Students
ol The University ol Rhode Island:
The following local merchants have been faithful sponsors of
many of your activities while you were here, in addition to serving
competently within their own callings.
They deserve our patronage, and the patronage of the classes
to come.
When your needs for goods and services lie within their
ability to fulfill, we urge that you repay, in part, their past kind
nesses to us all, by doing your business with them.
THE 1951 GRIST
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Compliments of
JIMMY & KITTY'S DINER
Narragansett Pier Open 24 Hours
COMMUNITY OIL SERVICE
DELCO HEAT BOILERS AND BURNERS
BEST IN FUEL OILS
187 High St., Peace Dale Phone 1104.W
Congratulations (rom
THE
NARRAGANSEH TIMES
Your Local Newspaper
The NEW
NICK'S SPA
and
RESTAURANT
Open Daily till Midnight
Peace Dale Rhode Island
JAMES DeSALVO, Proprietor
Congratulations (rom
ROSE HILL CLEANERS
Rose Hill Saunderstown, R. L
Compliments o(
JOHNNY'S MARKET
Boston Post Road Hamilton, R- I.
MOYLEE'S
American and Chinese Restaurant
OPEN ALL YEAR ROUND
110 Beach St. Narragansett
Narr- 37S
KENYON AVENUE FLORAL
COMPANY
Cut Flowers and Corsages for
All Occasions
Tel. Narr. 98
Compliments o(
THE
PROVIDENCE NATIONAL BANK
1 O'NEIL'S OIL SERVICE
Peace Dale, Rhode Island
Wakefield Trust
OfficeCompliments of
SURF BAR
WAKEFIELD, RHODE ISLAND
Narragansett Pier, R- 1
Compliments of Compliments of
1 THE PHOTO SHOP
WAKEFIELD'S PHOTOGRAPHIC
HEADQUARTERS
WakeField Branch
4 Robinson St. Tel. 1371
Company
THE UTTER COMPANY
WAKEFIELD, RHODE ISLAND Printers
Westerly, Rhode Island
if THE COAT OF ARMS ADDS A DISTINCTION ONLY YOU CAN GIVE
SERVICES OF THE BALFOUR COMPANY
TO STUDENTS OF UNIVERSITY OF R. I.
For Your
FRATERNITY JEWELRY
"Dutchy" Peirce
care L. G. Balfour Co., Attleboro
Fraternity Badges, Keys and
Guard Pins, Recognitions, etc-
Rings for men and women.
Stationery, Invitations, Programs,
Gifts - Compacts, Pendants,
Bracelets, Charms, Leather.
Favors in all price ranges --
Memorials, Citations, Scrolls.
Write for your 1951 copy of
THE BALFOUR BLUE BOOK
Wear Your Class Ring
Proudly
IT IDENTIFIES YOU WITH A GREAT
AND GROWING INSTITUTION
AND ILLUSTRIOUS ALUMNI AND
FINE CLASS ASSOCIATES
Buy your ring from
THE CAMPUS BOOKSTORE
k QUALITY, SERVICE AND A SINCERE DESIRE TO PLEASE ?
SHERATON-BILTMORE
ROCHESTER CLOTHES
PROVIDENCE 3, R. 1.
SMART SUITS - TOP COATS
SPORT COATS - SLACKS
VISIT THE FAMOUS FOUR Providence
at the
SHERATON - BILTMORE
-
Complimcnis of
.the GARDEN ROOM
. the BACCHANTE ROOM
WOLF'S DRUGS
. the FALSTAFF ROOM
f. R. WOLF, Ph. G.
. the TOWN ROOM
162-164 Mam St. Wakefield, R. -
FOR MERCHANDISE
OF OUALITY
Shop dt
KENYON'S DEPARTMENT
STORE
Wakefield, Rhode Island
COUNTRY CLOTHES
181 Main St-
TONY AND JOHN'S CAFE
Peace Dale, Rhode Island
O'NEIL'S PACKAGE STORE
Narragansett, Rhode Island
ss and Best Wishes to the
CLASS OF 1951
Coca-Cola Bottlln3 Company
of South County
Peace Dale, Rhode Island
Sales and Distribution Inslallation and Service
Washington County Gas * Appliance Co.
Pyrofax Gas Service
Serving R. I. State College
Tower Hill South Kingstown, R. L
Phone: Narragansett 753-J-1K
INDUSTRIAL TRUST COMPANY
WAKEFIELD BRANCH
EVERyBODyS BANK"
IPVING *. CARPENTER KENNETH E. MUNROE
Manager At- f^nager
1 Robinson St. Wakefield, R. I-
PHILIPS DRESS SHOP
DRESSES
AND
INTIMATE WEARING APPAREL
FOR THE
FASHIONABLE MISS
129 Main St. Wakefield, R.
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Official Photographers
for the Class of 1951
LORING STUDIOS
123 MATHEWSON STREET
PROVIDENCE. RHODE ISLAND
Telephone GAspee 1-3876
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1 1 1
Advertisers
Engraving
Company
126 DORRANCE ST., PROVIDENCE 1, R. I.
j^/ ^hecticn and i^iae Sn^laicf'jt^.^
di 0tif^/andina ^<^c//^e^ iy^te/i, and
^ FOR 25 YEARSNEW ENGLAND'S SMART ENGRAVING HOUSE
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The Akerman-Standard Company
TYPOGRAPHERS
PRINTERS
BOOKBINDERS
56 Pine Street Providence, R. I.
Compliments of
1 THE CLASS
o(
1952
1
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Compliments of
THE CLASS
o(
1
1953
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Compliments of
THE CLASS
oi
1954
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Compliments of
PHI CHAPTER
of
SIGMA KAPPA
iilden-lhurber
PROVIDENCE. RHODE ISLAND
ONCE AGAIN
Congraluldtions and Besl Wishes
^OUTLET^
Rhode Island's Largest Store
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Congratulates
THE CLASS OF 1951
GAS HAS GOT IT!
FOR COOKING
FOR REFRIGERATION
FOR KITCHEN HEATING
FOR CENTRAL HEATING
FOR WATER HEATING
PROVIDENCE GAS CO.
Compliments of
TAU EPSILON PHI
ETA CHAPTER
ol
THETA CHI
extends consratulations to
THE CLASS OF 1951
Wickford, Rhode Island
Wicklord :-0862
OPEN ALL YEAR
yOUR HOME TO-NIGHT A. A. A. APPROVED
Milling Machines
Grinding Machines
Screw Machines
Machinists' Tools
Electronic Measuring
Equipment
Cutters and Hobs
Arbors and Adapters
Screw Machine Tools
Vises and Pumps
Permanent Magnet
Chucks
U I Providence 1, R. I.
ALPHA UPSILON
oF
SIGMA PI
extends consratulations to
THE CLASS OF 1951
CLASS OF 1951
from
BETA PSI ALPHA
PHI GAMMA DELTA
Congratulates
THE CLASS OF 1951
VEST WARWICK
-Bc^t&Y^Stote
,A^
Where You Always Shop With Confidcn
For Everything that is Good to Eat
Stop at
KENYON'S
ICE CREAM BAR
SODAS
SANDWICHES - HOT DOGS
HAMBURGS - DINNERS
OPEN DAILY TILL MIDNIGHT
West Kingston
YOUR COLLEGE DINING
UNIT
THE COLLEGE COMMONS
Wishes The Graduates
of 1951
BEST WISHES
COMPLIMENTS OF ((roTOlf[[))
"""""'
1
Manufacturers of Fabric, Athletic and
Waterproof Footwear t^ ^jk
The Coach keaney Tastbreak" j^^^'^'^B
Basketball Shoe T-.:!^
i BRISTOL MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
BRISTOL, RHODE ISLAND
Compliments from
Rhode Island
State College
Bookstore
THE
NARRAGANSETT
ELECTRIC
COMPANY
QIADDIHQ'S
ONE OF NEW ENGLAND'S
FINEST STORES
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CHI OMEGA
Extends Congratulations
To Its Graduating Seniors
MARY ANN HARTLEY
MARILYN CORNELL
JOAN THOMSON
ELIZABETH BOSWORTH
AND THE
CLASS OF 1951
Congratulations to the
GRADUATING CLASS
from
TAU KAPPA EPSILON
Congralulalions to tlir
CLASS OF 1951
from
RHO IOTA KAPPA
Congrdtuldtions Frc
THE CLASS OF 1951
ALPHA XI DELTA
Congratulates
THE CLASS OF 1951
Where You Meet Everyone
THE "LOWER CAF"
CABINETS SODAS - ICE CREAM
SUNDAES - SNACKS
Where Everyone Met You
PROVIDENCE PAPER CO.
RETAIL STORE
91 Weybosset St.
Providence
Congrdtuldtions to
'
THE CLASS OF 1951
from
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
The Brothers of
ALPHA TAU GAMMA
extend their congratulations
to the
GRADUATING SENIORS
PHI MU DELTA
extends its congratulations
to the graduating
1 CLASS OF 1951
Consrdtuldtions to the
CLASS OF 1951
from
PHI SIGMA KAPPA
PHI KAPPA THETA
1 Congratulates
THE GRADUATING CLASS
OF 1951
RHO CHAPTER
of
ALPHA EPSILON PI
Congratulates
THE CLASS OF 1951
Congrdtuldtions to
THE CLASS OF 1951
from
ALPHA DELTA PI
SIGMA DELTA TAU
Congratulates
THE CLASS OF 1951
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